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College Calendar 
1937 
SEPT. 20. Monday 
SEPT. 24. Friday 
OcT. 30. Saturday 
Nov. 1. Monday 
Nov. 24. Wednesday 
Nov. 28. Sunday 
DEC. 18. Saturday 
]AN. 2. Sunday 
]AN. 19. Wednesday 
FEB. 1. Tuesday 
FEB. 5. Saturday 
FEB. 22. Tuesday 
MAR. 15. Tuesday 
APR. 6. Wednesday 
APR. 18. Monday 
APR. 30. Saturday 
MAY 7. Saturday 
MAY 20. Friday 
MAY 30. Monday 
JuNE 1. Wednesdaj• 
JUNE 13. Monday 
Examinations for Admission begin at 9 
a.m. 
CHRISTMAS TERM begins at 5 p.m. 
Stated Meeting of the Corporation. 
All Saints' Day, Founders' and Benefac-
tors' Day. 
Thanksgiving Holiday begins at 4 p.m. 
Thanksgiving Holiday ends at 5 p.m. 
CHRISTMAS RECESS begins at 1 p.m. 
1938 
CHRISTMAS RECESS ends at 5 p.m. 
Christmas Examinations begin. 
Christmas Examinations end. 
TRINITY TERM begins at 1 p.m. 
Washington's Birthday (a holiday). 
Last day for receiving applications for 
Russell and Terry Fellowships. 
EASTER RECESS begins at 4 p.m. 
EASTER RECESS ends at 5 p.m. 
Last day for receiving essays for the 
Tuttle Prize and the Prizes in History 
and Political Science. 
Examination for the Goodwin Greek 
Prizes. 
Last Day of Spring Registration Period. 
Meeting of Committee on award of 
George Sheldon McCook Trophy. 
Memorial Day (a holiday). 
Trinity Examinations begin. 
Trinity Examinations end. 
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JUNE 17. Friday Annual Meeting of the Board of Fellows. 
Stated Meeting of the Corporation 
(evening). 
JUNE 18. Saturday Class Day. 
JUNE 19. Sunday 
JUNE 20. Monday 
JuLY 2. Saturday 
JuLY 5. Tuesday 
AuG. 13. Saturday 
SEPT. 19. Monday 
SEPT. 23. Friday 
OcT. 29. Saturday 
Nov. 1. Tuesday 
Nov. 23. Wednesday 
Nov. 27. Sunday 
DEC. 17. Saturday 
Stated Meeting of the Corporation, and 
Annual Meeting of the Association of 
the Alumni. 
Examinations for admission begin at 9 
a.m. (College Entrance Examination 
Board). 
Baccalaureate Sermon. 
ONE HUNDRED AND TWELFTH CoM-
MEN CEMENT. 
TRINITY VACATION begins. 
Registration for Summer School begins. 
Summer School Classes begin. 
Summer School ends. 
Examinations for Admission begin at 9 
a.m. 
CHRISTMAS TERM begins at 5 p.m. 
Stated Meeting of the Corporation. 
All Saints' Day, Founders' and Benefac-
tors' Day. 
Thanksgiving Holiday begins at 4 p.m. 
Thanksgiving Holiday ends at 5 p.m. 
CHRISTMAS RECESS begins at 1 p.m. 
1939 
]AN. 3. Tuesday CHRISTMAS RECESS ends at 5 p.m. 
]AN. 23. Monday Christmas Examinations begin. 
FEB. 3. Friday Christmas Examinations end. 
FEB. 4. Saturday TRINITY TERM begins at 1 p.m. 
FEB. 22. Wednesday Washington's Birthday (a holiday). 
MAR. 29. Wednesday EASTER RECESS begins at 4. p.m. 
APRIL 10. Monday , EASTER RECESS ends at 5 p.m. 
Senatus Academicus 
Corporation 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE COLLEGE 
ex officio PRESIDENT* 
THE HoN. JosEPH BUFFINGTON, LL.D. 
WILLIAM GWINN MATHER, M.A., LL.D. 
JOHN PRINCE ELTON, B.S. 
CHARLES G. WOODWARD, M.A.* 
SAMUEL FERGUSON, M.A .. 
SIDNEY T. MILLER, M.A., LL.D. . 
NEWTON c. BRAIN ARD, B.A. * 
JAMES GUTHRIE HARBORD, LL.D. 
The HoN. PHILIP }AMES McCooK, M.A., u .. D. 
CHARLES ERLING HOTCHKISS, LL.B. 
CHARLES F. SMITH, M.A. . 
JAMES L. GOODWIN, B.A. * . 
WILLIAM HANMER EATON, B.S. 
MARTIN WITHINGTON CLEMENT, SC.D. 
. JOHN HENRY KELSO DAVIS, M.A.* 
LAWSON PURDY, M.A., LL.D. 
ROBERT BARNARD O'CONNOR, M.F.A. 
s. ST. JOHN MORGAN, B.A.t 
RICHARDSON WRIGHT, M.A. 
GEORGE s. STEVENSON, B.A. 
FREDERICK C. WALCOTT, B.A., SC.D. 
ALLEN NORTHEY }ONES, M.A.t . 
LYMAN BUSHNELL BRAINERD, JR., B.A. 
SYDNEY DILLINGHAM PINNEY, B.S. t 
BERN BUDD, B.A. 
Hartford 
Pittsburgh 
Cleveland 
Waterbury 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Detroit 
Hartford 
New York 
New York 
New York 
New Britain 
Hartford 
Pittsfield 
Philadelphia 
Hartford 
New York 
New York 
Boston 
New York 
Hartford 
Norfolk 
New York 
Hartford 
Wethersfield 
New York 
* These members of the Corporation form the Executive Committee. 
t Elected by the Alumni. 
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Advisory Council 
The Rt. Rev. ERNEST M. STIRES, D.D •• 
EDGAR F. w ATERMAN, M.A., LL.B. 
The Rt. Rev. CHAUNCEY B. BREWSTER, D.D. 
GRENVILLE KANE, M.A., L.H.D. • 
THOMAS WRIGHT RUSSELL, B.A •• 
The Hori.. FRANKL. WILCOX, B.A. 
]AMES L. THOMSON, PH.B. 
ROGER RICHMOND EASTMAN, B.A.* 
Acting Treasurer of the Corporation 
Office, Williams Memorial 
Board of Fellows 
List of Senior Fellows 
New York 
Hartford 
Hartford 
New York 
Hartford 
Berlin 
Hartford 
PAUL McMILLAN BUTTERWORTH, B.s. 
ROBERT HUTCHINS SCHUTZ, B.A. 
ADRIAN HOLMES ONDERDONK, M.A. 
ROBERT SEYMOUR MORRIS, M.S. 
FREDERICK CHARLES HINKEL, ]R., B.S. 
THOMAS F. FLANAGHAN 
Junior Fellows 
WILLIAM POND BARBER, JR., B.S. 
JOHN SHAPLEIGH MOSES, B.A. 
GLOVER JOHNSON, B.A. 
LISPENARD BACHE PHISTER, B.A. 
JEROME PIERCE WEBSTER, M.D. 
RONALD E. KINNEY 
• These members of the Corporation form the Executive Committee. 
Trinity College 
Hartford, Connecticut 
1823 - 1937 
T RINITY College, known until 1845 as Washington Col-lege, received its charter on May 22, 1823. The following year instruction was begun and two buildings were erected 
on the ground now occupied by the State Capitol. In 1845 the 
name was changed to Trinity College and the Alumni were organ-
ized into a constituent part of the academic body; in 1883 the 
charter was so amended as to provide for the annual election by 
the Alumni of one Trustee, each alumnus thus elected to serve 
three years. 
The college campus was sold in 1872 to the city as a site for 
the State Capitol and the College acquired its present land, about 
eighty acres, where ground was broken in 1875 for new buildings. 
These were first occupied in 1878. In accordance with an agree-
ment between the city of Hartford and the Trustees of the 
College, certain land west and south of the college buildings, 
formrly known as the Stone Quarries, has been laid out and 
established as a public park, called Rocky Ridge Park. 
The first two buildings on the new campus were called Seabury 
Hall and Jarvis Hall after buildings on the old campus; with 
Northam Towers, named for its donor, in the center, they con-
stitute a large part of the main group of buildings. The Gymna-
sium and Alumni Hall building was provided by the gifts of 
Junius S. Morgan and others. George A. Jarvis gave the Jarvis 
9 
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Laboratory, and J. Pierpont Morgan gave the Williams Memo-
rial, which houses the library and offices of administration; Board-
man Hall contains a museum, laboratories, and lecture rooms. 
Trowbridge Memorial is the first unit of the new Gymnasium 
and contains a swimming pool, squash racquets courts, and locker 
rooms; a new dormitory has been erected with funds bequeathed by 
Charles W. Cook. The Chapel, completed in 1933, is the gift 
of William G. Mather, '7 5. The Dining Han, recently completed, 
provides opportunity for meals for students, faculty, and visitors; 
and is also used for banquets, college dances, and other social 
functions. A new Chemistry Laboratory has been erected at the 
south end of the campus, at the end of the Cook Dormitory, and 
was opened for classes at the beginning of the academic year 1936-
37. It meets all the needs of the Chemistry Department, and in 
addition includes an auditorium with a seating capacity of 500. 
THE TRINITY COLLEGE BULLETIN. This quarterly includes 
all the official publications of the College. 
INFORMATION ABOUT THE COLLEGE. Copies of Catalogues 
and information concerning the requirements for admission, the 
courses of instruction, scholarships, etc., can be obtained from the 
Dean. 
FACULTY 11 
Faculty* 
THE REV. REMSEN BRINCKERHOFF 0GILBY, B.D., LL.D., LITT.D. 
President 
115 Vernon Street (office, Williams Memorial) 
HENRY AUGUSTUS PERKINS, SC.D. 
Jarvis Professor of Physics 
55 Forest Street 
GUSTAV ADOLPH KLEENE, PH.D. 
Professor of Economics 
689 Asylum Avenue 
CHARLES EDWIN ROGERS, M.C.E. 
Professor of Civil Engineering 
33 Concord Street, West Hartford 
HORACE CHENEY SWAN, M.D. 
Professor of Physiology and Hygiene; Medical Director 
196 North Whitney Street 
ARTHUR ADAMS, PH.D. 
Professor of English, Librarian and 
Registrar 
73 Vernon Street 
LE RoY CARR BARRET, PH.D. 
Hobart Professor of the Latin Language and Literature 
31 Arundel Avenue, West Hartford 
EDWARD FRANK HUMPHREY, PH.D. 
Northam Professor of History and Political Science 
31 North Whitney Street 
•Arranged, with the exception of the President, in each group in order of seniority. 
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ODELL SHEPARD, PH.D., LITT.D. 
lames J. Goodwin Professor of English Literature 
69 Vernon Street 
HAROUTUNE MuGURDICH DADOURIAN, PH.D 
Seabury Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy 
125 Vernon Street 
EDWARD LEFFINGWELL TROXELL, PH.D. 
Professor of Geology 
49 Auburn Road, West Hartford 
VERNON KRIEBEL KRIEBLE, PH.D. 
Scovill Professor of Chemistry 
102 North Beacon Street 
HARRY Tonn CosTELLo, PH.D 
Brownell Professor of Philosophy 
12 Seabury Hall, Trinity College 
RAY OosTING, M.En. 
Director of Physical Education 
45 Cumberland Street 
THOMAS HUJ\1E BISSONNETTE, PH.D. 
J. Pierpont Morgan Professor of Biology 
55 Center Street, Wethersfield 
ARCHIE RoY BANGS, PH.D. 
Professor of Germanic Languages 
24 Montclair Drive, West Hartford 
ROBERT BINES WOODWARD HUTT, PH.D. 
Professor of Psychology 
123 Vernon Street 
FACULTY 
THURMAN LossoN Hooo, PH.D. 
Dean and Assistant Professor of English 
71 Vernon Street 
GEORGE BAER FUNDENBURG, PH.D. 
Professor of Romance Languages 
9 Gillett Street 
MORSE SHEPARD ALLEN, PH.D. 
Associate Professor of English 
Secretary of the Faculty 
3 Fern Street 
Louis HASTINGS NAYLOR, PH.D. 
Assistant Professor of Romance Languages 
25 Gillett Street 
STERLING BISHOP SMITH, PH.D. 
Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
28 Lorraine Road, Wethersfield 
ARTHUR PEHR ROBERT WADLUND, PH.D. 
Assistant Professor of Physics 
160 Clearfield Road, Wethersfield 
JOSEPH CORNELIUS CLARKE, B.P .E. 
Assistant Director of Physical Education 
268 Fairfield Avenue 
CARL LEWIS ALTMAIER, PH.D. 
Assitant Professor of Psychology 
31 Allendale Road 
13 
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WILLIAM CLARK HELMBOLD, PH.D. 
Assistant Professor of Greek and Latin 
128 North Beacon Street 
ALFRED KING MITCHELL, PH.D. 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
19 Avalon Road, West Hartford 
DANIEL EDWARD JESSEE, M.A. 
Assistant Director of Physical Education 
114 Raymond Road, West Hartford 
CLARENCE EVERETT WATTERS, M.MUS. 
Organist and Assistant Professor of Music 
25 Auburn Road, West Hartford 
PHILIP ELBERT TAYLOR, PH.D. 
Assistant Professor of Economics 
299 Washington Street 
CHARLES EDGAR CUNINGHAM, B.A. 
Assistant Professor of History 
261 WiJJow Street, New Haven 
EDWARD DELOS MYERS, PH.D. 
Assistant Professor of Linguistics 
129 Washington Street 
IRWIN ALFRED BUELL, PH.D. 
Director of Extension and of Summer School 
and Instructor in History 
30 Woodrow Street, West Hartford 
FACULTY 
BLANCHARD WILLIAM MEANS, PH.D. 
Instructor in Philosophy 
SS Arnoldale Road, West Hartford 
WALTER EDWIN McCLouD, M.A. 
Instructor in Physical Education 
194 Fairfield Avenue 
HOWARD DANIEL DOOLITTLE, PH.D. 
Instructor in Physics 
648 New Britain Avenue 
ARTHUR HOWARD HUGHES, PH.D. 
Instructor in German 
14 Seabury Hall, Trinity College 
J. WENDELL BURGER, PH.D. 
Instructor in Biology 
167 Washington Street 
]AMES ANASTASIOS NoToPouws, M .A. (oxoN.) 
Instructor in Greek 
282 Washington Street 
EDWARD REDMOND ATKINSON, PH.D. 
Instructor in Chemistry 
167 Washington Street 
ROBERT LEMMON BURWELL, JR., PH.D. 
Instructor in Chemistry 
70 Gillett Street 
THOMAS LUTHER DowNs, JR., PH.D. 
Instructor in Mathematics 
48 Fairfield Avenue 
lS 
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]OHN FRANKLIN WYCKOFF, M.A. 
Instructor in Mathematics 
48 Fairfield Avenue 
WILLIAM OSGOOD AYDELOTTE, PH.D. 
Instructor in History 
15 Seabury Hall, Trinity College 
RALPH w. ERICKSON, M.ED. 
Instructor in Physical Education 
19 Lincoln Street 
FRANK SCHNEIDER, PH.D. 
Instructor in Chemistry 
B-12 Cook Dormitory, Trinity College 
HOWARD CARTER WILEY 
Instructor in Drawing 
65 Robbins Drive, Wethersfield 
A. EVERETT AUSTIN, JR., B.A. 
Instructor in Fine Arts 
130 Scarborough Road 
HOWARD GREENLEY, M.A., F.A.I.A. 
Instructor in Fine Arts and in French 
22 Jarvis Hall, Trinity College 
ROBERT PALMER WATERMAN, M.A. 
Instructor in Romance Languages 
17 Haynes Street 
FACULTY 
]ACK TREVITHICK, M.A. 
Assistant in English 
17 Allen Place 
DANIEL BOND RISDON, B.A. 
Assistant in English 
B-12 Cook Dormitory 
EDWARD COLTON, B.S. 
Assistant in Chemistry 
48 Vine Street 
DONALD ALBERT DUMONT, B.S. 
Assistant in English 
14 Seabury Hall, Trinity College 
WILLIAM ]OHN McCARTHY, ]R., B.s. 
Assistant in Chemistry 
1642 Broad Street 
JosEPH GRAFTON MERRIAM, B.A. 
Assistant in English 
C-33 Cook Dormitory, Trinity College 
HOWARD PETER WINTER, B.A. 
Instructor in German 
153 Preston Street 
THOMAS SMITH w ADLOW, B.A. 
Alumni Secretary 
Berlin 
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FRANK DUDLEY CHAFFEE, B.S. 
Property Manager 
396 Fairfield Avenue 
FRANCIS LUDWIG LUNDBORG, M.D. 
Assistant Medical Director 
31 North Main Street, West Hartford 
]AMES GOLDEN TOBIN, B.A. 
Assistant Cataloguer 
39 Connecticut Boulevard, East Hartford 
FACULTY 19 
Standing Committees of the Faculty 
THE PRESIDENT is ex officio a member of all committees 
Admissions 
PROFESSORS ADAMS, HUTT, WADLUND, and THE DEAN*t 
Course of Study 
PROFESSORS BARRET, CosTELLO, KLEENE, KRIEBLE, and 
ROGERS 
Registration in Courses 
PROFESSORS ADAMS, BANGs,*t BuELL, CUNINGHAM, HELMBOLD, 
HUGHES, and THE DEAN 
Examinations and Standing 
PROFESSORS ALTMAIER, MEANS, MITCHELL,t NAYLOR, SWAN,* 
and THE DEAN 
Graduate Students 
PROFESSORS ADAMS,* BISSONNETTE, BuELL,t HuTT, and 
TROXELL 
Administration 
PROFESSORS ALLEN, BANGS, DADOURIAN, PERKINS, WADLUND,t 
and THE DEAN* 
Student Organizations 
PROFESSORS ALTMAIER,t HUMPHREY, JESSEE, NAYLOR, WAT-
TERS, and THE DEAN* 
* Chairman of the committee. 
t Secretary of the committee. 
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Catalogue 
PROFESSORS ALLEN, CLARKE,t MITCHELL,* and TAYLOR 
Faculty Members of Joint Educational Committee 
PROFESSORS COSTELLO and Sw AN 
Library 
PROFESSORS AnAMs,t COSTELLO,* SHEPARD, and SMITH 
Members of Athletic Advisory Council 
PROFESSORS OosTING, W ADLUND, and THE PRESIDENT 
Faculty Members of Joint Committee of Faculty and Trustees 
PROFESSORS DADOURIAN, PERKINS, AND SHEPARD 
* Chairman of the committee. 
t Secretary of the committee. 
Admission to College 
Requirements for Admission 
A. LL communications regarding admission, requests for the 
.£1. College Bulletin, Application blanks, blanks for Tran-
scripts of School Records, information regarding school and 
college curricula, and the like should be addressed to the Com-
mittee on Admission, Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut. 
Applicants should secure from the Committee the blanks requisite 
in applying for admission and return them at as early a date as 
possible. 
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class must be at 
least fifteen years of age, and must bring testimonials of good 
moral character, preferably from the principal of the school last 
attended. Those who are from other colleges must present certifi-
cates of honorable dismissal in good standing. All testimonials 
and certificates should be presented as early as possible, and 
preference will be given to early applications. 
All candidates for admission are required to take the scholastic 
aptitude test offered at the College in September. 
All candidates are required to present a certificate of vaccina-
tion. 
Every candidate for admission must pay the Registration Fee 
of ten dollars (not returnable). Checks should be made payable 
to the "Trustees of Trinity College." An additional fee of ten 
dollars is charged by the College Entrance Examination Board to 
men taking the June examinations. 
To meet the scholastic requirements for admission candidates 
ordinarily will have pursued in a secondary school a four years' 
course of study leading to graduation. 
21 
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The regular academic requirement for admission is 15 units 
in approved subjects as listed below. Applications of candidates 
with superior academic qualifications will be considered if their 
records include not less than 13 such units. When a candidate 
has followed the standard college preparatory cur.riculum in his 
school and has been graduated, his record may be considered 
despite some variation between the subjects he presents and those 
on the list of approved subjects. 
A unit represents a year's study in a secondary school, consti-
tuting approximately a quarter of a full year's work. It is assumed 
that the study is pursued five periods a week for an entire school 
year. 
Inability to write good English will be sufficient ground for the 
rejection of a candidate. 
Admission credits are acceptable in the following subjects: Eng-
lish, Ancient History, European History, English History, Ameri-
can History (with or without Civil Government), Latin, Greek, 
French, German, Spanish, Elementary Algebra, Plane Geometry, 
Advanced Algebra, Trigonometry, Solid Geometry, Biology, 
Chemistry, and Physics. The four years' work in English is 
reckoned as three units, which may not be divided in certifica-
tion. The first two years' work in a foreign language must be 
presented as two units, undivided; they may, however, be separated 
in certification from a third year's work or a fourth year's work 
in that language. Similarly, Elementary Algebra (sometimes 
called Intermediate Algebra) is two units, and may not be 
divided; if it is completed in less than two full years of school 
work, it is nevertheless reckoned as two units. 
All candidates must include in their admission credits four 
years' work in English (3 units), History (1 unit), Elementary 
Algebra ( 2 units), and Plane Geometry (1 unit). 
Not more than 3 units in History may be presented by any 
candidate. It is recommended that candidates for the degree of 
Bachelor of Arts present History A (Ancient History). 
ADMISSION TO COLLEGE 23 
The scholastic requirements for admission may be satisfied by 
one of the methods explained in detail below: 
1. Certification. 
2. Examinations under Plan A. 
3. Certification and Examinations. 
4. Regents' Examinations. 
5. Examinations under Plan B. 
1. Certification 
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class presenting 
certificates from certain schools which have courses of instruction 
approved by the Faculty are admitted without further examina-
tion on the studies covered by the certificates. 
To satisfy the academic requirements for admission by school 
certification, a candidate should be certified by the head of the 
school in sufficient units of approved subjects (English, Mathe-
matics, History, foreign language, and Science) as listed on page 
22. The grade required for certification is determined by the 
school. No student will be admitted on certificate unless he is a 
graduate of the school from which he comes; but no person not a 
graduate is thereby precluded from presenting himself for admis-
sion by examinations under Plan A (or by Regents' Examinations). 
Candidates who are graduates may combine credits by ~ertification 
with credits by examinations under Plan A or Regents' Examina-
tions. 
Certificates will not be accepted for more than the total num-
ber of units required for admission. But this does not preclude 
fully certified candidates from offering themselves for examination 
in additional studies of the examination programme, as stated on 
page 29. 
The privilege of certification will be withdrawn from the certi-
fying school if it becomes evident that the preparation of students 
from it is materially defective. 
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Certificates should be addressed to the Committee on Admis-
sion; they will not be considered until the Registration Fee of 
ten dollars is paid. Checks should be made payable to the "Trus-
tees of Trinity College." 
2. Examinations under Plan A 
Admission by Plan A examinations is similar to admission by 
certification except that credit in each subject is secured by passing 
a College Entrance Examination Board examination. Examina-
tions are offered in the following subjects. The scale of values 
indicated is expressed in terms of units adopted by the Board. 
Subject 
English 
History A (Ancient History) 
History B (European History) 
History C (English History) 
History D (American History, with or without 
Civil Government} 
Latin 2 (Two-Year Latin)• 
Latin 3 (Three-Year Latin)• 
Latin 4 (Four-Year Latin)• 
Latin H Fourth Year Latin (Poetry) 
Latin K Fourth Year Latin (Prose) 
Greek 2 (Two-Year Greek) 
Greek 3 (Three-Year Greek) 
Greek H (Homer}t 
French 2 (Two-Year French} 
French 3 (Three-Year French) 
French 4 (Four-Year French} 
German 2 (Two-Year German) 
German 3 (Three-Year German) 
German 4 (Four-Year German) 
Spanish 2 (Two-Year Spanish} 
Spanish 3 (Three-Year Spanish) 
Spanish 4 (Four-Year Spanish} 
Mathematics A (Elementary Algebra) 
Mathematics B (Advanced Algebra) 
Units 
1 
2 
4 
2 
3 
1 
2 
4 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
2 
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Mathematics C (Plane Geometry) 
Mathematics D (Solid Geometry) 
Mathematics E (Plane Trigonometry) 
Mathematics Beta 
Mathematics Gamma 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Biological Sciences-Two Years 
Physical Sciences-Two Years 
25 
Yz 
Yz 
3 
4 
1 
1 
2 
2 
* Candidates who may desire to satisfy the requirements in Latin by other examina· 
tions offered by the College Entr ance Examination Board should inform themselves 
as to which examinations will be satisfactory. 
t F or candidates already credited with 2 units in the subject. 
Candidates taking examinations under Plan A should secure 
detailed information regarding definitions of the subjects and pro-
cedure in registering for examinations from the College Entrance 
Examination Board. (See under "College Entrance Examination 
Board," pp. 26-28.) 
3. Certification and Examinations 
Candidates may, with the permission of the College, combine 
credits by certification with credits by admission examinations m 
satisfaction of the academic requirements for admission. 
4. Regents' Examinations 
The credentials issued by the Regents of the University of the 
State of New York will be accepted in satisfaction of the aca-
demic requirements for admission. 
5. Examinations under Plan B 
A graduate of a school which has an approved four-year course 
of study (including English, Mathematics, and foreign languages) 
will be admitted to the Freshman Class on the following condi-
tions: 
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He must file an application for admission by this method, and 
must submit therewith a transcript of his record in school. If the 
school record is found satisfactory, he will be given permission to 
take the examinations under Plan B. He must write satisfactory 
papers in the examinations for admission in English, and in three 
of the following six subjects: (1) Latin; (2) Greek; (3) 
German; ( 4) French; ( 5) Mathematics; ( 6) a science (Physics 
or Chemistry). Requests to substitute another subject for one of 
these will be considered by the Committee on Admission. The 
four examinations under Plan B must all be taken in the year in 
which the candidate expects to enter college. Under this plan, the 
candidate must take all four of these examinations whether or 
not he has been certified in, or previously passed examinations in, 
any of the four subjects. The examination should, in each case, 
include the last year's work done by the candidate in each 
subject. 
College Entrance Examination Board 
The question papers for the June examinations are prepared 
and the examinations are administered by the College Entrance 
Examination Board. The September question papers are prepared 
by the College Entrance Examination Board ; the examinations are 
administered by the officers of the College and are held in Hart-
ford only. 
Examinations of lune 18-25, 1938 
The application for examination should be addressed to the 
College Entrance Examination Board, 431 West 117th Street, 
New York, N. Y. It should be made upon a blank form to be 
obtained from the Secretary of the College Entrance Examination 
Board. 
If the application be received sufficiently early the examination 
fee will be $10.00 for each candidate whether examined in the 
United States, Canada, or elsewhere. The fee, which should 
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accompany the application, should be remitted by postal order, 
express order, or draft on New York to the order of the College 
Entrance Examination Board. 
The applications and fees of all candidates who wish to take 
the examinations in June, 1938, should reach the Secretary of the 
Board not later than the dates specified in the following schedule: 
For examination centers 
In the United States east of the Mississippi River or on the 
Mississippi, May 30, 1938. 
In the United States west of the Mississippi River or in Canada, 
May 23, 1938. 
Outside of the United States and Canada, except in Asia, May 
9, 1938. 
In China or elsewhere in the Orient, April 25, 1938. 
When a candidate has failed to obtain the required blank form 
of application for examination the usual examination fee will be 
accepted if the fee arrives not later than the specified date accom-
panied by a memorandum containing the name and address of the 
candidate, the exact examination center selected, and a list of all 
the subjects in which he expects to take the Board examinations. 
Applications for examinations other than the Scholastic Aptitude 
Test received later than the date named will be accepted when 
it is possible to arrange for the examination of the candidates con-
cerned, but only upon payment of an additional fee of five dollars. 
A list of places at which examinations are to be held in June, 
1938 will be published about March 1. Requests that the examin-
ations be held at particular points should be transmitted to the 
Secretary of the College Entrance Examination Board not later 
than February 1. The designation of the center to which the 
candidate will go for examination is regarded as an indispensable 
part of his application for examination. 
In order to exhibit their tickets of admission and to obtain seats 
in the examination room, candidates should report for a morning 
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examination at 8 :45 and for an afternoon examination at 1 :45. 
An examination will close for candidates admitted late at the 
same time as for other candidates. The examinations will be held 
in accordance with the time (Standard Time or Daylight Saving 
Time) observed in the local schools. 
Examinations are also offered at the College in September. 
Candidates may secure permission to take these examinations by 
arrangement with the Secretary of the Committee on Admissions. 
Detailed definitions of the requirements in all examination 
subjects are given in a circular of information published annually 
by the College Entrance Examination Board. Upon request a single 
copy of this document will be sent to any teacher without charge. 
In general, a charge of thirty cents, which may be remitted in 
postage, will be made. 
September Examination Schedule-1938 
Monday, September 19 
9 A.M.-12 M. English 
2-5 P.M. French 
Wednesday, September 21 
Tuesday, September 20 
9 A.M.-12 M. Latin 
2-3 P.M. Scholastic Aptitude 
Test 
3 P.M. History 
9 A.M.-12 M. Elementary Mathe-
matics 
Thursday, September 22 
9 A.M.-12 M. Chemistry 
Physics 
2-5 P.M. Greek 2-5 P.M. German 
Spanish 
Friday, September 23 
2-5 P.M . Biology 
Botany 
Zoology 
Advanced Mathe-
matics 
"Autumn admission examinations shall begin on the third Monday 
in September, that is, on the Monday which falls not earlier than 
September 15 nor later than September 21." 
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Anticipation of College Studies 
Candidates for Admission, besides satisfying the Requirements 
for Admission, may accumulate additional credits by passing also 
examinations upon such of the courses of instruction offered by 
the College as may properly be anticipated by examinations. The 
College courses in French, German, and Spanish, numbered 1. 
2, and 3, may be anticipated by the College Entrance Examina-
tion Board's examinations in those subjects numbered respectively 
Cp. 2, Cp. 3 (or B), and Cp. 4. Likewise Plane Trigonometry, 
Solid Geometry, Physics A, and Chemistry A may be anticipated 
by the College Entrance Examination Board's examination in those 
subjects. Examinations in other subjects will be held in Hartford 
only at the time of the examinations for admission in September, 
provided that not less than two weeks' notice of intention to take 
such examinations shall have been given by the candidate to the 
Registrar. 
Except in English, History, Elementary Algebra, Plane Geom-
etry, Greek, and Latin, opportunity to pass by examination sub-
jects which may be offered for admission ordinarily ceases with 
admission to College. 
Admission to Advanced Standing 
Students who have been in attendance for not less than one 
year at other colleges of a grade similar to Trinity College and 
who present letters of honorable dismissal in good standing and 
who otherwise satisfy the Committee on Admission will be ad-
mitted, in such advanced standing as their previous record may 
warrant. The papers of such candidates, together with a catalogue 
of the college previously attended, should be sent to the Secretary 
of the Committee on Admission not less than three weeks before 
the beginning of the college year. 
Special Students 
Students regularly admitted who do not propose to pursue all 
the studies of either of the courses leading to a degree may be 
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permitted, under the name of Special Students, to attend any class 
in such studies as they are found qualified to pursue. They are 
subject to the same rules and enjoy the same privileges as other 
students; and, upon honorable dismissal, they are entitled to a cer-
tificate from the President, stating the studies which they have 
pursued. All special students will be required to pursue studies 
amounting to at least twelve hours a week. 
Non-Matriculated Students 
Persons of maturer years, who may desire to pursue the study 
of one or more subjects as non-resident students, may, upon satis-
fying the instructors concerned that they are qualified to perform 
the work in those subjects which they propose to elect, be admitted, 
by vote of the Faculty, as non-resident students without matricu-
lation. But they will not be allowed to count courses pursued in 
College toward satisfying the requirements for admission. Such 
students are not members of the College, and they are not eligible 
for scholarship aid. 
Matriculation 
Matriculation consists in signing, in the presence of the Presi-
dent and two or more Professors, the following promise: 
"I promise to observe the Statutes of TRINITY COLLEGE; to obey 
all its Rules and Regulations; to discharge faithfully all scholastic 
duties imposed upon me; and to maintain and defend all the rights, 
privileges, and immunities of the College, according to my station 
and degree in the same." 
All duly qualified students are matriculated on or about the 
first day of November (All Saints' Day-Founders' and Bene-
factors' Day). 
Registration 
All students are required to register on or before the first day 
of the Christmas Term at the office of the Registrar. 
A registration fee of ten dollars (not returnable) must accom-
pany each application for admission. 
Course of Study and Degrees 
THE College course normally requires four years for its com-pletion. Students completing in four years the one hundred and twenty semester hours required for the degree of Bach-
elor of Arts or Bachelor of Science, including courses specifically 
required, with the grade required for graduation, will be recom-
mended to the Trustees for their respective degrees without regard 
to deficiencies at admission. 
Extension Courses 
Trinity College offers a number of courses m extension each 
year during the regular college session, meeting in the late after-
noon and in the evening. They are similar to courses on the 
campus in regard to standards, content, and method of instruc-
tion. Some of the classes meet at the College, others are held in 
the Hartford Public High School for the convenience of the 
students. All of the subjects offered carry degree credit; a few 
may be used for credit toward the Master's Degree. Such credit 
is transferable to other colleges subject to the regulations of the 
institution to which the transfer is to be made. 
Detailed information can be obtained from the Director of 
Extension, Dr. Irwin A. Buell. A bulletin of extension courses 
will be mailed on request. 
Summer School 
Since 1934 Trinity College has conducted a Summer School 
with a term of six weeks beginning in the first week of July. 
Nearly all of the courses are duplications of courses given during 
the regular session. All instruction in the Summer School is offered 
by members of the College Faculty. 
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Detailed information can be obtained from the Director of 
the Summer School, Dr. Irwin A. Buell. A special bulletin lists 
the courses and instructors. 
Credit for Work in Summer Schools 
Work done at an approved summer school may be counted 
toward satisfying the requirements for a degree. In ord'er to have 
such work so counted, application must be made to the Committee 
on Examinations and Standing, and its approval secured before 
taking up the work. The applicant must state the courses pro-
posed and the institution he proposes to attend. No course will be 
approved that duplicates in any way work previously credited to 
the applicant. The Faculty reserves the right to examine upon 
all such work before allowing credit therefor. 
The Course of Study 
The following schedules show the studies of the Freshman year 
and of th'e several groups. 
Freshmen are required to take the following course of study: 
English A 
Mathematics 1 or lT* 
A Foreign Language (Greek, 
Latin, French, or German) 
A Science (Physics or Chemistry) 
One elective (from the list be-
low) 
Physical Education 
Studies of the Freshman Year 
Biology A 
Chemistry 1 or 2 
Civil Engineering 1 ab 
Drawing A or 1 
English A 
French 1, 2, or 3 
Fine Arts 1 ab 
German 1, 2, or 3 
Greek A or 1 
History 1 
Hygiene 1 
Latin 1 
Linguistics 
Mathematics 1 or 1 T 
Physics A or 1 
Religion 1 b 
* Students intending to elect Grpup One may substitute a Science for Mathematics 
I or IT. 
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Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Years 
At the close of the Freshman year, the student will elect one 
of the ten Groups of Studies described below. The completion of 
the studies of one of these Groups, together with credit for certain 
subjects specified in the statement of the Requirements for Degrees, 
is essential to the attainment of a degree. The object in these 
prescriptions is twofold: first, to acquaint the student with certain 
fundamental subjects; and secondly, taking into account special 
aptitudes and interests, and plans for a future occupation, to 
ensure that he shall carry his studies in some subjects beyond the 
elementary stage. Though the college is in no sense a professional 
or technical school, yet the curriculum is planned so as to make it 
possible for a student to secure adequate training for study, after 
graduation, in such schools. It is believed that a course of study 
of this character is likely to prepare the student more adequately 
than an equal amount of work chosen with a less definite intention. 
Studies aggregating fifteen hours per week are to be chosen from 
the courses described on pages 49-7 3. In choosing these studies 
students must take into account the necessity of including in their 
courses the subjects specifically required for their respective degrees 
and the subjects making up the Group elected. 
Freshmen are urged to inform themselves regarding the various 
Groups, in consultation with instructors in the various Depart-
ments concerned, so that they may make any advisable change in 
their choice of a Group not later than the Sophomore year. 
The Groups 
Italics denote courses in which a grade of 70 or better is required. 
1. The Classics 
Four courses in Latin and Greek in college; at least one course 
in each subject must be included; and two other courses closely 
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related to each other and approved by the Department of Classi-
cal Languages. 
2. Modern Languages 
Four cou11Ses in French and German in college; including French 
3, 4, and 5 and German 3; or German 3, 4, and 5 or 6, and 
French 3. 
3. English 
Four courses in English in addition to English A, and two in an 
allied department. 
4. Economics 
Four courses in Economics and two in History. 
5. History 
Four courses in History and two in Economics. 
6. Philosophy 
Four courses in Plzilosop/zy including Philosophy 3; and three 
other courses closely related to each other and approved by the 
Department of Philosophy. 
7. Chemistry 
Five courses in Chemistry including one year of Organic Chem-
istry, Physical Chemistry, and Quantitative Analysis, Physics 2, 
and Mathematics 2. A grade of 70 or better must be obtained 
in four Chemistry courses beyond the first course taken in 
college. 
8. Mathematics and Physics 
Four courses in Mathematics, two courses in Physics, and one 
course in Chemistry, or four courses in Physics, Mathematics 
1, 2, and 3, and one course in Chemistry. 
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9. Biology and Pre-Medical 
Biology 1 and 2, four courses in Chemistry, Mathematics 1, one 
laboratory course in Physics (to be taken in college), and one 
course in Physiology. A grade of 70 or better must be obtained 
in Biology 1 and 2, Physiology 1 or 2, and in all required 
Chemistry* courses beyond the first course taken in college. 
10. Preparatory to Engineering 
Four courses in Civil Engineering and Drawing and Astronomy, 
two in Mathematics, and four in Physics and Chemistry; all 
to be taken in college. A grade of 70 or better is required in 
Civil Enginee1·ing 1 and 2, in Astronomy, and in Mathematics 
1. 
Registration in Courses 
A student in making his elections for a given year should be 
c:.reful to take into account the choices which the schedule allows 
for the following year, as well as the subjects specifically required 
for his degree {see pages 38-40) and the subjects making up the 
Group he has elected. The courses in which a student enrolls must 
have different examination numbers {see page 49). In May of 
each year there is published an announcement of the courses to be 
given the following year. 
Notices of choices, stating the subject and number of each 
course and the period in which it belongs, must be presented in 
writing to the Committee on Registration in Courses. During the 
first full week in May every student in the College must present 
his choice of studies for the next year to his adviser or pay $5.00 
to the Treasurer on later enrollment. In September all students 
•Commencing in 1938-39 the requirement in Chemistry for the Biology and Pre-
Medical group will be as follows: 
3Y. courses in Chemistry, including Chem. 3a, 6, 7b, and lOb. 
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must present their choices of studies for the year to the Committee 
not later than 11 :00 A. M . on the Saturday of the week in which 
the college year begins or pay $5.00 to the Treasurer on later 
enrollment. No student in regular standing is allowed to enroll 
himself during any one term, in less than fourteen or more than 
twenty-two semester hours of work (or their equivalent); and for 
all courses in excess of five he must obtain special permission from 
the Committee on Registration in Courses and pay a fee of $30 
for each additional course. 
All matriculated students must complete the requirements in 
Physical Education (see page 86). 
All college fees for the Trinity Term must be paid before the 
opening of the Trinity Term. 
Change in elections will be allowed in exceptional cases, but 
ordinarily cannot be made after the first day of October. Petitions 
to make such changes must be presented in writing to the Secretary 
of the Committee, on forms provided for that purpose. 
Classification of Students 
Students will be classified according to the amount of work 
that they have satisfactorily completed in college. Normally the 
total number of semester hours standing to the credit of the student 
at the beginning of the several years will be as follows: 
At beginning of Sophomore year 
At beginning of Junior year 
At beginning of Senior year 
Required for graduation 
30 semester hours 
60 
90 " 
120 " 
The minimum requirements for promotion are as follows: the 
completion of 24 semester hours in college admits to the Sopho-
more class, 48 semester hours to the Junior class, and 78 semester 
hours to the Senior class. 
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Standing 
At the close of each term a report of the scholarship of each 
student is sent to his parents or guardian. 
A student admitted to advanced standing before the middle of 
the Sophomore year is ranked on the basis of the work actually 
performed by him in the College. The rank of a student entering 
after the middle of the Sophomore year is computed in like manner, 
but with a deduction of five per centum for the period of his 
absence. 
The official estimate of the work of each student in each course 
of study is indicated on the basis of one hundred. Sixty is the 
"passing" grade. Grades below sixty denote failures. 
A "condition" is a special grade given by the instructor when 
in his opinion there is a deficiency that may be made up without 
repeating the course. A student "conditioned" in a course will b.e 
credited with that course if he shall pass a satisfactory examination 
at the stated time for making up conditions; and he shall have 
but one trial. If he fai}.c; at this, he shall be considered as having 
failed in the course. 
There is one stated time for making up conditions, namely, 
within one month after the opening of College in September. 
Entrance conditions may be made up only at the regular exami-
nations for admission in June and in September. 
An "incomplete" is also a special grade indicating deficiencies, 
other than absence from midyear or final examinations, when these 
deficiencies are due to illness or other excused absence from col-
lege work. Incompleteness should be made up within six months. 
In the courses presented for graduation (including all required 
courses) the number of grades below seventy shall not exceed the 
number of grades of eighty or better by more than six. 
Any matriculated student whose record of work completed at 
the end of a term is less than twelve semester hours will be put 
on probation for the following term. 
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Any matriculated student whose record of work completed at 
the end of a term is less than nine semester ·hours will be liable 
to dismissal. 
Any student, for neglect of work, may at any time be put on 
probation by vote of the Faculty. 
When a student is placed on probation, notice of this action 
will be sent to his parent or guardian. 
A student on probation will not be permitted to be manager or 
assistant manager of any college organization, or to take part in 
any public musical or dramatic performance, or in any public 
athletic contest; and he may be required to put himself under the 
direction of a private tutor approved by the Faculty. But nothing 
in this section is to be so construed as to forbid students on proba-
tion to engage in intramural sports. 
The College may at any time require any student to withdraw 
without assigning a reason therefor. 
Requirements for the Degrees of B.A. and B.S. 
In order to be recommended for a Bachelor's Degree, a candidate 
( 1) must have satisfied the requirements for admission and 
completed not less than 120 semester hours (20 units) of college 
work; 
(2) must have secured grades of 70 or better in at least 84 
semester hours of college work; or have grades of 80 or better to 
offset any excess of grades below 70; 
( 3) must have credits for the courses required in one of the 
ten Groups of Studies specified on pages 33-35; 
( 4) must have a grade of 70 or better in the specified courses 
in his major subject, in order to have the course credited toward 
fulfilling his Group requirement. 
( 5) must have completed satisfactorily the requirements in 
Physical Education, and in attendance at Chapel. 
( 6) must have received full credit for all courses specifically 
required for the degree for which he applies, as enumerated below. 
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A candidate for the degree of BACHELOR OF ARTS must include 
in his course of study 
Greek or 
Latin 
English A 
Philosophy AB, or 1, or 2, or 4 
French 1 and 2 or 
German 1 and 2 Br 
French 1 and German 
Mathematics• 
Physics or 
Chemistry or 
Biology 
Mathematics or 
Sciencet 
} 
3 courses in college (Not includ-
ing the Latin B given in college) 
1 course 
1 course 
) 2 courses 
course 
) 1 course 
} 1 additional course 
Upon the successful completion of the course in Linguistics, 
students in Group 4, 5, or 6 who have had Latin A may further 
offer instead of the requirement in Greek or Latin for the degree 
of Bachelor of Arts two of the following four courses: Greek 4, 
English 14, History 3, Philosophy 3; and they must also complete 
either French 4 or German 3. 
A candidate for the degree of BACHELOR OF SCIENCE electing 
one of the Groups numbered 2 to 6 must include in his course of 
study 
English A 
Philosophy AB, or 1, or 2, or 4 
French 1 and 2 
German 1 and 2 
Mathematics 1 
Science 
Mathematics or 
Sciencet 
1 course 
1 course 
2 courses 
2 courses 
course 
laboratory courset 
} 2 additional courses 
* Students intending to elect Group 1 may substitute a Science for Mathematics 
or IT. 
t Science courses include :-Astronomyt- Biology, C. E. 1, C. E . 4, Chemistry, 
Geology, Physics, Physiology, and rhilosophy 5. (Philosophy 5 counts as a 
Laboratory Science for Arts Students; as a science for others.) 
t Laboratory courses including Biology A and 1, Chemistry I and 2, Physiology 2, 
Physics 1 and 2; Physics A only for candidates for the B.A. degree. 
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A candidate electing one of the Groups numbered 7 to 10 must 
include in his course of study 
English A 
Philosophy AB, or 1, or 2, or 4 
German 1, 2, and 3 or 
French 1 and 2, and 
German 1 and 2 
English or 
Economics or 
History 
1 course 
1 course 
) 3 or 4 courses 
} 
2 courses not in the 
same department 
Requirements for the Degrees of M.A. and M.S. 
The degree of Master of Arts or Master of Science will be 
conferred upon Bachelors of Arts or of Science of this College or 
of other colleges approved by this Faculty, who shall have satis-
fied the requirements as stated in the following paragraphs: 
The applicant must register with the Committee on Graduate 
Students and must present a programme of study for approval 
not later than the tenth of October of each year in which he 
desires to be considered a canqidate. He must, in one of the ten 
Groups of studies, complete at least two courses beyond the mini-
mum requirement in his principal subject. He must also complete 
two additional courses in the same Group or in some other Group 
approved by the Committee and by the head of the Department in 
which they are taken. These last two courses must in general be 
not more elementary than the third year of college work in the 
Department in which they are elected. He must also present a 
satisfactory thesis. 
Examinations on graduate work will be held at the College at 
the time of the regular examinations of Trinity Term, or at such 
other time as may be appointed. No course will be credited for 
the Master's Degree in which the grade attained is less than eighty. 
Undergraduates who desire to take extra courses which they 
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may wish to count later toward the Master's Degree must receive 
the approval of the Committee before October tenth . 
By arrangement with the Hartford Seminary Foundation, 
students of that institution who are candidates for the Master's 
Degree in Trinity College may elect a part of the courses required 
for the Master's degree from certain approved courses offered 
by the Hartford Seminary Foundation. 
Graduates of other colleges desiring either of these degrees 
must study as resident graduate students at Trinity Colloge for 
not less than one year. Not more than nine semester hours' credit 
will be given for work done at another institution. 
No candidate will be recommended for a degree unless his work 
shall have been completed on or before the Thursday immediately 
preceding Commencement. 
Advisers 
On his admission to College, a student is assigned to a mem-
ber of the Faculty who will act as his adviser. The student is 
expected to consult him as to his choice of a Group, the relation 
of his studies to his occupation in life, and indeed on any other 
subject or problem of college life in which he may be interested 
or in which he feels the need of counsel. 
Planning a Course of Study 
Since a rational plan of study deliberately made and conscien-
tiously pursued is far more profitable than studies chosen from 
year to year without plan under the influence of temporary 
preferences, students are strongly urged to choose their studies 
with the greatest care, under the best advice, and in such manner 
that the work of their college course may form a rationally con-
nected whole. To this end the Faculty has arranged groups of 
studies that may profitably be pursued by those who intend to 
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devote themselves to certain professions. For example, a student 
planning to enter the Ministry might elect Group 1 or Group 6; 
a student expecting to study Law, Group 4 or Group 5; Medicine, 
Group 9; Engineering, Group 10; Business, Group 4 or Group 5. 
In a group of studies leading to a scientific profession the 
sequence of the courses is important. For this reason a number of 
plans are given below in each of which the sequence of the courses 
is specified. 
A student who desires to emphasize a particular branch of 
learning which is not given sufficient prominence in any of the 
plans outlined below, may do so ( 1) by electing a Group which 
best lends itself to this purpose, (2) by choosing electives with the 
desired emphasis in view, and ( 3) by substituting courses from the 
particular branch desired for one or more of the listed courses. 
In choosing electives the student should have requirements for 
degrees in view. 
First Year 
The studies of the Freshman year are the same for all students 
in Groups 7 to 10, with the exception of Chemistry, which 1s 
replaced by Drawing (Dr. A or 1) for students in Group 10. 
Plane Trigonometry, Introduction to Analytical Geometry and Calculus 
(Math. tT or 1) 
Physics (Phys. 1) 
Chemistry 1 or 2 
English Composition (Eng. A) 
French or German (Fr. 1 or 2 or Ger. 1 or 2) or Greek or Latin 
Biology 
IN CHARGE-PROFESSOR BISSONNETTE 
The following plan is recommended to students who expect to 
pursue graduate studies in Biology. 
COURSE OF STUDY AND DEGREES 
Second Year 
General Biology (Biol. 1) 
Organic Chemistry (Chem. 6) 
Philosophy AB, or 1, or 2, or 4 
Electives 
Third Year 
Comparative Anatomy of Vertebrates (Biol. 2) 
Quantitative Analysis (Chem. 3a) 
Physiology 1 
Biological Chemistry (Chem. 7b) 
English Literature (Eng. 1) 
Elective 
Fourth Year 
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Vertebrate Embryology (Biol. 3) and Microscopical Technique (Biol. 6) 
Genetics (Biol. 4a) and Invertebrate Zoology (Biol. Sb) 
Physiology 2. 
Elements of Economics (Ee. 1) 
Elective 
Suggested Electives: American Government and Politics (Hist. 5), Gen-
eral and Personal Hygiene (Hyg. lb), History of Philosophy (Phil. 3), 
Differential and Integral Calculus (Math. 2), Physical Chemistry (Chem. 
lOb), Microbiology (Physiol. 4), Physical and Historical Geology (Geol. 
1), Palaeontology (Geol. 4), History of Great Scientific Ideas (Phil. 10) . 
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering 
IN CHARGE-PROFESSOR KRIEBLE 
The following plan is suggested for students who expect to 
teach Chemistry or to become Chemical Engineers. It includes the 
fundamental subjects in Chemistry, Physics, and Mathematics and 
furnishes a satisfactory basis on which to continue Chemistry in 
a graduate school. 
Second Year 
Differential and Integral Calculus (Math . 2) 
Light and Electricity (Phys. 2) 
Quantitative Analysis 3a and Physical Chemistry lOb. 
Philosophy AB, or 1, or 2, or 4. 
Elective 
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Third Year 
Quantitative Analysis (Chem. 4) or Physical Chemistry (Chem. 11) 
Organic Chemistry (Chem. 6) 
Analytical and Applied Mechanics (Phys. 3 or Math. 3) 
Elements of Economics (Ee. 1) 
Elective 
Fourth Year 
Physical Chemistry (Chem. 11) or Gravimetric Quantitative Analysis 
(Chem. 4) 
Organic Chemistry (Chem. 7b and 8 or 9) 
Recent Physics and Advanced Laboratory Physics (Phys. 6) 
Electives 
Students who intend to complete their chemical education by 
finishing a course in chemical engineering in a ted~nical school 
should follow the same plan as the chemists for the first, second, 
and third years, but their electives and fourth year subjects should 
include the following: 
Elementary Electrical Engineering (Phys. 4) 
Strength of Materials (C. E. 2a) 
Mechanical Drawing (Draw. A or 1) 
Suggested Electives: English Literature (Eng. 1), History of Philosophy 
(Phil. 3), United States History (Hist. 2), Elementary Geology (Geo!. 1). 
Civil, Sanitary, and Mechanical Engineering 
IN CHARGE-PROFESSOR ROGERS 
The following plan of study is adapted to the needs of students 
who intend to continue the study of Civil, Mechanical, and Sani-
tary Engineering either as postgraduate students in professional 
schools or by direct experience in engineering offices. The plan 
is also suited to the needs of those who expect to enter business 
allied to the Engineering professions. 
COURSE OF STUDY AND DEGREES 
Second Year 
Differential and Integral Calculus (Math. 2) 
Physics 2 
Surveying (C. E. 1) 
Philosophy AB, or 1, or 2, or 4 
Elective 
Third Year 
Analytical Mechanics (Phys. 3) 
General Chemistry 1 or 2 or 1-2 
Astronomy 1 or Geology 1 
Electives 
Fourth Year 
Strength of Materials and Hydraulics (C. E. 2) 
Elements of Economics (Ee. 1) 
Electives 
Electrical Engineering 
IN CHARGE-PROFESSOR PERKINS 
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The following plan of courses is recommended for those who 
contemplate fitting themselves for the profession of Electrical 
Engineering. 
Second Year 
Differential and Integral Calculus (Math. 2) 
Light and Electricity (Phys. 2) 
Philosophy AB, or 1, or 2, or 4 
Electives 
Third Year 
Analytical Geometry and Differential Equations (Math. 3) 
Analytical and Applied Mechanics (Phys. 3) 
Surveying ( C. E. 1) 
Recent Physics and Advanced Laboratory Physics (Phys. 6) 
Elective 
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Fourth Year 
Elementary Electrical Engineering (Phys. 4) 
Mechanics of Materials and Hydraulics (C. E. 2) 
Thermodynamics and Electrodynamics (Phys. 5) 
Electives 
Suggested Electives: Qualitative Analysis (Chem. 2), Volumetric Quanti-
tative Analysis (Chem. 3a) and Physical Chemistry (Chem. lOb), 
Astronomy (Astr. 1), English Literature (Eng. 1), Social Ethics (Phil. 2), 
History of Western Europe (Hist. 1). 
Mathematics 
IN CHARGE-PROFESSOR DADOURIAN 
The following plan of courses is adapted to the needs of students 
who intend to prepare themselves (a) to teach Mathematics in 
secondary schools, ( b) to continue further study of Mathematics 
in graduate schools, and ( c) to take actuarial positions. 
Second Year 
Differential and Integral Calculus (Math. 2) 
Advanced Algebra (Math. 6) or Statistics (Math. 7) 
Light and Electricity (Phys. 2) 
Philosophy AB, or 1, or 2, or 4 
Elective 
Third Year 
Analytical Geometry and Differential Equations (Math. 3) 
Analytical and Applied Mechanics (Phys. 3) 
Statistics (Math. 7) or Advanced Algebra (Math. 6) 
Elements of Economics (Ee. 1) 
Elective 
Fourth Year 
Advanced Calculus (Math. 4) 
Statistics (Math. 7) or Theory of Real and Complex Variables (Math. 5) 
Thermodynamics and Electrodynamics (Phys. 5) 
History of Great Scientific Ideas (Phil. 10) 
Elective 
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Suggested Electives: Mechanical Drawing (Dr. A), Astronomy (Astr. 1), 
Recent Physics (Phys. 6 b), Elementary Geology (Geo!. 1), English Lit-
erature (Eng. 1), Social Ethics (Phil. 2}, History of Philosophy (Phil. 3}, 
History of Western Europe (Hist. 1), Biology A. 
Preparatory to the Study of Medicine and Public 
Health 
IN CHARGE-DR. SWAN 
The following plan includes all the subjects required for admis-
sion to the leading medical schools. 
Second Year 
General Biology (Biol. 1) 
Theoretical Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis (Chem. 2} or 
Chemistry 3a and Chemistry lOb 
Philosophy AB, or 1, or 2, or 4 
Elective 
Third Year 
Comparative Anatomy of Vertebrates (Biol. 2) 
Microbiology (Physiol. 4) 
Organic Chemistry (Chem. 6) 
Elementary Physiology (Physiol. 1) or Advanced Physiology (Physiol. 2) 
Elective. 
Fourth Year 
Embryology (Biol. 3a} and Advanced Organic Chemistry (Chem. 7b) 
Electives 
Suggested Electives: Elements of Economics (Ee. 1), English Literature 
(Eng. 1}, Genetics (Biol. 4a), Greek for beginners (Greek A), History 
of Western Europe (Hist. 1), General and Personal Hygiene (Hyg. 1}, 
History of Philosophy (Phil. 3), Microscopical Technique (Biol. 6), 
other courses in Biology, Chemistry, Physics, and Physiology. 
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Physics 
IN CHARGE-PROFESSOR PERKINS 
The following plan of courses is recommended for those who 
contemplate fitting themselves to teach Physics, or to qualify as 
experts in one of the rapidly increasing number of research lab-
oratories attached to the larger manufacturing establishments. 
Second Year 
Differential and Integral Calculus (Math. 2) 
Light and Electricity (Phys. 2) 
Philosophy AB, or 1, or 2, or 4 
Qualitative Analysis (Chem. 2) or Volumetric Quantitative Analysis 
(Chem. 3a) and Physical Chemistry (Chem. l ~b) 
Elective 
Third Year 
Analytical Geometry and Differential Equations (Matb. 3) 
Analytical and Applied Mechanics (Phys. 3) 
Recent Physics and Advanced Laboratory Physics (Phys. 6) 
Electives 
Fourth Year 
Thermodynamics and Electrodynamics (Phys. 5) 
Advanced Calculus (Math. 4) 
Volumetric Quantitative Analysis (Chem. 3a) and Physical Chemistry 
(Chem. lOb) 
Electives 
Suggested Electives: Mechanical Drawing (Dr. A), Astronomy (Astr. 1), 
English Literature (Eng. 1), Social Ethics (Phil. 2), History of Philosophy 
(Phil. 3), History of Western Europe (Hist. 1), Elements of Economics 
(Ee. 1). 
Courses of Instruction 
Required, Elective, and Voluntary 
EACH course, unless otherwise specified, includes three hours a week throughout the year or six semester hours. The Roman numerals in parentheses after the number of each course 
indicate the period (see page 74) to which it belongs. The num-
ber in parenthesis after the description of each course denotes the 
Examination Number of the course. The courses in which a stu-
dent registers must have different examination numbers. 
In addition to the regular courses of instruction, arrangements 
are made from time to time, at the convenience of instructors, for 
voluntary studies in such subjects as may profitably be pursued 
by undergraduates; but no voluntary study may be counted 
towards satisfying the requirements for any degree. 
Astronomy 
PROFESSOR ROGERS 
1 (1v) Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors, who have taken 
Mathematics lab and a course in Physics. Descriptive Astronomy. An 
introductory course dealing with fundamental facts, principles, and 
methods of astronomy. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 12.10.) (E. N. 4) 
Biology 
PROFESSOR BISSONNETTE AND DR. BURGER 
1 (xn & xm) Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. General 
Biology. The principles of biology, with lectures, text-book, and laboratory 
work. A study of the gross and microscopical anatomy of the funda-
mental structures of animals and plants, of the physiology of their 
organs, and of their relations to one another and to man. A systematic 
survey of the animal and plant kingdoms, and an introduction to the 
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theory of organic evolution and to other generalizations of biological 
science. (Lecture, Mon., Fri., 8.30. Laboratory, Tues., Thurs., 2.00-3.45.) 
8 semester hours. MR. BURGER AND ASSISTANT. (E. N. 12) 
A. (m & IV Wed.) Elective for all students. Does not admit to Biology 2 
or Sb. General Biology. Covers the same lecture work as Biology 1, 
but only one double period of laboratory work per week. Does not satisfy 
requirements in general biology for Medical Schools. (Lectures,. Mon., 
Fri., 11.15. Laboratory, Wed., 11.15-1.00.) MR. BURGER AND ASSISTANT. 
(E. N. 3} 
2 (m & IV) Elective for those who have passed course 1 with a grade of 
70 or better. Vertebrate Comparative Anatomy and Zoology. Laboratory 
work, lectures, and reports. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 11.15-1.00.) MR. 
BISSONNETTE AND ASSISTANT. (E. N. 3) 
3a (I & u) Half Course. Elective for those who have passed course 2 
with a grade of 70 or better. General Embryology. Study of the early 
stages of development in invertebrates, fish, and amphibians. Embryo-
logical Theory. Exercises in micrometry, determination of magnification, 
etc. Laboratory work and lectures. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 9.25-11.10: Christ-
mas Term.) Limited to 10 students. MR. BISSONNETTE. (E. N. l} 
3b (I & u) Half Course. Elective for those who have takm course Ja. 
Vertebrate Embryology and Organogeny. A continuation of course 3a. 
The development of the organs of the vertebrate body. Laboratory studies 
of vertebrate embryos, text-book assignments, and lectures. (Mon., Wed., 
Fri., 9.25-11.10: Trinity Term.) Limited to 10 students. MR. BISSONNETTE. 
(E. N. l} 
4a (v) Half Course. Elective for those who have taken course 1 or A. 
Genetics. The genetics and variatio~s of plants and animals, including 
man; family histories; eugenics; with their cytological, experimental, 
and statistical bases. Breeding experiments with the Fruit Fly, Droso-
phila, etc. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.00-2.50: Christmas Term.) MR. BURGER. 
(E. N. 5) 
Sb (v & VI) Half Course. Elective for those who have passed course 1 
with a grade of 70 or better. Invertebrate Zoology. A study of the classi-
fication, morphology, physiology, and life histories of selected types of 
invertebrate animals, including forms of interest from the point of view 
of pre-medical education. Lectures, laboratory, and museum work. (Mon., 
Wed., Fri., 2.00-3.45: Trinity Term.) MR. BURGER AND MR. BISSONNETTE. 
(E. N. 5) 
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6 (v OR vr) Half Course. Elective for those who have taken course 1. 
Microscopical Technique. Preparation of embryological materials; theory 
and practice of microscopical technique; standard methods of fixation, 
embedding, section cutting, staining, and mounting. Laboratory work 
with necessary lectures. (One or two days per week only, as needed, 
Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.00 or 3.45.) MR. BISSONNETTE OR "MR. BURGER. (E. N. 5) 
Yoluntary. Biological seminar. Presentation of papers bearing on cur-
rent biological problems, and summaries. MR. BrssoNNETIE AND MR. 
BURGER. 
Chemistry 
PROFESSOR KRIEBLE, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR SMITH, DR. ATKINSON, 
DR. BURWELL, AND DR. SCHNEIDER 
1 (XII & xm) Elective for students in all classes not receiving credit 
for chemistry on admission. General Experimental Chemistry. (Lectures, 
Mon., Fri., 8.30. Laboratory, Tues., 2.00-3.45. Quiz, Thurs., 2.00.) 8 
semester hours. MR. KRIEBLE, MR. ATKINSON, MR. BURWELL, AND MR. 
SCHNEIDER. (E. N. 14) 
1-2 (x & xx) Elective for those receiving credit for chemistry on admis-
sion and who fail to pass a placement examination•. Advanced General 
Chemistry. (Two lectures and one period of laboratory work, Tues., 
Thurs., Sat., 11.15-1.00.) MR. SCHNEIDER AND MR. BURWELL. (E. N. 14) 
2 (xv Wed., x & xx) Elective for those receiving credit for chemistry on 
admission and who pass a placement examination,• and for those who 
have passed Chemistry 1 with a grade of 65 or better. Theoretical Chem-
istry and Qualitative Analysis. (Two lectures with assigned reading and 
two laboratory periods, Tues., Thurs., Sat., 11.15-1.00; Wed., 12.10.) MR. 
SMITH AND MR. BURWELL. (E. N. 14) 
3a (v11 & vm) Elective for those who have passed course 2 with a grade 
of 65 or better. Volumetric Quantitative Analysis. Practice in volu-
metric methods and calculations. (Lectures and laboratory work, Tues., 
Thurs., Sat., 8.30-10.15: Christmas Term.) MR. SMITH. (E. N. 14) 
•Each fall before the opening of college a placement examination is held to deter· 
mine which of the candidates are prepared to enter Chemistry 2. Students taking 
Chemistry 2 in the freshman year may save a year of college work in chemistry. 
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4 (1 & n) Elective in 1938-1939 for those who have passed course 3a. 
Gravimetric Quantitative Analysis. Practice in gravimetric procedures, 
combustion analysis of organic compounds, Kjeldahl nitrogen determi-
nations, etc. (Lectures and laboratory work, Mon., Wed., Fri., 9.25-11.10.) 
MR. SMITH. (E. N. 14) 
6 (v & v1) Elective for those who have passed course 2 with a grade of 
65 or better. Organic Chemistry. (Lectures, Mon., Fri., 2.00. Laboratory, 
Wed., 2.00-5.00.) MR. KRIEBLE, MR. ATKINSON, AND MR. SCHNEIDER. 
(E. N. 5) 
7b (vn & vm) Elective for those who have passed course 6. Biological 
Chemistry. The organic chemistry of biological substances including fats, 
proteins, carbohydrates, hormones, and vitamines. (Lectures and labora-
tory work, Tues., Thurs., Sat., 8.30-10.15: Trinity Term.) MR. KRIEBLE. 
(E. N. 7) 
8 (v & v1) Elective in 1938-1939 and alternate years for those who have 
passed course 6. Advanced Organic Chemistry. An extension of course 
6 to include important synthetical methods, the use of chemical literature, 
application of physical methods to the study of organic compounds, the 
theory of valence, organo-metallic compounds, the structure theory, isom-
erism, dyestuffs, molecular rearrangements, and other similar topics. 
Lectures and cordinated laboratory work. MR. ATKINSON. (E. N. 5) 
9 (v & v1) Elective in 1937-1938 and alternate years for those who have 
passed course 6. Qualitative and Quantitative Organic Analysis. A study 
of systematic methods for the qualitative identification of organic com-
pounds, including treatment of both individual compounds and mix-
tures. The quantitative determination, by semi-micro methods, of carbon-
hydrogen, nitrogen, halogens and sulfur. Laboratory, conferences, and 
discussions. MR. ATKINSON. (E. N. 5) 
lOb (vn & v111) Elective for those who have passed course 3a. Introduc-
tion to Physical Chemistry. A study of the laws governing chemical 
phenomena. The kinetic theory of gases, the liquid state and solutions, 
the first law of thermodynamics, equilibria in chemical systems, and the 
kinetics of chemical reactions. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 8.30-10.15: Trinity 
Term.) MR. BURWELL. (E. N. 7) 
11 (xn & x111) Elective for those who have passed course 10 b. Physical 
Chemistry. A more intensive study of physical chemical principles. 
Atomic and molecular structure; the first' and second laws of thermody-
namics; the gaseous, liquid, and solid states; homogeneous and hetero-
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geneous equilibria; reaction kinetics and catalysis; and electro-chemistry. 
Not offered in 1937-1938. (Mon., Fri., 8.30; Tues., Thurs., 2.00-3.45.) 
MR. BURWELL. {E. N. 12) 
12 Elective for those •v.:ho ha<ve passed course 11 and three years of mathe-
matics. Advanced Physical Chemistry. Topics in Chemical Physics in-
vestigated from a mathematical and physical point of view. These 
topics will include: advanced thermodynamics, elementary applications 
of quantum and wave mechanics to chemistry, and reaction kinetics. 
{Three lectures a week, hours to be arranged.) MR. BURWELL. 
14 Elective for graduate students. Research. May be elected for 12 se-
mester hours. MR. KR!EBLE, MR. SMITH, MR. ATKINSON, MR. BURWELL, 
AND MR. SCHNEIDER. 
Civil Engineering and Drawing 
PROFESSOR ROGERS AND MR. WILEY 
Civil Engineering 
la (vm & IX) Half Course. Elective for those who have taken Trigo-
nometry and a course in Physics, and who have taken or are taking 
Drawing. Theory and Practice of Plane Surveying; use of the principal 
surveying instruments. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9.25-11.10: Christmas Term.) 
(E. N. 8) 
lb (vm & IX) Half Course. Elective for those who have taken half 
course la. Surveying continued to include curve location, computation 
of volumes, map-work, and field practice. {Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9.25-11.10: 
Trinity Term.) (E. N. 8) 
2a (I) Half Course. Elective for those who have taken Mathematics 1 
and Physics 1. Materials of construction and mechanics of materials, 
theoretical investigation, and the use of practical coefficients. (Mon., 
Wed., Fri., 9.25: Christmas Term.) (E. N. 1) 
2b (1) Half Course. Elective for those who have taken Mathematics 1 
and Physics 1. Hydraulics, theoretical investigation; di scussion of 
experimental results. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 9.25: Trinity Term.) (E. N. 1) 
3 (v) Elective for those who have taken course 2a, and Physics 3. 
Structural Design, and Theory of Structure. {Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.00.) 
(Omitted 1937-1938.) (E. N. 5) 
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4 (1v) Elective for those who have taken half course la. Municipal 
problems from an engineering standpoint. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 12.10.) 
(Omitted 1937-1938.) (E. N. 4) 
Drawing 
A (v & v1) Elective for all students not receiving credit for Drawing on 
admission. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.00-3.45.) 
1 (v & v1) Elective for all students receiving credit for Drawing on 
ad111i.rsion. (Mon., 'Wed ., Fri., 2.00-3.45.) 
Lettering; use of instruments; geometrical construction; working draw-
ings; elementary freehand sketching; elementary descriptive geometery; 
pictorial representation; screw threads and machine fastenings. 
NoTE: The Courses in Drawing may be taken as Half Courses in either 
term. 
Classical Languages 
PROFESSOR BARRET, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR HELMBOLD, AND 
MR. NOTOPOULOS 
Greek 
Greek A Elective for all cla.rses, 1mless passed at admission. A course 
for beginners. Greek grammar and elementary reading. (Section A (vm): 
Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9.25 . Section B (v): Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.00.) MR. 
HELMBOLD AND MR. NOTOPOULOS. (E. N. 24) 
Greek 1 (111) Elective for properly qualified students, but required of 
Freshmen in the Course in Arts who do not take Latin 1 or Greek A. 
Christmas Term: Plato, Apology and Selections. Trinity Term: Homer 
and Herodotus, selections. Greek Composition. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 11.15.) 
MR. NoToPouws. (E. N. 3) 
Greek 2 (11) Elective for those who have taken course 1. Greek Tragedy 
and Comedy; History of the Theatre. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 10.20.) MR. 
BARRET. (E. N. 2) 
Greek 3 (1x) Elective for those who lzave taken course 2. Attic tragedy 
and Thucydides. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 10.20.) MR. HELMBOLD. (E. N. 9) 
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Greek 4 (IX) Elective in 1938-1939 for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. 
Greek Civilization. Lectures, with required readings, and theses. (Tues., 
Thurs., Sat., 10.20.) MR. NOTOPOULOS. (E. N. 9) 
Greek 5 (rx) Elective 1938-1939 for those who take, or have taken, 
course 3. Attic Orators and Lyric Poetry. (E. N. 9) 
Greek 6 (IX) Elective in 1937-1938 for those who take, or have taken, 
course 3. Attic Comedy, Pindar, and Theocritus. (E. N. 9) 
Greek 7a (xn) Half Course. Elective for those who have taken course 2, 
or who otherwise satisfy tlze instructor of their fitness. Greek Epigraphy, 
especially that of the fifth century. (E. N. 12) 
Greek 8a Half Course. Elective for all classes. Greek Composition. (One 
hour a week throughout the year, and a second hour at the pleasure of 
the instructor. Hours to be arranged.) MR. HELMBOLD. 
Latin 
Latin Bab (vi) Elective for· all classes unless passed at admission; 
Latin A is prerequisite. Christmas Term: selected readings in prose. 
Trinity Term: selected readings from Vergil and Ovid. Prose Composi-
tion. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.55.) MR. BARRET AND MR. HELMBOLD. (E. N. 6) 
Latin 1 (v) Elective for all classes, but required of Freshmen in the 
Course in Arts who do not take Greek A or Greek 1; Latin A and Latin 
B entire are prerequisite. A survey of Latin literature. Prose Composition. 
(Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.00.) MR. NoTOPOULOS. (E. N. 5) 
Latin 2 (x) Elective for those wlzo have taken course 1. Christmas Term: 
Tacitus, Agricola and selections. Trinity Term: Horace, Satires and 
Epistles. (Tues., Thurs., Sat. 1.15.) MR. HELMBOLD AND MR. BARRET. 
(E. N. 10) 
Latin 3 (xi) Elective in 1939-1940 for those wlzo have taken course 2. 
Christmas Term: selections from Cicero's Philosophical Works. Trinity 
Term: selections from Lucretius. (Tues., Thurs., Sat. 12.10.) (E. N. 11) 
Latin 4 (x1) Elective in 1938-1939 for those who have taken course 2. 
Christmas Term: Roman Political Institutions. Trinity Term: selections 
from Roman Law. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 12.10.) (E. N. 11) 
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Latin 5 (x1) Elective in 1937-1938 for those who have taken course 2. 
Christmas Term: Pre-Augustan poetry. Trinity Term: Post-Augustan 
poetry. (Tues., Thurs., Sat. 12.10.) MR. BARRET AND MR. HELMBOLD. 
(E. N. 11) 
Latin 6a Half Course. Elective for those wlzo have taken course 2. Ad-
vanced Latin Prose Composition. (One hour per week throughout the 
year, and a second hour at the pleasure of the instructor. Hours to be 
arranged.) MR. BARRET. 
Latin 7a Half Course. Elective for those wlzo have taken three full 
courses in Latin. Latin Epigraphy. (One hour per week throughout the 
year, and a second hour at the pleasure of the instructor. Hours to be 
arranged.) MR. BARRET. 
NOTE: Elementary Sanskrit will be offered if a sufficient number of 
properly qualified students so desire. 
Economics and Social Science 
PROFESSOR KLEENE AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR TAYLOR 
1 Elective for Soplzomores, Juniors, and Seniors. Elements of Economics. 
A general survey of the production and distribution of wealth. Text-
books, lectures, and required reading [Section A (1): Mon., Wed., Fri., 
9.25. Section B (vm): Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9.25. Section C (vm): Tues., 
Thurs., Sat., 9.25.] MR. KLEENE AND MR. TAYLOR. (E. N. 16) 
2 (v) Elective for those who have taken course 1. Money and Credit. 
Questions of coinage, monetary standards, banking methods, foreign 
exchange, and speculation. Text-books, lectures, and required reading. 
(Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.00.) MR. KLEENE. (E. N. 5) 
3a (x) Elective for those who have taken course 1. Transportation, with 
special reference to railway problems in the United States. (Tues., Thurs., 
Sat., 11.15: Christmas Term.) MR. TAYLOR. (E. N. 10) 
3b (x) Elective for those who have taken course 1. Principles of Insur-
ance. Textbooks and required reading. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 11.15: Trinity 
Term.) MR. TAYLOR. (E. N. 10) 
4 (IX) Elective for those wlzo have taken course 1. Labor Problems. 
Methods and policies of labor organizations, immigration, the unem-
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ployed, and methods of relief, workingmen's insurance, factory legisla-
tion, and socialistic movements. Text-books, lectures, and reports. {Tues., 
Thurs., Sat., 10.20.) MR. KLEENE. (E. N. 9) 
5 (1v) Elective for those who have taken course 1. Public Finance and 
the Relation of the State to Industry. Public expenditures, taxation, pub-
lic debts, and the management of industries by governments. (Mon., 
Wed., Fri., 12.10.) MR. TAYLOR. (E. N. 4) 
NoTE: Much of the matter usually given in an elementary course in 
sociology will be found in Philosophy 7. 
English 
PROFESSOR SHEPARD, PROFESSOR ADAMS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 
ALLEN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR HOOD, MR. TREVITHICK, MR. 
RISDON, MR. DUMONT, AND MR. MERRIAM 
A (1 & u) Required of all Freshmen. Practice in written and oral com-
position, class-room discussion, assigned reading, conferences. {Mon., 
Wed., Fri., 9.25-11.10.) 8 semester hours. MR. HooD, MR. TREVITHICK, MR. 
RISDON, MR. DUMONT, AND MR. MERRIAM. (E. N. 15) 
B Elective for those who have taken English A . Expository composition. 
Further practice in clear, forceful writing. An intermediate composition 
course. (Omitted in 1937-1938.) MR. ALLEN. 
C (iv) Elective for Juniors and Seniors who have passed English d 
with a grade above 70. Advanced composition, with especial attention 
to imaginative writing. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 12.10.) MR. ALLEN. (E. N. 4) 
D (v) Elective in 1938-1939 for those who have taken English A. Pub-
lic Speaking. Practice in brief oral expression. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.00.) 
MR. ALLEN. (E. N. 5) 
1 (vn) Elective in 1937-1938 and in alternate years for thou who have 
taken English A. A general survey of English literature. Either this 
course or English 14 is prerequisite for all advanced courses in literature 
offered by the Department. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 8.30. ) MR. SHEPARD. 
(E. N . 7) 
2 (IX) Elective in 1938-1939 and in alternate years. Modern Prose Fic-
tion. {Tues., Thurs., Sat., 10.20.) MR. SHEPARD. (E. N. 9) 
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3 (rx) Elective in 1937-1938 and in alternate years. Shakespeare. A de-
tailed study of the chief plays. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 10.20.) MR. SHEPARD. 
(E. N. 9) 
4a (xu) Half Course. Elective in 1937-1938 for Sophomores, Juniors, 
and Seniors. Old English. Reading is begun as soon as possible, and the 
course is made as literary in character as is consistent with the nature 
of the subject. (Mon., 8.30, Tues., Thurs., 2.00: Christmas Term.) MR. 
ADAMS. (E. N. 12) 
4b (xn) Half Course. Elective in 1937-1938 for those who have taken 
course 4-a. Beowulf. The poem will be read entire. It will be studied in its 
literary relations and as an introduction to old Germanic life. (Mon., 
8.30; Tues., Thurs., 2.00: Trinity Term.) MR. ADAMS. (E. N. 12) 
5 (xn) Elective in 1938-1939. Middle English Literature, with special 
attention to Chaucer. After reading the greater part of the Canterbury 
Tales, attention will be given to Langland, Malory, and other important 
authors of the period. (Mon., 8.30; Tues., Thurs., 2.00.) MR. ADAMS. 
(E. N. 12) 
6 (vm) Elective in 1937-1938 and in alternate years. English literature 
of the Nineteenth Century. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9.25.) MR. SHEPARD. 
(E. N. 8) 
7 (1) Elective in 1938-1939 and in alternate years. A study of the Drama. 
Dramatic theory; origins of the drama, classic and mediaeval; survey 
of the history of the English drama; study of the chief Continental 
dramatists. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 9.25.) MR. ALLEN. (E. N. 1) 
8 (vm) Elective in 1938-1939 and in alternate years, for those who have 
taken course 1 or course 14 with a grade of 70 or better. American Lit-
erature. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9.25.) MR. SHEPARD. (E. N. 8) 
9 (m) Elective in 1937-1938 and in alternate years, for those who have 
taken course.1 or course 14. Readings in Contemporary British and Ameri-
can Literature. A study of the novel, short story, essay, and lyric, as writ-
ten in the English language in the twentieth century. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 
ll.15.) MR. ALLEN. (E. N. 3) 
~O (1) Elective in 1937-1938 and in alternate years, for those who have 
taken English A. The English Bible as Literature. Its poetry and prose 
read as a part of English literature. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 9.25.) MR. ALLEN. 
(E. N. 1) 
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llab (xu) Elective in 193i-1938. Christmas Term: Bacon: the Essays, 
with some study of the philosophical works. Trinity Term: Milton: 
Paradise Lost, with some study of the prose works. (Mon., 8.30; Tues., 
Thurs., 2.00.) MR. ADAMS. (E. N. 12) 
12b (111) Elective in 1938-1939 and in alternate years, for those who 
have taken course 1 or course U. with a grnde of 70 or better. English 
literature of the Eighteenth Century. Chief attention to Pope, Addison, 
Swift, Johnson and his circle. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 11.15: Trinity Term.) 
MR. ALLEN. (E. N. 3) 
13a ( m) Half Course. Elective in 1938-1939 and in alternate years. His-
tory of the English Language. Its source; its vocabulary, including proper 
names; the development of words and meanings; standard and dialectal 
English. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 11.15: Christmas Term.) MR. ALLEN. (E. N. 
3) 
14 (x) Elective in 1938-1939 and in alternate years. Either this course 
or English I is prerequisite for all advanced courses in literature offered 
by the Department. The classics of the world's literature in English 
translation. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 11.15.) MR. SHEPARD. (E. N. 10) 
15 (xu) For senior students whose major interest is in language and lit-
erature. The history of literary criticism. (Omitted in 1937-1938.) MR. 
SHEPARD. (E. N. 12) 
Fine Arts 
MR. A US TIN AND MR. GREENLEY 
1 ab (x) Elective for all classes. A survey course in the history and appre-
ciation of the arts of painting, sculpture, and architecture from the Pre-
Classical periods to the French Revolution. A basic course for the under-
standing and enjoyment of art, it analyzes and explains by means of 
lantern slides and photographs the technical and aesthetic principles of 
the major visual arts. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 11.15.) MR. AUSTIN. (E. N. 10) 
2 (xu, xm) omitted in 1937-1938. Elective fot· those who have taken 
course 1 and for others with consent of the instructor. A study of the 
Fine Arts through practical work in the various media. No previous 
training is necessary. MR. AUSTIN. (E. N. 12) 
3 (Ix) A more specific study of the major, minor, and popular arts of the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries including the Ballet and Motion Pie-
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ture. This course is an analysis and critical evaluation of the various 
phases of architecture, sculpture, and painting from the French Revolu-
tion to modern times. The developments in the different arts are correlated 
wherever possible to show analogies of evolution, taste, and of social 
meaning. {Tues., Thurs., Sat., 10.20.) MR. AUSTIN. {E. N. 9) 
4 {xm) Elective for those who have taken course 1 and for others 
with consent of instructor. An introductory course in the history and 
appreciation of the Art of Architecture from the Pre-Classical periods 
to the present time. The material, including sculptural and painted dec-
oration as related to buildings, will be presented by means of lectures, 
lantern slides, and photographs with the intent of familiarizing the 
student with the principles of construction and architectural composi-
tion and the analysis and comparison of the various styles. (Tues., 
Thurs., 2.55-3.45, Fri., 8.30-9.20.) MR. GREENLEY. (E. N. 13) 
French (see Romance Languages) 
Geology 
PROFESSOR TROXELL 
1 (u) Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. Elementary Course. 
Field trips and museum studies. Christmas Term: Physical Geology. 
Lectures dealing in general with the architecture, minerals, rocks, and 
surface features of the earth. Dynamical processes. Trinity Term: His-
torical Geology. Lectures on the rock formations: age, distribution, and 
fossils. Origin of the earth and development of plant and animal life. 
(Mon., Wed., Fri., 10.20.) (E. N. 2) 
2a Half Course. Elective for those who have taken course 1. Systematic 
Physiography and Glacial Geology. Earth features: mountains, plateaus, 
plains, and drainage; causes and results of volcanoes and earthquakes; 
glaciation in North America and other parts of the world. Lectures, 
map studies, excursions. (Hours to be arranged. Christmas Term.) 
2b Half Course. Elective for those who have taken course 1. Geography. 
Physiographic regions of North America. A detailed study of the sections 
of our own continent, especially taking up the influence of topography 
and resources on human activities, with laboratory work. (Hours to be 
arranged. Trinity Term.) 
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3a (v & VI} Half Course. Elective for those who have taken course 1 
and Chemistry A or 1. Crystallography and Mineralogy. Optical, physi-
cal, and chemical properties of minerals, their origin and association. 
Lectures and laboratory work. (Moo., Wed., Fri., 2.00-3.45: Christmas 
Term.) (E. N. 5) 
3b (v & VI) Half Course. Elective for those who have taken course 1 
and Chemistry A or 1. Economic Geology. A study of the mineral re-
sources, coal, petroleum, and natural gas, ore deposits, etc., as to occur-
rence, origin, and uses. The effect of ground water, metamorphism. Lec-
tures, reports. (Moo., Wed., Fri., 2.00-3.45: Trinity Term.) (E. N. 5) 
4 (I) Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. Organic Evolu-
tion, from the geological point of view. A study of fossils, their preserva-
tion in rocks, their uses in geology, and their evolution al significance; 
together with the factors governing the development of extinct and 
modern groups of animals. Museum studies. (Moo., Wed., Fri., 9.25.) 
(E. N. 1} 
German 
PROFESSOR BANGS, DR. HUGHES, AND MR. WINTER 
Elective for all classes, but required of Freshmen who do not take 
French 1, 2, or 3, or any other course in German. Elementary grammar, 
composition and translation. [Section A (v): Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.00. MR. 
BANGS. Section B (vn): Tues., Thurs., Sat., 8.30. MR. HUGHES AND MR. 
WINTER. Section C (vm): Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9.25. MR. WINTER.] 
(E. N. 19} 
2 Elective for those who have taken course 1. Advanced grammar, com-
position, and translation. [Section A (m): Moo., Wed., Fri., 11.15. MR. 
HUGHES. Section B (vm): Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9.25. MR. HUGHES. Section 
C (1x): Tues., Thurs., Sat., 10.20. MR. BANGS.] (E. N. 19} 
3 (1) Elective for those who have taken course 2. The drama of the 
classical period. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 9.25.) MR. HUGHES. (E. N. 1) 
4 (IX) Elective for those who have taken course 3. Ao outline reading 
course in the history of German Literature from its beginning to the time 
of Lessing. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 10.20.) MR. BANGS. (E. N. 9) 
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5 (vr) Elective in 1938-1939 and in alternate years, for those who have 
taken course 3. Christmas Term: Goethe's life and works. Trinity Term: 
Faust, with a study of kindred dramas in European Literature. (Mon., 
Wed., Fri., 2.55 .) MR. BANGS. (E. N. 6) 
6 (v) Elective in 1937-1938 and in alternate years, for those who have 
taken course 3. Christmas Term: The Growth of Realism in nineteenth 
century German Literature up to 1890. Trinity Term: German Lit-
erature from 1890 to the present day. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.00.) MR. 
BANGS. (E. N. 5) 
7b Elective for those who have taken course 1 or who otherwise satisfy 
the instructor of their fitness lo take the course. A half course in writing 
and speaking German, primarily for those who plan to specialize in 
German or Modern Languages. (Hours to be arranged.) MR. BANGS. 
Greek (see Classical Languages) 
H istory and Political Science 
PROFESSOR HUMPHREY, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CUNINGHAM, 
DR. AYDELOTTE, AND DR. BUELL 
1 Elective for all classes. An introductory course in the History of 
Western Europe. [Section A (111): Mon., Wed., Fri., 11.15. Section B 
(v): Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.00. Section C (vn): Tues., Thurs., Sat., 8.30. 
Section D (VIII) : Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9.25.] MR. CUNINGHAM, MR. 
AYDELOITE, AND MR. BUELL. (E. N. 17} 
2 (111) Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. United States His-
tory. An Economic, Social, Political, and Intellectual Survey. (Mon., 
Wed ., Fri., 11.15.) MR. HUMPHREY. (E. N. 3} 
3 (1) Elective in 1938-1939 for those who have taken course 1 or course 
2. Ancient civilization. The origins of society in the Mediterranean 
world. A Survey of Oriental people and of the Rise of Greece and 
Rome. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 9.25.) MR. HUMPHREY. (E. N. 1) 
4ab (1x) Elective in 1937-1938 for those who have taken course 1 or 
course 2. Christmas Term: The French Revolution. Trinity Term: The 
Napoleonic Era. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 10.20.) MR. CUNINGHAM. (E. N. 9) 
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5 (Iv) Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors who have taken 
course 1 or course 2. American Government and Politics. A survey of 
the organization, principles, and functions of federal, state, and local 
government in the United States. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 12.10.) MR. 
AYDELOTIE. (E. N. 4) 
6 (vm) Elective for those who have taken course 1 or course 2. English 
History. Its social, economic, and constitutional aspects. (Tues., Thurs., 
Sat., 9.25.) MR. AYDELOTIE. (E. N. 8) 
7 (n) Elective in 1937-1938 for those who have taken course 1 or course 
2. Comparative Government. A comparative study of the political ideals, 
organizations, and practices of the leading modern states. (Mon., Wed., 
Fri., 10.20.) MR. HUMPHREY. (E. N. 2) 
9 (xn) Elective in 1938-1939 for Juniors and Seniors who have taken 
course 1 or course 2. The Principles of Government. (Mon., 8.30, Tues., 
Thurs., 2.00.) MR. HUMPHREY. (E. N. 12) 
lOab (xn) Elective in 193i-1938 for Juniors and Seniors who have taken 
course 1. Contemporary Civilization. (Mon., 8.30; Tues., Thurs., 2.00.) 
MR. HUMPHREY. (E. N. 12) 
llab (v) Elective in 1938-1939 for Juniors and Seniors who have taken 
course 1 or 2. Christmas Term: British Colonial America. Trinity Term: 
History of United States Diplomacy. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.00). MR. 
CUNINGHAM. (E. N. 5) 
12ab (IX) Elective in 1938-1939 for Juniors and Seniors who have taken 
course 2 or 5. Christmas Term: Constitutional Law. Trinity Term: 
Municipal Government. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 10.20.) MR. AYDELOTIE. 
(E. N. 9) 
13ab (I) Elective in 1937-1938 for Juniors and Seniors who have taken 
course 2. Christmas Term: The American Revolution. Trinity Term: 
The United States as a World Power. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 9.25.) MR. 
HUMPHREY. (E. N. 1) 
14ab (x) Elective for those who have taken course 1 or course 2. 
Mediaeval Christianity. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 11.15.) MR. CUNINGHAM. 
(E. N. 10) 
15 Elective for Seniors majoring in history with averages above 80. 
History Seminar. (Hours to be arranged.) MR. CUNINGHAM. 
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Hygiene (see Physiology) 
Italian (see Romance Languages) 
Latin (see Classical Languages) 
Linguistics 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MYERS 
1 Elective for students 'Who have had no Latin or have offered only Latin 
A for entrance credit. A Study of Language. An approach to the study of 
language, with instruction in Latin as a basis for developing a keener 
insight into, and appreciation of, English. [Section A (v): Mon., Wed., 
Fri., 2.00. Section B (v1): Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.55. Section C (vn): Tues., 
Thurs., Sat., 8.30. Section D (vm): Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9.25] MR. OGILBY 
AND MR. MYERS. (E. N. 20) 
Mathematics 
PROFESSOR DADOURJAN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MITCHELL, 
DR. DOWNS, AND MR. WYCKOFF 
1 T (1x) Required of all Freshmen (except those intending to choost 
Group 1) 'Who have not received credit for Trigonometry on admission. 
Christmas Term: Plane Trigonometry and Analytical Geometery. Trinity 
Term: Analytical Geometry and Elementary Calculus. [Section A (m): 
Mon., Wed., Fri., 11.15. Sections B, C, D, and E (1x): Tues., Thurs., 
Sat., 10.20.] MR. DADOURIAN 1 MR. MITCHELL, MR. DOWNS, AND MR. 
WYCKOFF. (E. N. 9) 
lab Required of all Freshmen (except those intending to choose Group 
1) who have received credit for Trigonometry on admission. Christmas 
Term: Analytical Geometry and Elementary Calculus. Trinity Term: 
Elementary Calculus. [Section A (IV): Mon., Wed., Fri., 12.10. Sections 
B, C, and D (vm) : Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9.25.] MR. DADOURIAN, MR. 
MITCHELL, AND MR. DOWNS. (E. N. 23) 
2 Elective for those 'Who have taken course 1 T or 1 'With grade of 70 
or better. Differential and Integral Calculus. [Section A (u): Mon., Wed., 
Fri., 10.20. Section B (Iv): Mon., Wed., Fri., 12.10.] MR. MITCHELL AND 
MR. DOWNS. (E. N. 23) 
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3a (x1) Elective for those who have passed course 1 T or 1. Plane and 
Solid Analytical Geometry. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 12.10: Christmas Term.) 
MR. DOWNS. (E. N. 11) 
3b (x1) Elective for those who have taken course 2 with grade of 70 
or better. Differential equations. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 12.10: Trinity 
Term.) MR. DOWNS. (E. N. 11) 
4ab (m) Elective for those who have passed course 3. Advanced Calculus. 
(Mon., Wed., Fri., 11.15.) MR. DADOURIAN. (E. N. 3) 
5ab Elective for those who have passed 3ab. Theory of Real and Com-
plex Variables. (Hours to be arranged.) MR. MITCHELL. 
6 (vn) Elective in 1938-1939 and in alternate years, for those who have 
passed course 1 T or 1. Advanced Algebra. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 8.30.) 
MR. MITCHELL. (E. N. 7) 
7a (vn) Elective in 1937-1938 and in alternate years, for those who have 
passed course 1 T or 1. Elementary Statistics. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 8 :30: 
Christmas Term.) MR. WYCKOFF. (E. N. 7) 
7b (vn) Elective in 1937-1938 and in alternate years, for those who 
have passed course 2. Calculus of Finite Differences. (Tues., Thurs., 
Sat., 8.30: Trinity Term.) MR. WYCKOFF. (E. N. 7) 
NOTE: A student who intends to prepare for the examination of the 
Actuarial Society of America is advised to consult with Professor 
Dadourian. Topics required for parts I and III of the examination are 
included in course 6 ; topics for part II (except those on trigonometry) 
are included in course 3a; topics for part IV are included in courses 2 
and 7b. 
Microbiology (see Physiology ) 
Music 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WATTERS 
1 (x1) Elective for Sophomores, Juniors , and Seniors. A general course in 
the history and appreciation of music. Analytical study of musical forms, 
and of the works of the Classical compo~ers occupies the first half-year, 
while the second half-year is devoted to Romantic and Modern works, 
with special emphasis upon contemporary composition. Fully illustrated 
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by phonograph recordings and actual performances. For those unable to 
read music, special assistance in the elements of music is given during 
the first month.( Tues., Thurs., Sat., 12.10.) (E. N. 11) 
2 (x) Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. A course in Har-
mony and Ear-Training. All candidates must have a knowledge of the 
elements of music, and ability in piano or organ playing sufficient for 
the performance of simple four-part exercises. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 
11.15.) (E. N. 10) 
3 (vm) Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors who have taken 
one year of Harmony, or who otherwise satisfy the instructor of their 
fitness to take the course. Counterpoint of the 16th and 18th centuries. 
(Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9.25.) (E. N. 8) 
4 Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors, only by consent of 
instructor. Advanced Structural Analysis. Fugues of Bach; Symphonies 
of Beethoven, Brahms and Franck; modern developments. (Hours to be 
arranged.) Class limited to six students. 
Philosophy and Psychology 
PROFESSOR COSTELLO, PROFESSOR HUTT, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 
ALTMAIER, AND DR. MEANS 
• Aa (xi) Half Course. Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. 
Introductory Logic. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 12.10 : Christmas Term.) MR. 
MEANS. (E. N. 11) 
*Bb (x1) Half Course. Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. 
Fields of Psychology. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 12.10: Trinity Term.) MR. 
ALTMAIER. (E. N. 11) 
•1 Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniots. Outline of Psychology 
and Logic. [Section A (IV): Mon., Wed., Fri., 12.10. Section B (v): 
Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.00.) MR. Hurr AND MR. ALTMAIER. (E. N. 18) 
•2 (1) Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. Does not presup-
pose Philosophy AB or 1. Social Ethics. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 9.25.) MR. 
COSTELLO. (E. N. 1) 
3 (v) Elective for those who have takm Philosophy AB, 1, 2, or 4 
with a grade of 75 or better; or by special permission of the instructor. 
History of Philosophy. Christmas Term: Ancient and Mediaeval Phi-
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losophy. Trinity Term: Modern Philosophy. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.00.) 
MR. COSTELLO. (E. N. 5) 
*4ab (vm) Elective, for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. Does not pre-
suppose Philosophy AB or 1. Christmas Term: Problems of Philosophy. 
Trinity Term: Readings in English Philosophy. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 
9.25.) MR. MEANS. (E. N. 8) 
5 (xu, XIII, Tuesday and Thursday afternoons and another hour to be 
arranged.} Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors who have re-
reived a grade of 70 or better in Philosophy 1. This is a laboratory 
course and counts as a Laboratory Science for Arts students or as a 
Science for others. Limited to ten. Experimental Psychology. (Mon., Fri., 
S.30; Tues., Thurs., 2.00-3.45.) MR. HUTT. (E. N. 12) 
6a (vu) Half Course. Elective for those who have taken Philosophy 1 
or both Philosophy Bb and 9b. Individual Mental Development. (Tues., 
Thurs., Sat., 8.30: Christmas Term.) MR. ALTMAIER. (E. N. 7) 
6b (vu) Half Course. Elective for those who have taken Philosophy 1 
or both Philosophy Bb and 9b. Individual Mental Deviations. (Tues., 
Thurs., Sat., S.30: Trinity Term.) MR. HUTT. (E. N. 7) 
7a (n) Half Course. Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. 
Anthropology. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 10.20: Christmas Term.) MR. HUTT. 
(E. N. 2) 
7b (u) Half Course. Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. 
Sociology. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 10.20: Trinity Term.) MR. HUTT. (E. N. 2} 
Sa (rx) Half Course. Elective for those who have taken one course in 
Philosophy. Theories of Ethics. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 10.20: Christmas 
Term.} MR. MEANS. (E. N. 9.) 
Sb (ix) Half Course. Elective for those who have taken one course in 
Philosophy. Theories of Aesthetics. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 10.20: Trinity 
Term.) MR. MEANS. (E. N. 9} 
9a (xu M., XIII F. and third hour to be arranged.) Half Course. 
Christmas Term. Elective for those who have taken Philosophy 1 or Bb, 
and have taken or are taking Biology 1 or Physiology 1. Learning Process. 
MR. ALTMAIER. (E. N. 12} 
9b (xn M., xm F. and third hour to be arranged.) Half Course. 
Trinity Term. Elective for those who have taken Philosophy 1 or Bb, and 
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have taken or are taking either Biology 1 or Physiology 1. Advanced 
General Psychology. MR. ALTMAIER. (E. N. 12) 
10 (v1) Full Course. Elective for those who have taken one course in 
Philosophy. History of Great Scientific Ideas. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 2.55.) 
MR. COSTELLO. (E. N. 6) 
lla (1) Half Course. Elective for those who have taken one course in 
Philosophy. Philosophy in America. {Mon., Wed., Fri., 9.25: Christmas 
Term.) MR. MEANS. (E. N. 1) 
12b (1) Half Course. Elective in 1938-1939 for those who have taken 
Philosophy Aa or 1. General Logic. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 9.25: Trinity 
Term.) MR. MEANS. (E. N. 1) 
13b (1) Half Course. Elective in 1937-1938 for those who have taken one 
course in Philosophy. Philosophy of the State. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 9.25: 
Trinity Term.) MR. MEANS. (E. N. 1) 
•NoTE: Either Philosophy AB, or 1, or 2, or 4 may be offered in satisfac-
tion of the degree requirement in philosophy. No student can obtain 
credit for both AB and 1. 
Physical Education 
DIRECTOR OOSTING, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR CLARKE, ASSISTANT 
DIRECTOR JESSEE, MR. MCCLOUD, AND MR. ERICKSON 
1 Required of Freshmen. Autumn: election of football, touch football, 
soccer, track, or cross-country running. Winter: Class work in the follow-
ing-basketball, volleyball, swimming, life saving, squash racquets, hand-
ball, tumbling, apparatus, and group games. Spring: election of track, 
baseball, playground ball, or tennis. Regulation uniform is required. 
2 Required of Sophomores. Election from the following list of activities 
depending on the season of the year: football, touch football, soccer, 
track, cross-country, basketball, squash racquets, hockey, swimming, play-
ground ball, baseball, tennis, and golf. Periods arranged in the morning, 
three hours per week. Regulation uniform required for all class work. 
3 Required of Juniors. Choice of activities the same as for Sophomore 
year. Two hours per week. Periods arranged in the morning. Regula· 
tion uniform required for all class work. 
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4 Intercollegiate Atlzletics. Members of the varsity or freshmen squads 
are given credit for work in physical education during the particular 
season of the sport. The recognized varsity sports are: football, soccer, 
cross-country, basketball, swimming, track, baseball, and tennis. Informal 
intercollegiate contests are also held in squash racquets, golf, and hockey. 
5 Intramural Athletics. Twelve teams engage in intramural contests in 
the following sports: water baseball, basketball, swimming, squash rac-
quets, tennis, track, and playground ball. These activities are controlled 
by the Physical Education Department but no credit is given for physical 
education attendance. 
Physics 
PROFESSOR PERKINS, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WADLUND, AND 
DR. DOOLITTLE 
A (VIII) Elective for students not receiving credit for Physics on admis-
sion. Elementary Physics. A course covering mechanics, heat, electricity, 
magnetism, sound, and light. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9.25.) MR. DOOLITTLE. 
(E. N. 8) 
1 (m, x & XI; or IV, x & XI; or xn, III & IV; or xm, III & Iv) Elective for 
all classes. General Physics somewhat more advanced than Physics A, 
and preparatory to further study of this and other sciences. This course 
is designed to meet the minimum requirements of the medical schools, 
and should be selected by pre-medical students. Three classroom and 
one laboratory period. (Section A: Mon., Wed., Fri., 11.15; Tues., 11.15-
1.00. Section B: Mon., Wed., Fri., 12.05; Thurs., 11.15-1.00. Section C: 
Mon., 8.30; Tues., 2.00; Thurs., 2.00; Fri., 11.15-1.00. Section D: Mon., 
11.15-1.00; Tues., 2.55; Thurs., 2.55; Fri., 8.30.) 8 semester hours. MR. 
PERKINS, MR. WADLUND, AND MR. DooLITTLE. (E. N. 21) 
2 (v & VI) Elective for those who have taken course 1. An intermediate 
course mainly in light and electricity covering material not treated in 
Physics 1, as well as more advanced laboratory work. Christmas Term: 
Light. Trinity Term: Electricity. Two classroom and one laboratory 
period. (Section A: Mon., 2:00-3.45; Wed., 2.55; Fri., 2.55. Section B: 
Mon., 2.55; Wed., 2.55; Fri. 2.00-3.45.) MR. PERKINS AND MR. WADLUND. 
(E. N. 5) 
3 (x) Elective for those who have taken course A or 1, and who have 
taken Mathematics 2. Analytical Mechanics. The course is based upon a 
single principle from which all other laws and principles of elementary 
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mechanics are deduced. These laws and principles are applied to the 
solution of a large number of physical and engineering problems, such 
as: the equilibrium of particles, rigid bodies, and flexible cables; motion 
of a particle and of a rigid body, and problems involving work, energy, 
power, impulse, and momentum. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 11.15.) MR. 
DADOURlAN. (E. N. 10) 
4a (xn & xm) Elective for those who have taken course 2 and who have 
taken, or are taking, Mathematics 2. Electricity and Magnetism. Advanced 
theory of electrical measurements and laboratory practice. Two lecture 
periods and one laboratory period of two hours. (Mon., 8.30; Thurs., 
2.00-3.45; Fri., 8.30: Christmas Term.) MR. PERKINS. (E. N. 12) 
4b (xn & xm) Elective for those who have taken course 4a. Applied 
Electricity. Two lectures a week on the theory of direct and alternating 
current generators and motors, and of transformers; one period of two 
hours of laboratory work, intended to make the student familiar with 
the operation of motors and generators. (Mon., 8.30; Thurs., 2.00-3.45; 
Fri., 8.30: Trinity Term.) MR. PERKINS. (E. N. 12) 
Sab (1x) Elective in 1938-1939 and alternate years for those who have 
taken, or are taking, course 3. Introduction to Theoretical Physics. The 
elements of thermo-dynamics, electro-dynamics, and electro-magnetic 
theory of light; the theory of relativity. Vector analysis is introduced as 
needed. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 10.20.) MR. WADLUND. (E. N. 9) 
6a (1) Elective for those who have taken course 2. Recent Developments 
in Physics. An elementary review of some phases of recent developments 
in Physics, such as: the passage of electricity through gases, X-rays, ra-
dioactivity, the electron theory, and atomic structure. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 
9.25: Christmas Term.) MR. WADLUND. (E. N. 1) 
6b (1 & n) Elective for those who have taken course 6a. Advanced 
Laboratory Physics. Experiments based upon the ground covered in the 
first term, as well as advanced experiments in general physics not taken 
up in the earlier courses. (One lecture and two periods of two hours each 
of laboratory work: Mon., 9.25; Wed., Fri., 9.25-11.10: Trinity Term.) 
MR. WADLUND. (E. N. 1) 
Physics 7b (xn & xm) Elective for those who have taken course 4a 
or 6b. Electronics. The elementary theory of electron tubes with appli-
cations to various electrical circuits including radio. Two lecture periods 
aod one laboratory period of two hours. (Mon., 8.30; Tues., 2.00-3.45; 
Fri,. 8.30: Trinity Term.) MR. DOOLITTLE. (E. N. 12) 
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Physiology and Hygiene 
PROFESSOR SW AN 
Physiology 
1 (m) Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. Elementary Physi-
ology. An elementary study of the human body. Lectures, recitations, 
and demonstrations. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 11.15.) (E. N. 3) 
2 (x1) Elective for those who have taken Chemistry 1, Physics 1, and 
Physiology 1 or Biology 1. Human Physiology, advanced course: text-book, 
lectures, and laboratory demonstrations. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 12.10.) 
(E. N. 11) 
Hygiene 
(x) Elective for all classes. A study of general and of personal hygiene. 
Lectures, recitations, and demonstrations. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 11.15.) 
(E. N. 10) 
Microbiology 
Physiology 4 (xn & xm) Elective for those who have taken Biology 1 
and Chemistry 1. Microbiology. Christmas Term: Elementary Microbi-
ology. The morphology, culture, and physiology of micro-organisms, in-
cluding bacteria, yeasts, moulds. Trinity Term: Applied Microbiology. A 
study of micro-organisms of economic importance, with a consideration 
of those found in the air, water, soil, milk, and the diseases of animals 
and man. (Mon., 8.30; Tues., Thurs., 2.00-3.45; Fri., 8.30.) 8 semester 
hours. (E. N. 12) 
Reading Course 
An elective for Juniors and Seniors whose work has averaged 80 or 
better. Reading and reports on individually chosen classics of world 
literature, science, and art. No class meetings. Cannot be counted for 
required work in any department. MR. ADAMS, MR. ALLEN AND MR. 
COSTELLO. 
Religion 
lb (IX) Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. An historical 
approach to religion as a type of human experience: (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 
10.20: Trinity Term.) MR. Hurr and others. (E. N. 9) 
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Romance Languages 
PROFESSOR FUNDENBURG, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR NAYLOR, 
MR. WATERMAN, AND MR. GREENLEY 
French 
1 (vi) Elective for all classes. A beginners' course stressing reading, and 
the elementary grammatical principles necessary for accurate compre-
hension. (Mon . ., Wed., Fri., 2.55.) MR. NAYLOR. (E. N. 6) 
2 Elective for those <who have taken course 1, or two years of high school 
French. Selections from modern French writers, and practice in w riting 
and speaking French. [Section A (Iv) : Mon., Wed., Fri., 12.10. Section B 
(ix) : Tues., Thurs., Sat., 10.20. Section C (xi) : Tues., Thurs., Sat., 12.10. 
Section D (Ix): Tues., T hurs., Sat., 10.20.] MR. FUNDENBURG, MR. NAYLOR, 
MR. WATERMAN. (E. N. 22) 
3 (vi) Elective for those who have taken course 2, or three years of high 
school French. Christmas Term: A survey of French literature from its 
beginnings to the present day, studied in the masterpieces of each century. 
Trinity Term: The theater of the seventeenth century. (Mon., W ed., 
Fri., 2.55.) MR. FUNDENBURG. (E. N. 6) 
4 (vm) Elective for those who have taken course 3. French lite rature of 
the nineteenth century. A study of the origin and development of the 
principal literary movements of the century, Romanticism, Realism, 
Naturalism, as reflected in the works of representative poets and prose 
writers. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9.25.) MR. NAYLOR. (E. N. 8) 
5 (u) Elective in 1938-1939 for those who have taken course 4. A survey 
of French literature from its beginnings to the present time", with special 
emphasis on periods not covered by other courses. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 
10.20.) MR. NAYLOR. (E. N. 2) 
6 (n) Elective in 1939-9140 for those who have taken course 4. The Age 
of Voltaire. A study of the appearance of modern critical thought and 
attitude in the literature of the eighteenth century. (Mon., Wed., Fri., 
10.20.) MR. FUNDENBURG. (E. N. 2) 
7 (x) Elective for those who have taken course 2, or three years of high 
school French. Elementary conversation. The chief objective of this course 
is to develop conversational ability, stressing correct pronunciation and 
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comprehension of the French language. The cultural and art1st1c con-
tribution of France is presented by lectures and lantern slides. (Tues., 
Thurs., Sat., 11.15.) MR. GREENLEY AND MR. WATERMAN. (E. N. 10) 
Italian 
1 (m) Elective in 1938-1939 for those who have taken French 1, 01· two 
years of high school French. An elementary course, covering the essentials 
of grammar, stressing accurate pronunciation, and facility in reading. 
(Mon., Wed., Fri., 11.15.) MR. NAYLOR. (E. N. 3) 
2 (m) Elective in 1939-1940 for those who have taken course 1. A survey 
of Italian history and literature, with readings in modern Italian, as 
preparation for the intensive study, during the second semester, of 
Dante and his contemporaries. ·(Mon., Wed., Fri., 11.15.) MR. NAYLOR. 
(E. N. 3) . 
Spanish 
1 (xx) Elective in 1939-1940 for those who have taken Ft-ench 1, or two 
years of high school Fr ench. A beginners' course with the primary object 
of acquiring facility in the reading of modern prose. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 
12.10.) MR. FUNDENBURG. (E. N. 11) 
2 (xx) Elective in 1938-1939 for those who have taken course 1. Spanish 
literature of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; the novel, the drama, 
and the ballad. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 12.10) MR. FUNDENBURG. (E. N. 11) 
Sociology (see Philosophy 7 ab) 
Honors Courses 
Any Professor may recommend to the Faculty in the Trinity 
Term that certain designated Sophomores or Juniors have permis-
sion to study during the following year in his Department as 
honor students. Only students with an average grade of eighty or 
better may be so recommended. Such students shall continue work 
in regular courses for the equivalent of at least three courses for 
their J unior year and at least two courses for their Senior year, 
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devoting the rest of their time to individual study under the direc-
tion of the head of the Department recommending them. At the 
end of April, in their Senior year, they shall present themselves 
for a general examination on the subject in which they have been 
doing their individual work. In no case shall this procedure operate 
to excuse a student from any of the courses required for the B.A. 
or B.S. degree. The privilege of working as an honor student may 
be withdrawn at any time by the Faculty or by the Professor 
concerned. 
Tabular View of Periods 
Hours Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
8.30-9.20 XII VII VII XIII VII 
9.25-10.15 I VIII I VIII I VIII 
10.20-11.10 II IX II IX II IX 
11.15-12.05 III x III x III x 
12.10-1.00 IV XI IV XI IV XI 
2.00-2.50 v XII v XII v 
2.55-3.45 VI XIII VI XIII VI 
The College Chapel 
THE President is the Chaplain of the College, and is assisted in the conduct of the services in the Chapel by various members of the Faculty and students. 
Services are held in the College Chapel every morning during 
the week, at half-past eight on Wednesdays, and at five minutes 
past eight on other days. On Sundays during term time there is 
a morning service at eleven, and a vesper service in the afternoon 
at five. Attendance at a certain amount of these week-day or 
Sunday services is required of all students in accordance with reg-
ulations prescribed by the Faculty. In addition, there are various 
special services held from time to time. There is Holy Communion 
service every Sunday morning at eight o'clock in the Chapel of 
the Perfect Friendship, and on Saints' Days in the Crypt Chapel 
at seven-fifteen. The different fraternities hold corporate commun-
ion services in the Chapel of the Perfect Friendship, usually on 
some special day during the college year. During Lent a group of 
undergraduates say the Compline Office in the Crypt Chapel at 
ten minutes past ten. 
The College Chapel is open at all times during the day. 
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The Library 
T HE Library occupies Williams Memorial, completed in 1914, erected in memory of Bishop John Williams with funds presented by the late J. Pierpont Morgan, LL.D. It is 
a modern fireproof library building with shelf space for 170,000 
volumes, and a reading room with seats for one hundred readers. 
The ground floor of the east wing is occupied by the administra-
tive offices. 
The Library is open daily during term time from 8 :30 a. m. to 
5 :40 p. m. ; Sunday, from 2 :00 to 4 :45 p. m.; every evening 
(except Saturday) from 7 :30 to 11 :00 p. m. 
The literary material used to supplement the instruction of the 
class-room and laboratory comprises ( 1) the best of the more 
recent works on the subjects taught, and (2) the most important 
of the authoritative and indispensable older books. To the first 
class b~long over one hundred current periodicals and journals of 
learned societies. Substantial additions have recently been made in 
the modern literature of chemistry, economics, philosophy, history, 
psychology, physics, sanitary science, and engineering. The second 
class includes, in part, a good equipment for undergraduate needs 
in classical and other European lexicography, Greek and Latin 
epigraphy, modern European and English literature; the best 
editions of the complete works of many of the great astronomers, 
chemists, mathematicians, and physicists from the earliest times to 
the present; and an unusually full series of the public documents 
. and state papers of the United States government from the forma-
tion of the Union to the present Congress. 
The Reference Room contains 8,000 volumes placed on open 
shelves for free and unrestricted use. These have been carefully 
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selected so as to facilitate the academic work of the students, and 
to make readily accessible for purposes of general culture a repre-
sentative body of the best literature on all subjects. The system of 
classifications and the other details of book arrangement in this 
room have been entirely subordinated to these higher aims. The 
Librarian and his staff aid the students in their use of the books, 
and assist them in other ways. 
Many single works of great value and interest are contained 
in the collection. Among them are: two Greek manuscripts of the 
twelfth century, several illuminated Latin Books of Hours of the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, fine examples of books printed 
before the year 1500 (Incunabula), rare mathematical and medi-
cal works of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, 
an exceptionally fine copy of Audubon's great work, "Birds of 
America," and first editions of the books of many English and 
American writers whose works form a permanent part of lit-
terature. 
The library now numbers over 120,000 volumes and 60,000 
pamphlets. The funds, from which its income for the purchase of 
books is derived, are the following: 
THE BURGESS FUND, founded in 1843 by a gift of $500 (now 
$1000) from the Rev. George Burgess of Hartford, afterward 
Bishop of Maine. 
THE ELTON FUND, founded in 1854, by a gift of $5,000 (recently 
increased by his son John P. Elton to $7,700) from John P. Elton, 
Esq., of Waterbury. 
THE SHEFFIELD FUND, founded in 1856 by a gift of $5,000 (now 
$8,000) from Joseph E. Sheffield, Esq., of New Haven. 
THE PETERS FUND, founded in 1858 by a legacy of $3,000 from 
the Hon. John S. Peters, LL.D., of Hebron. 
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THE THOMAS RUGGLES PYNCHON ALUMNI LIBRARY FUND, 
founded in 1859 by subscriptions from the Alumni, and now 
amounting to about $5,372.50. 
THE ATHENAEUM FUND, founded in 1870 by a gift of $300 
(now $900) from the Athenaeum Literary Society. 
THE NORTHAM FUND, founded in 1887 by a legacy of $12,000 
from Charles H. Northam, Esq., of Hartford. 
THE SAMUEL HART FUND of $2,500, founded in 1901 by Alumni 
in honor of the late Rev. Samuel Hart, D.D., D.Can.L., LL.D., 
of the Class of 1866, formerly Professor of the Latin Language 
and Literature. 
THE J. EWING MEARS LIBRARY FOUNDATION ON SANITARY 
SCIENCE, established October 17, 1904, by Dr. J. Ewing Mears, 
of the class of 1858. 
THE THOMAS BALCH FUND of $3,000, founded in 1918, the 
income to be used primarily for the purchase of books relating to 
International Law and kindred subjects. 
THE CHARLES LATHROP PACK FUND, founded in 1921 by a gift 
of $1,000 from Charles Lathrop Pack, LL.D., and increased by 
a further gift of $1,000 (now $3,300) in 1922. The income is to 
be used for the purchase of books relating to American History. 
THE MARY FRANCES REARDEN FUND, founded in 1934 by a 
legacy of $5,000 from Miss Mary Frances Rearden, of Hartford, 
the income to be used for library purposes. 
Other special funds are: 
THE JACOCKS LIBRARY FUND, established in 1888 by a legacy 
of $500 from the Rev. James G. Jacocks, of the class of 1847. 
So much of the income of this fund , amounting to about $20 
annually, as may be necessary is expended under the direction of 
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the Librarian in the purchase of textbooks, which are lent to 
students of very limited means. 
THE ROBERT HITCHCOCK CANFIELD LIBRARY FUND, founded 
April 29, 1905, by a gift of $2,000 (now $2,695) from Mrs. R. 
H. Canfield, of Hartford, Connecticut, in memory of her husband. 
The income of this fund is to be used exclusively for necessary 
binding in the College Library. 
A PERIODICAL FUND, established by the Trinity College Under-
graduate Senate of 1933-$500. 
THE J. PIERPONT MORGAN FUND, founded in 1910 by a gift 
of $100,000 from J. Pierpont Morgan, Esq., of New York; his 
son, J. Pierpont Morgan, Esq., made in 1917 a further gift of 
$150,000. The income of this second gift is to be used primarily 
for the administration and maintenance of the Library. 
Title XV, Section 2, of the Statutes of Trinity College provides 
that "A book shall be kept by the Librarian, in which shall be 
inscribed the names of all contributors to the Library, together 
with a list of the books which they have contributed. And if any 
person shall make a donation of books to the value of five hundred 
dollars, his name shall be conspicuously inscribed in some appro-
priate place in the Library." 
Every book given to the Library is duly acknowledged, inscribed 
with the name of the donor, and recorded in the Annual Report 
of the Librarian. The Librarian will be glad to inform Alumni 
and friends of the College of the departments in which their gifts 
will be most effective in meeting pressing needs. 
Books may be taken by the following persons: Members of the 
Corporation, benefactors of the College, its officers, graduates, and 
undergraduates. The privileges of the Library are also extended 
to the citizens of Hartford, and to other persons, as the President 
may approve. 
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Other Library Facilities 
There are also available and accessible to the students the six 
collections of books named below. These comprise, with the College 
Library, over 900,000 volumes, exclusive of pamphlets and man-
uscripts. 
THE HARTFORD PUBLIC LIBRARY. All students of the College 
are allowed, upon special conditions prescribed by the authorities, 
to make use of the well-selected collections in the Hartford Public 
Library, which is located on the first floor of the Wadsworth 
Athenaeum, and consists of over 210,000 volumes. It is open on 
week days from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. The librarian prepares lists of 
references on current topics, which are of considerable service to 
the students. The current numbers of over 250 periodicals are on 
file in the Reading Room. 
THE WATKINSON LIBRARY OF REFERENCE. The collection of 
the Watkinson Library numbering over 118,000 volumes is entirely 
free for consultation by all students of the College. It is located 
on the second floor of the Wadsworth Athenaeum, and is open on 
week days from 9 :30 a.m. to 5 :30 p.m. It is especially rich in 
works on the Fine Arts, Romance Languages, English Philology 
and Literature, English and American History, and in sets of the 
Transactions and Proceedings of Foreign Scientific and Learned 
Societies. 
LIBRARY OF THE CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SocIETY. Through 
the courtesy of the Connecticut Historical Society, its Library and 
Museum, located in the Wadsworth Athenaeum, are accessible to 
the public free of charge. The library contains over 50,000 vol-
umes, 50,000 unbound pamphlets, and 75,000 manuscripts. It is 
open on week days from 9 :30 a.m. to 5 :30 p.m. It offers excep-
tional facilities for thorough research, not only in all subjects 
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relating to the history of Connecticut and New England, but 
also in many departments of general American history, 
CONNECTICUT STATE LIBRARY. This collection of about 265,000 
volumes, 600,000 pamphlets, and over 1,600,000 manuscripts 
relating to the early history of Connecticut is open to the public 
for reference use from 9 a.m. to S p.m., except on Sundays. It 
comprises a Legislative Reference Department, a Department of 
Archives and History, and the Supreme Court Law Library. The 
last makes accessible a commendably complete collection of the 
statute and case law of English-speaking people, and the more 
recent codes of many of the other countries. Students who intend 
to take up the study of law may profitably avail themselves of its 
resources. 
HARTFORD BAR LIBRARY AssocIATION. A reference law library 
of over 18,500 volumes, together with some 2,000 records and 
pamphlets in the County Building. It comprises also a small cir-
culating department, from which books may be borrowed by any 
member of the Hartford County Bar, or by any one else on 
written introduction by a member. 
THE CASE MEMORIAL LIBRARY. The Case Memorial Library of 
the Hartford Seminary Foundation, at Elizabeth Street and 
Girard Avenue, is equalled in its special field by few, if any, 
libraries in this country. It numbers over 138,000 volumes and 
65,000 pamphlets. It is open every week day from 8 a.m. to 9 :30 
p.m., and students may have free use of its books both for consul-
tation and withdrawal. It is especially rich in collections of docu-
ments relating to Church history; in works dealing with textual 
criticism; in the literature of the Reformation and in the litera-
ture of modern missions; in Patristics, Lutherana, Orientalia, and 
in English Hymnology. 
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The Union 
The Union, operating under the control of the College Senate, 
maintains a college store in Seabury Hall where stationery and 
miscellaneous articles may be purchased by students. In connec-
tion with the store a large recreation room is kept open for the 
benefit of students between hours of classes or for students who 
live off the campus. For these last there are additional facilities 
for quiet study provided in Si:abury Hall, next to the Union, 
where students may work without interruption. 
Laboratories 
The Jarvis Laboratory 
T HE Jarvis Laboratory, devoted to the Department of Physics, is in a building at the south end of the campus, the gift of the late George A. Jarvis, Esq. 
The Department of Physics has a large laboratory for work in 
the elementary courses, and several smaller laboratories adapted 
and devoted to advanced work of a special character. In addition 
to the annual appropriation of the Corporation for its develop-
ment, the Department enjoys the income of the Cheesman Fund, 
given by the late Dr. T. Matlack Cheesman in memory of his son, 
Professor Louis M. Cheesman, formerly Professor of Physics in 
Trinity College. 
The Chemical Laboratory 
The new Chemical Laboratory, given by an anonymous donor, 
was completed in October, 1936. It is built of brownstone and 
forms part of the main quadrangle, holding the same position in 
the southeast corner as the Chapel does on the northeast corner. 
The laboratory offers every facility for the study of chemistry. 
There are four large, well lighted and ventilated, completely 
equipped rooms for the study of general, organic, biological, and 
physical chemistry, qualitative and quantitative analysis. There are 
also a number of rooms for special purposes as well as a series of 
private offices and laboratories for research. All the books and jour-
nals pertaining to chemistry owned by the College are assembled 
in a special room known as the Riggs Memorial Chemical Library 
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in tribute to Robert B. Riggs, Scovill Professor of Chemistry from 
1887 to 1920. The building contains a number of classrooms, 
experimental lecture rooms and an auditorium, which will seat 
the college body of five hundred. The auditorium is equipped to 
show chemical experiments and motion pictures. Some of the 
classrooms are used by other departments of the College. 
Boardman Hall 
Boardman Hall is situated at the south end of the campus. 
I ts three floors are devoted to the laboratories and classrooms of 
the Departments of Biology, Geology, Mathematics, Civil Engi-
neering, Drawing, Physiology, and Psychology. 
BIOLOGY. The laboratories for General Biology, Zoology, Em-
bryology, and Microbiology have a comprehensive equipment, in-
cluding charts, models, projection lantern, compound and dissect-
ing microscopes, lantern slides, microscopical preparations, and dem-
onstration material for class use. The laboratory for advanced 
courses is well equipped with apparatus for embryological and 
bacteriological work. 
GEOLOGY. The equipment for instruction in geology and organic 
evolution includes, in addition to the exhibition collections in the 
museum, numerous specimens of rocks, minerals, and fossils suit-
able for handling in class work. Lecture work is carried on with 
the aid of lantern slides, models, demonstration material, and field 
trips. Laboratory exercises are conducted in the use of maps and 
models, in the analysis of minerals and rocks, and in field work 
to which the region about Hartford yields so much of interest. 
PSYCHOLOGY. The Psychological Laboratory occupies rooms in 
Boardman Hall, and is adequately equipped for purposes of instruc-
tion, and for research in certain limited directions. 
LABO RA TORIES SS 
The Museum of Natural History 
The College Museum, located in Boardman Hall, has collec-
tions of wide interest and usefulness to the instructors and stu-
dents. The first floor is given to the vertebrates, the second to the 
invertebrate animals and plants and on the third floor one finds 
the fossils, minerals, and rock specimens. 
On the first floor is an extensive collection of birds, reptiles, and 
mammals, well represented by skeletons and mounted specimens. 
While numerous Ward models serve largely to show the pre-
historical animals, the museum boasts many fossil specimens, col-
lected and prepared by members of the museum staff, some of 
which are almost unique; of particular interest is a series repre-
senting the evolution of the horse. On the first floor also are the 
Collins and Seinsoth Collections of local birds and the Trowbridge 
Collection of birds' eggs and nests; a gift by Mrs. Henry Fergu-
son of emu skins and other contributions of the sort make the 
bird collection unusually complete. 
Representative groups of insects, a variety of marine animals 
from the shores of New England, the Bahama Islands, and the 
Pacific coast, together with an herbarium of some two thousand 
specimens of Connecticut plants, are exhibited on the second floor. 
The plants were prepared by the Horticultural Society of the 
State and presented to the Museum. The local flora is further rep-
resented by the Lorenz Collections of the New England ferns, 
mosses, and liverworts. 
Of especial interest and value on the third floor is the Caswell 
Collection of 4,000 mineral specimens that illustrate many crystal 
types including rare species. A temporary exhibit of Caswell 
minerals has been arranged in a case on the first floor. 
Physical Education and Athletic Facilities 
T HE gymnasium, located at the north end of the campus, contains in addition to locker and shower facilities, Train-er's Room, Physical Education offices, and two floors suit-
able for the playing of basketball, volley ball, handball, and bad-
minton. The lower of these two floors is equipped with gymnasium 
apparatus and also provides areas for boxing, wrestling, and 
fencing. 
To the east of the gymnasium is an enclosed varsity field with 
adequate facilities for football, baseball, and track, and adjacent to 
this field are two additional fields used primarily for soccer. There 
are eight tennis courts on the campus, four of which are flooded 
in the winter, providing an area for skating and hockey. 
In the fall of 1929, the College opened a new gymnasium unit 
known as the Trowbridge Memorial Building. This building con-
tains a seventy-five by thirty foot swimming pool and a battery 
of six squash racquets courts. 
Physical Education 
Freshmen and Sophomores are required to report for Physical 
Education throughout the college year, three hours per week, 
Juniors two hours per week. A regulation uniform is required. 
The Physical Education program is divided into three groups: 
required physical education, intercollegiate athletics, and intra-
mural athletics. The last two are on an elective basis. Credit 
for phy~ical education attendance is given for intercollegiate but 
not for intramural athletics. 
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The work in the gymnasium is in charge of the Director of 
Physical Education to whom all students are required to report 
on entering college. Early in the fall a thorough physical exami-
nation is given, under the supervision of the Medical Director, 
by a large group of specialists; in some cases special athletics and 
gymnastic exercises are prescribed. He with his assistant also has 
medical superintendence of all candidates for athletic teams, of 
the health of all students, and of the hygienic conditions of all 
college buildings. 
Expenses 
T HE college charge of Trinity College is $400, which in-cludes tuition and all fees with the exception of the regis-tration fee of $10, student accident insurance $15, and a 
Chemistry breakage fee for those taking Chemistry. All fees, 
laboratory fees, athletic fees, student tax, incidentals, etc., are 
covered by the charge of $400, $200 of which is payable on or 
before September 10, and for the second semester $200 in 
advance. These fees must be paid before students can register, 
and an extra fee of $5.00 is exacted for late payment in either 
semester. 
It is understood that of this amount, $250 covers the charge for 
tuition; students holding scholarships entitling them to free tuition 
only, will be required to pay $150 a year to cover charges other 
than tuition. 
Rooms in the dormitories rent for $100, $140, $160, and $200 
a year for each student. The number of rooms at the lower prices 
is limited. Rooms are assigned as nearly as po.ssible in accordance 
with the desires of applicants, in the order of application. Resident 
student:is may secure assignments of rooms for the ensuing year 
by paying a deposit of $10 before May 15. Newly admitted stu-
dents should notify the Treasurer of their preference as to the 
cost of a room. A deposit fee of $10.00 is required with each 
room application. This is credited to room rent when the bill is 
rendered. 
Board can be obtained in the College Commons at $8.00 a week, 
making the cost of the thirty-five weeks $280. Students are not 
required to eat in the College dining hall, and many of them board 
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at the fraternity houses, where the cost per week is somewhat 
more. To this must be added laundry charges, together with the 
expense of books, clothing (including a uniform for physical edu-
cation), and travel, which items vary so much in the case of indi-
vidual students that no accurate estimate can be given. 
A registration fee of $10 (not returnable) must be paid by each 
student before registration (see page 30). 
FEES FOR SINGLE COURSES. The fee for a single course of instruc-
tion (three hours per week) is $90, and for each additional course 
$80, not including laboratory fees. 
FEES FOR EXTRA COURSES. A fee of $30 is charged for each addi-
tional course over the five in which a student is normally enrolled . 
FEES FOR THE MASTER'S DEGREE. A fee of $35 (which includes 
also the diploma fee) is charged for registration and examination 
for the degree of Master of Arts or Master of Science, except in 
the case of candidates who have paid not less than one year's full 
tuition as resident graduate students, who are liable only for the 
registration fee. This fee must be paid when the applicant has 
been accepted as a candidate for the degree. 
PAYMENT OF COLLEGE BILLS. The charges for tmt10n for the 
Christmas Term must be paid on or before September 10 at 
the office of the Treasurer. The bills for the Trinity Term must 
be paid on or before the beginning of the term. Nothing is deducted 
or refunded for courses dropped, or for absence, unless occa-
sioned by illness, nor in such cases for a period less than half a 
term. Students withdrawing from college cannot expect any re-
fund of college charges which have been paid. 
All checks should be made payable to the order of the "Trus-
tees of Trinity College," and communications regarding bills 
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should be addressed to the "Treasurer of Trinity College, Hart-
ford, Conn." 
No student can receive his degree, or an honorable dismissal, 
until the Treasurer certifies that all his college bills have been 
paid, and that, so far as the Treasurer knows, there are no lawful 
claims against him for board, laundry, or lighting. 
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT. While it has proved possible for students 
to earn a considerable part of their college expenses by work out 
of class hours, experience has shown that a Freshman should not 
expect to be able to take regular outside employment and at the 
same time maintain his studies satisfactorily. It is strongly recom-
mended, therefore, that no student come to college unless he is 
able to maintain himself for at least the first half-year without the 
necessity of earning funds for his college bills or his board. 
Rooms and Medical Care 
Most of the rooms in the college buildings are so arranged that 
two students rooming together have a common study and sepa-
rate bedrooms. All rooms are equipped with the essential articles 
of furniture, but students must furnish their own bedding and 
linen. 
Every student will be required to sign an agreement covering 
the terms upon which his room is assigned to him, and he will be 
held responsible for all damage done to his room during his 
occupancy. 
All students who are not living at home are required to reside 
in the college buildings unless they have permission from the 
President to room elsewhere. 
When resident students are ill, if they will leave notice at the 
College Office before 8 :50 A.M., they will be visited by the Medi-
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cal Director or his Assistant as soon as possible, for tentative 
diagnosis. The College does not undertake to provide for treat-
ment or hospitalization; all students, whether resident or not, 
should be prepared to pay for medical care at their own expense. 
In emergency prompt notification is sent to parents, but obvi-
ously the college authorities reserve the right to act as seems best 
for the physical welfare of the student concerned if parents can-
not be reached. 
Honors at Graduation 
T HE high excellence of a student in the general work of his college course, or in the work of individual departments, will be recognized at his graduation by the award to him 
by the Faculty of honor rank in general scholarship, or in certain 
special subjects in which the student shall have shown himself 
proficient. 
The two members of the Senior Class having the highest stand-
ing are designated, respectively, Valedictorian and Salutatorian. 
Honors awarded at graduation, whether in general scholarship 
or in special subjects, will be noted on the Commencement pro-
gramme of the year in which they are awarded, and in the next 
issue of the College Catalogue. 
The student attaining the grade of ninety or better in all the 
courses required for his degree is graduated with the title of 
0PTIMUS. 
HONORS IN GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP. The distinction of honor 
rank in general scholarship will be awarded at graduation to such 
students as shall have attained a grade not below eighty in each 
of not less than twenty full courses (of three hours each per week 
for the year), or their equivalent, and shall have attained a grade 
of ninety in not less than sixteen full courses or their equivalent. 
Of students who have been in residence less than four years a 
proportionate attainment will be required. 
The special subjects in which Honors may be awarded are: 
Philosophy and Psychology, History, Economics, Classics, English, 
Modern Languages other than English, Mathematics, Civil Engi-
neering, Physics, Chemistry, and Biology. 
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In order to be awarded Honors in any special subject, the 
candidate must have passed with credit in all the courses required 
for Honors in that subject, and also in such special examinations 
as may be prescribed. He may also be required to present a sat-
isfactory thesis. 
In any of these special subjects Honors shall be awarded for 
excellence in four courses (which may be designated) in that sub-
ject. 
Phi Beta Kappa 
Th_e Phi Beta Kappa Fraternity, founded at the College of 
William and Mary, December 5, 1776, is an honorary society, 
membership in which is conditioned upon high scholastic stand-
ing. The Trinity Chapter, known as the Beta of Connecticut, 
was chartered by the Yale Chapter, the Connecticut Alpha, June 
16, 1845, and is the eighth in order of foundation. 
The Charter stipulates that persons elected to membership in 
the Beta of Connecticut shall be men of honor, probity, and learn-
ing. To satisfy the scholastic requirements, a student must have 
attained at least the equivalent of Grade A (the highest grade of 
excellence) in at least ten courses, and Grade B (the second 
highest grade) in ten additional courses. Election to Phi Beta 
Kappa has always been regarded as a mark of high distinction in 
scholarship. 
Officers of the Connecticut Beta 
President: THE HoN. PHILIP ]AMES McCooK, LL.D. 
Vice-President: FRANCIS BANKS WHITCOMB, M.A. 
Secretary: ARTHUR ADAMS, Ph.D. 
Treasurer: ANSON THEODORE McCOOK, B.A., LL.B. 
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Members Elected in 1937 
EDw ARD Ro BERT BARLOW 
JAMES NOON AN EGAN 
ERNEST SHERMAN GRISWOLD 
FRANK ANDREW HAGARTY 
WILLIAM JosEPH LAHEY 
PETER JOSEPH MAY 
ARON LEON MIRSKY 
The George Sheldon McCook Trophy 
The George Sheldon McCook Trophy, the gift of Professor 
and Mrs. John James McCook in 1905, is awarded annually by 
the Athletic Association of the College, through the Committee 
of the Faculty on Athletics and College Organizations and the 
Captains and Managers of the teams, to a student in the Senior 
Class, who must be in good scholastic standing, on the basis of 
distinction in athletics. In determining the award, diligence and 
conscientiousness in the observance of all rules of drill, training, 
and discipline are taken into account, as well as manliness, cour-
tesy, self-control, uprightness, and honor at all times, especially 
in athletic sports and contests. The name of the student receiving 
the award is attached to the trophy on a silver bar bearing his 
name and class date. He receives as his permanent property a 
bronze medal bearing among other things his name and class date. 
This trophy is the athletic distinction most coveted in the College. 
In 1937 the trophy was awarded to Wilson Haight. 
The Scholarship Cup 
A silver cup is awarded annually by the Hartford Alumni 
Association to the Chapter of a Fraternity attaining the highest 
rank in scholarship. The award is made to the Chapter receiving 
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the highest percentage of marks higher than eighty. The name of 
the Chapter receiving the award is engraved on the Cup. In 1937 
the Cup was won by the Alpha Chi Chapter of the Delta Kappa 
Epsilon Fraternity. · 
Prizes, Fellowships, and Scholarships* 
The Tuttle Prize 
T HE Tuttle Prize, of $40, was founded in 1859 by the late Miles A. Tuttle, Esq., of Hartford. It is awarded to the member of the Senior Class who shall write the best 
essay on "Anglo-American Relations". The essays must be sub-
mitted to the President on or before the first day of May, 1938. 
No award will be made except for excellent work. 
The Goodwin Greek Prizes 
Two prizes, one of $75 and one of $50, founded m 1884, by 
the late Mrs. James Goodwin, of Hartford, are offered to stu-
dents in Greek who shall have attained the highest grade of ex-
cellence in the courses taken, and in a special examination; a stu-
dent who has received a prize shall not again be eligible to com-
pete for the same prize. The examination, which will be held on 
the seventh day of May, 1938, will be designed to test the stu-
dent's general knowledge of Greek including composition, and 
sight translation, such as he may properly be expected to acquire 
from his reading in connection with these courses. Students intend-
ing to compete for these prizes should elect Greek Sa also. No 
prize will be awarded unless the work offered is excellent. 
*The prizes a1·e arranged in the order of their foundation. 
It is recommended that all essays submitted in competition be type-
written, and it is further recommended that they do not exceed five 
thousand words. 
The names of winners of prizes appear Oil page 108. 
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The Ferguson Prizes in History and Political 
Science 
Two Prizes, one of $60 and one of $40, founded in 1890 by 
the late Professor Henry Ferguson, LL.D ., of the class of 1868, 
are offered to the Seniors and to the Juniors for the best theses 
upon the topic, "Financial Aspects of the Social Security Act." 
The theses must be typewritten. They must be submitted to the 
Professor of Economics on or before the first day of May, 1938. 
No prize will be awarded unless the work offered is excellent. By 
the terms of the endowment, if the principal fall below its original 
amount, the award of the prizes must ·be omitted. 
The Alumni Prizes in English Composition 
Three Prizes, of $60, $40, and $25 respectively, from the in-
come of a fund contributed by the Alumni, will be awarded to the 
students who shall present the best essays on subjects to be 
selected in csinsultation with the instructors in the Department 
of English. Subjects and outlines must be approved before the first 
day of December, and the essays must be submitted to the Pro-
fessor of English Literature immediately after the Christmas 
Recess. Essays prepared in any regular course of study may be 
offered in competition, provided that such compositions are recom-
mended for this contest by the instructor in whose department 
they were written. 
The Frank W. Whitlock Prizes 
Two prizes, of $30 and $20 respectively, were founded by a 
legacy of Mrs. Lucy C. Whitlock, of Great Barrington, Massa-
chusetts, and by her direction bear the name of her son, who was 
a graduate in the class of 1870. Four students will deliver their 
themes in public in competition for the Whitlock Prizes. In deter-
mining the award, regard will be had both to composition and 
to delivery. 
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The F. A. Brown Prize 
A Prize was founded in 1897 by Mrs. Martha W. Brown, of 
Hartford, " to be called in memory of her husband the F. A. 
Brown Prize," to be awarded "to that member of .the Senior 
Class who shall write and pronounce an English oration in the 
best manner." The amount of the prize is $100. 
The Mears Prize 
The Mears Prize in Physical Education, of $25, was founded in 
1913 by Professor J. Ewing Mears, M.D., LL.D., of the class of 
1858. It is awarded annually by the Faculty, on the recommenda-
tion of the head of the Department of Physical Education, to that 
member of the Senior Class who shall have held during his col-
lege career the highest average standing in the courses of instruc-
tion in Physical Education, provided that no one shall be eligible 
to receive the prize who has not attained a grade of at least eighty 
in Freshman and ninety in Sophomore Physical Education, and 
who has not also attended at least two classes a week in the 
department during his Junior and Senior years, and attained in 
these classes a high degree of excellence. In making the award 
regard shall also be had to the relative improvement in physical 
agility, vigor, and strength attained by the competitors during 
their college course. An essay on the "Place of Physical Educa-
tion in the College Curriculum" is also required. 
A second Prize in Physical Education, of $25, founded by Pro-
fessor J. Ewing Mears, M.D., LL.D., of the class of 1858, is 
awarded to the member of the Junior Class presenting the best 
essay on an assigned subject relating to Physical Education. For 
1938 the subject is "Defense of Intercollegiate Athletics." The 
essays must be submitted to the President on or before the first 
day of May, 1938. No prize will be awarded except for excel-
lent work, nor unless there is more than one competitor. 
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The Phi Gamma Delta Prizes in Mathematics 
Three prizes are offered to Freshmen who do excellent work in 
Mathematics: first prize $7 5, second prize $50, third prize $25. 
These prizes are from the income of a fund established in 1924, 
and increased in 1931 by the Alumni authorities of what was 
formerly the local chapter of the fraternity of Phi Gamma Delta. 
The Charles Christopher Trowbridge Memorial 
Prize 
A prize of $25 is offered to the member of the Freshman Class 
who does the best work in the Department of Physics. The prize 
is in memory of Charles Christopher Trowbridge, who graduated 
from Trinity College in the class of 1892 and was Professor of 
Physics at Columbia University at the time of his death. 
The Van Zile Poetry Prize 
This prize is given by Mrs. Van Zile in memory of her husband, 
Edward Sims Van Zile, of the class of 1884. It is awarded under 
conditions arranged by the English Department. Mr. Van Zile 
himself gave the first prize in 1931 which was awarded just 
before his death. 
. Scholarships 
College expenses are considerably reduced to holders of schol-
arships. Scholarships are assigned in accordance with the condi-
tions indicated on pages 101 and 107, of this Catalogue. They are 
of different values, and the income of each is credited to the holder 
on the Treasurer's books, to be applied toward the payment of 
college bills. Any surplus is paid in cash to the beneficiary. 
For holders of those scholarships which remit the entire charges 
for tuition, the Treasurer's bills (exclusive of room rent) are 
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reduced to $150; and the necessary expenses of such students, 
including board and other personal items, need not exceed $500 
or $600 a year. 
The Trustees have voted that all appointments to scholarships 
shall be made for one year, and that scholarships shall be for-
feited for serious misconduct, or for serious deficiency in college 
work; they have ruled that no student who has been liable, during 
the year, to serious college censure shall be considered as a candi-
date for any competitive College Honor, Prize, or Scholarship. 
List of Fellowships and Scholarships 
For further information as to the conditions of Fellows/zips and Scholar-
s/zips, or for further particulars in regard to them, application should be 
made to the President of the College. 
Fellowships 
THE H. E. RUSSELL FELLOWSHIPS 
These two Fellowships, endowed originally by a legacy of $10,000 from 
Henry E. Russell, Esq., of New York, pay to the holders $500 each 
annually. They are awarded in alternate years, by vote of the Faculty, 
to members of the graduating class who give evidence of superior ability 
and who engage to pursue an approved course of non-professional gradu-
ate study at Trinity College or at some American or foreign university 
approved by the Faculty. The incumbents hold the Fellowships for two 
years each. 
THE MARY A. TERRY FELLOWSHIP 
This Fellowship, endowed by a legacy from Miss Mary A. Terry, of 
Hartford, yields an annual income of about $1,000. It is awarded annually 
by the President, upon the recommendation of the Faculty, to a member 
of the graduating class who gives evidence of superior ability, and who 
engages to pursue an approved course of graduate study at Trinity Col-
lege, or at some other college or university approved by the Faculty. The 
incumbent holds the Fellowship for one year, and is known as the Mary 
A. Terry Fellow. 
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The H. E. Russell and the Mary A. Terry Fellowships are not granted 
to men who propose to enter schools of medicine or law or the like. 
THE W. H. RUSSELL FELLOWSHIP 
This fellowship, endowed by a gift of $10,000 from William H. Russell, 
Esq., of Los Angeles, California, pays to the holder $500 annually. It is 
awarded biennially by the Trustees, upon recommendation of the Faculty, 
to a member of the graduating class who gives evidence of superior 
ability and of a desire to continue study after being graduated at 
Trinity College. The incumbent holds the Fellowship for two years. 
Prize Graduate Scholarships 
At a meeting of the Corporation on June 25, 1901, it was <voted, "That 
one Prize Graduate Scholarship, with remission of tuition fees, be estab-
lished in each Department of the College, under the supervision of the 
President." 
Scholarships for Undergraduates 
In order to receive a scholarship a student must first demonstrate his 
need of assistance and second, he must achieve definite grades. At pres-
ent the minimum on which applications are considered is that a student 
must be passing in five courses with an average of seventy-five. In order 
to be eligible to apply for a scholarship for his senior year, a student 
must at the end of his junior year be passing with an average of at least 
eighty in five courses. Averages higher than this are as far as possible 
rewarded by more generous scholarships. 
1. Competitive Scholarships 
Certain scholarships are awarded on the basis of competition. 
THE HOLLAND SCHOLARSHIPS were established by Mrs. Frances J. Hol-
land of Hartford, daughter of Bishop Brownell, the founder of the Col-
lege, in memory of her husband, Thomas Holland. They are three in 
number, each having an annual value of $600. They are awarded by 
the Faculty at Commencement to the students attaining the highest rank 
in the Junior, Sophomore, and Freshman classes respectively, to be held 
the following year. 
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THE GOODWIN-HOADLEY SCHOLARSHIPS were established by Daniel 
Goodwin and George E. Hoadley. They are four in number and entitle 
the holder to free tuition, the equivalent of $250. One is awarded each 
autumn to the student of the highest scholastic rank from the public 
schools of Hartford who enters Trinity College; the nomination to these 
scholarships is vested in the B.oard of Education. The recipient may hold 
the scholarship throughout his entire course, if he maintains a satisfac-
tory standing in his studies. 
THE MEARS SCHOLARSHIP, having an annual value of $500, was founded 
by J. Ewing Mears, M.D., LL.D., in memory of his mother, Caroline 
Sidney Mears. When vacant it is awarded on the basis of competition to 
a Freshman in need of assistance who gives indication of being a young 
man of promise. The incumbent may be reappointed each year while he 
is in college if he maintains a satisfactory standing in his studies; he is 
ineligible for any other scholarship. 
A CONVERSE SCHOLARSHIP of $500, from a fund established by E. c. 
Converse, Esq., of Greenwich, Connecticut, will be awarded to the mem-
ber of the Freshman class who makes the best record in a competitive 
examination held at the beginning of the college year. The respective 
school records of the applicants will also be taken into consideration. 
The award is for one year only. 
2. General Scholarships 
The list of scholarships open to all students is given below. All applica-
tions for scholarships must be made on the blank forms provided for that 
purpose and, in the case of students in college, must be submitted on or 
before May 15. 
Name of Sclzolarship 
THE BRONSON SCHOLARSHIP 
COLLEGIATE SCHOLARSHIP 
FUND 
THE CONVERSE SCHOLARSHIPS 
Donor 
Miss Susan Bronson 
of Watertown, Conn. 
Philadelphia Alumni 
and others. 
Edmund C. Converse 
of Greenwich, Conn. 
Stipend 
$50. 
$100. 
Eight of 
$250 each. 
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THE LEMUEL J. CURTIS Lemuel J. Curtis $300. 
SCHOLARSHIP of Meriden, Conn. 
THE CHARLES F. DANIELS Mrs. Mary C. Daniels $300. 
SCHOLARSHIP of Litchfield, Conn. 
THE DOUGLAS SCHOLARSHIP The Rev. George William $175. 
Douglas of the Class of 
1871. 
THE ELTON SCHOLARSHIPS James S. Elton and John $100-$250. 
P . Elton of the Class of 
1888. 
EDWARD 0CTAVUS FLAGG, D.D. Miss Sarah Peters Flagg $250. 
SCHOLARSHIP of Woodcliff Lake, N. J. 
THE ELBERT H. GARY Elbert H. Gary Ten of 
SCHOLARSHIPS of Jericho, New York. $200 each. 
THE HALSEY SCHOLARSHIPS Jeremiah Halsey Four of 
of Norwich, Conn. $200 each. 
THE GEORGE KNEELAND Miss Alice Taintor and $125. 
SCHOLARSHIP Miss Adele Kneeland 
of Hartford. 
THE WILLIAM ALLEN MATHER Mrs. Jane C. Mather $370 plus 
SCHOLARSHIP of Hartford. room rent. 
(The holder of this scholarship shall pay to the Treasurer $30 a year 
for his student fees.) 
THE GEORGE SHELDON The family of George $100. 
McCOOK SCHOLARSHIP Sheldon McCook of the 
Class of 1897. 
THE DWIGHT WHITFIELD Miss Cora Upson Pardee $225. 
PARDEE SCHOLARSHIP of Hartford. 
THE MARIA L. RIPLEY Miss Maria L. Ripley of $130. 
SCHOLARSHIP Hartford. 
THE MARY HOWARD WILLIAMS Augusta Hart Williams $100. 
SCHOLARSHIP of Hartford. 
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3. Scholarships for Students for the Ministry 
The following scholarships are awarded only to students who are pre-
paring to enter the ministry of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the 
United States of America. Applicants for these scholarships will apply 
on the usual forms and the same general rules will apply to them as 
govern the awa(d of other scholarships. 
Name of Scholarship 
THE THOMAS BACKUS 
SCHOLARSHIP 
THE BURHANS SCHOLARSHIP 
JOHN DAY ANO SAMUEL 
MoREWOOD FERGUSON 
SCHOLARSHIP 
THE GEORGE F. GOODMAN 
SCHOLARSHIP 
THE HITCHINGS SCHOLARSHIP 
THE KIRBY SCHOLARSHIP 
THE HORATIO N. LAKE 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
THE TOUCEY SCHOLARSHIPS 
THE ISAAC H . TUTTLE 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Donor Stipend 
The Rev. Stephen Jewett $150. 
of New Haven. 
The Rev. Daniel Burhans $60. 
of Newtown, Conn. 
Mrs. Jeannie Taylor 
Kingsley of New 
Haven. 
Richard French Goodman 
of Newtown, N. J. 
The Rev. Horace B. 
Hitchings, D.D. of the 
Class of 1854. 
Miss Harriet Kirby 
of Hartford. 
Horatio N. Lake 
of Bethlehem, Conn. 
The Honorable IsaacTou-
cey, LL.D. of Hartford. 
The Rev. Isaac H. Tuttle, 
S.T.D. of New York 
City. 
$225. 
$300. 
$225. 
$250. 
Two of 
$250 each. 
Four of 
$300 each. 
$75. 
THE NATHAN M. WATERMAN General Nathan Morgan $250. 
SCHOLARSHIP Waterman of Hartford. 
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4. Special Scholarships 
The following scholarships are awarded only on nomination by certain 
designated persons. 
Name of Scholarship 
THE ARCHIBALD CODMAN 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Donor Stipend 
Miss Catherine A. Cod- $300. 
man, The Rt. Rev. 
Robert Codman, Ed-
mund D. Codman. 
Appointment made annually by the Bishop of Maine 
THE HENRY PERKINS 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
Mrs. Susan S. Clark 
of Hartford. 
Two of 
$250 each. 
Nominations made by the Bishop of Connecticut 
THE TRINITY CHURCH 
(NEW YORK CITY) 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
TrinityParish,NewYork. Two of $370 
plus room 
rent. 
Appointments made by the Rector, Wardens 
and Tlestry of Trinity Church, New York. 
(The holders of these scholarships shall each pay to the Treasurer 
$30 a year for their student fees.) 
SCHOLARSHIPS OF THE DIOCESE OF CONNECTICUT 
On August 6, 1845, the Trustees voted, That for every sum of $550 paid 
in from the collections for the College Fund a Scholarship shall be insti-
tuted and applications received for admission to the benefits of the same. 
The College Fund here referred to was started in 1843 to raise $15,000 
for the permanent endowment of the College. The right of nomination 
is vested in the founders, and each Scholarship entitles to free tuition, 
equivalent to $250 per year. They are awarded only to communicants of 
the Protestant Episcopal Church and are subject to the same regulations 
as to establishing need of assistance and maintaining satisfactory aver-
ages as other similar Scholarships (see pages 101 and 107). 
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The following are the Scholarships: 
THE BURR SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Mrs. Sarah Burr, of Hartford. 
THE CORNELL SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Samuel G. Cornell, Esq., of 
Greenwich, Conn. 
THE FOWLER SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the Fowler family, of Northfield, 
Conn. 
THE HALLAM SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the Rev. Robert A. Hallam, D.D., 
of New London, Conn. 
THE LAKE SCHOLARSHIP, founded by Benjamin T. Lake, Esq., of Bethle-
hem, Conn. 
THE MORGAN SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the Rev. John Morgan, of the 
class of 1827, of Stratford, Conn. 
THE ST. }AMES, NEW LONDON, SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the parishioners 
of St. J ames's Church, New London, Conn. 
THE ST. JOHN'S CHURCH, HARTFORD, SCHOLARSHIP, founded by parishioners 
of St. John's Church, Hartford. 
THE ST. JOHN'S, WATERBURY, SCHOLARSHIP, founded by parishioners of 
St. John's Church, Waterbury, Conn. 
THE ST. PAUL'S, NEW HAVEN, SCHOLARSHIP, founded by parishioners of St. 
Paul's Church, New Haven, Conn. 
THE ST. PAUL'S, NORWALK, SCHOLARSHIP, founded by parishioners of St. 
Paul's Church, Norwalk, Conn. 
THE SCOVILLE SCHOLARSHIP, founded by J. M. L. Scoville, Esq., of Water-
bury, Conn. 
THE SHELTON ANO SANFORD SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the Shelton and 
Sanford families, of Derby, Conn. 
THE SHERMAN SCHOLARSHIP, founded by the Sherman family, of Brook-
field, Conn. 
THE TRINITY CHURCH, NEW HAVEN, SCHOLARSHIP, founded by parish-
ioners of Trinity Church, New Haven, Conn. 
THE TRINITY CHURCH, PORTLAND, SCHOLARSHIP, founded by parishioners 
of Trinity Church, Portland, Conn. 
FIVE OTHER SCHOLARSHIPS were endowed in the same manner by sundry 
subscriptions within the state of Connecticut. 
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The following Scholarships also are awarded only to communicants of 
the Protestant Episcopal Church: 
Christ Church, Hartford, Scholarship 
St. Paul's, Troy, N. Y., Scholarship 
The Sarah Gregor Scholarships Five of $250 each 
5. Hartford Scholarships 
Sixteen scholarships entitling the holders to free tuition have been estab-
lished by the Trustees. They may be awarded to students from Hartford 
who give evidence of superior ability and who are in need of assistance. 
6. Scholarships for Freshmen 
Freshmen holding any of the above scholarships must be passing in all 
their work with an average grade of at least seventy at the end of the 
Christmas Term. To be eligible for a scholarship for their second year 
they must be passing in all their work with an average grade of at least 
seventy-five at the end of the Trinity Term. 
Honors and Prizes for the Year 
1936-1937 
Honors in the Class of 1937 
Tl aledictorian: Daniel Alpert 
Salutatorian: George Joseph Lepak 
Prizes* 
THE GOODWIN GREEK PRIZES: 
First Prize: NOT AWARDED 
Second Prize: ]AMES NOONAN EGAN 
THE FERGUSON PRIZES IN HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE: 
First Prize: PHILIP FRANCIS DOWNES 
Second Prize: ROBERT DODGE O'MALLEY 
THE ALUMNI PRIZES IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION: 
First Prize: NoT AWARDED 
Second Prize: }AMES NOONAN EGAN 
Third Prize: CLEMENT GILE MOTTEN 
THE FRANK W. WHITLOCK PRIZES FOR PUBLIC SPEAKING: 
First Prize: CLEMENT GILE MOTTEN 
Second Prize: GEORGE JOSEPH LEPAK 
THE F. A. BROWN PRIZE FOR PUBLIC SPEAKING: 
PAUL CAYAYA LAUS 
THE PHI GAMMA DELTA PRIZES IN MATHEMATICS FOR FRESHMEN: 
First P1·ize: WILLIAM ]OHN WOLF 
Second Prize: NORMAN CLINTON MILLER 
Thi rd Prize: STEPHEN MICHAEL RILEY 
Honorable Mention: RICHARD DRAKE LINDNER 
WILLIAM JOSEPH McCARTHY 
ERNEST WHITE 
THE EDWARD S. VAN ZILi! PRIZE FOR COMPOSITION IN ENGLISH 
VERSE: 
}OHN DAVIS SCRANTON 
• The prizes are arranged in the order of their foundation. 
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HONORS AND PRIZES FOR THE YEAR 
1937-1938 
Holders of Fellowships and Scholarships 
H. E. RUSSELL FELLOWS: Daniel Alpert and Stephen Jennings 
MARY A. TERRY FELLOW: Edwin Norman Nilson 
w. H. RUSSELL FELLOW: Salvatore Sylvester Piacente 
1. Competitive Scholarships 
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HOLLAND SCHOLARS: Peter Joseph May, Benjamin Sackter, William John 
Wolf 
GOODWIN-HOADLEY SCHOLARS: Seymour Borrow Podorowsky, Benjamin 
Sackter, William John Wolf 
MEARS SCHOLAR: Robert Dodge O'Malley 
CONVERSE SCHOLAR: Kirby Martin Brigham• 
2. General ScholaI'Ships 
COLLEGIATE SCHOLAR: Ivan Frank Bennett 
CONVERSE SCHOLARS: John Clair Alexander, Walter James Pedicord, Jr., 
William Carl Linder, Carl John Berg, Paul Schuler Harris, Newton 
Henry Mason, James McArthur Sutherland, John Robert Randall, 
Edward Joseph Conway, Herbert Eugene Hungerford, Jr. 
LEMUEL J. CURTIS SCHOLAR: Edward Robert Barlow 
CHARLES F. DANIELS SCHOLAR: John Martin Parsons 
GEORGE w. DOUGLAS SCHOLAR: John Nicholas Russo 
ELTON SCHOLARS: Michael Vincent Gualtieri, Erick Ingvar Hoegberg 
ELBERT H. GARY SCHOLARS: Francis Joseph Hope, Clarence Burton 
Morgan, John Taggard Carpenter, Rudolph Victor Oblom, Wallace 
Henry Howe, Robert James Harris, Edward Charles Horn, Robert 
Ernest Broatch, Jr., Richard Alexander Leggett, Lesle William Mc-
Williams, Ernest Newton Dickinson, Jr., Paul Edward Molumphy. 
HALSEY SCHOLARS: Ludmil Adam Chotkowski, Dan Philip Hanson, Henry 
Hoyt Hayden, James Moran Caffrey, Jr. 
WILLIAM ALLEN MATHER SCHOLAR: Frank Andrew Hagarty 
GEORGE SHELDON McCooK SCHOLAR: Edward Charles Spring 
PARDEE SCHOLAR: Richard Bennett Spencer, Jr. 
MARIA L. RIPLEY SCHOLAR: William Childs Wiley 
4 Resigned. 
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WILLIAMS SCHOLAR: Walter Gilmore Couch 
GEORGE KNEELAND SCHOLAR: Alfred Emanuel Gavert 
EDWARD 0CTAVUS FLAGG, D.D. SCHOLAR: Spencer Hall 
TRAVELL! FUND: William Joseph Lahey, Frank Barnes 
3. Scholarships for Students for the Ministry 
GEORGE F. GOODMAN SCHOLAR: George William Smith, Jr. 
HITCHINGS SCHOLAR: Arthur Wilson Mountford 
FERGUSON SCHOLAR: George William Smith, Jr. 
KIRBY SCHOLAR: George William Culleney, III 
HORATIO LAKE SCHOLARS: Gustave Edward Peterson, Arthur Wilson 
Mountford 
ToUCEY SCHOLARS: Lewis Burleigh Sheen, Richard Amos Strong, George 
William Culleney, III, Richard Wallace Insley 
ISAAC H. TUTTLE SCHOLAR: Arthur Wilson Mountford 
NATHAN M. WATERMAN SCHOLAR: Stanley Warner Eno, Jr. 
4. Special Scholarships 
ARCHIBALD CODMAN SCHOLAR: Stephen Russell Bartlett, Jr. 
HENRY PERKINS SCHOLARS: John Bartel Reinheimer, Paul Allen Goodwin 
TRINITY CHURCH, NEW YORK, SCHOLARS: George Henry MacLagan 
Rountree, Jr., William Edward Howard 
BURR SCHOLAR: William Henry Gorman, II 
CORNELL SCHOLAR: Richard Harold Clow 
FOWLER SCHOLAR: William Fabens Boles 
GREGOR SCHOLARS: Harry Richardson Moody, Ward Pendleton Bates, 
Ethan Frost Bassford, Ralph Henry Hayden, Jr., John Franklin Crockett 
HALLAM SCHOLAR: John William Harris 
B. T. LAKE SCHOLAR: George Kent Stoddard, Jr. 
MORGAN SCHOLAR: Richard Franklin Hanley 
SHELTON AND SANFORD SCHOLAR: Harry Remke Nickel 
ST. JAMES's, NEW LONDON, SCHOLAR: Nelson Philip Steitz 
ST. JOHN'S, HARTFORD, SCHOLAR: Charles Bancroft Goodrich 
ST. JOHN'S, WATERBURY, SCHOLAR: Lorenzo Moray Armstrong, Jr. 
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ST. PAUL'S, NEW HAVEN, SCHOLAR: Edwin Arthur Charles 
ST. PAUL'S NORWALK, SCHOLAR: Ronald Raymond Merriman 
ST. PAUL'S, TROY, SCHOLAR: Harry William Johnson 
SCOVILL SCHOLAR: Spencer Parry Kennard, Jr. 
SHERMAN SCHOLAR: Arthur Mason Sherman, Jr. 
TRINITY CHURCH, NEW HAVEN, SCHOLAR: Albert Gorman, Jr. 
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TRINITY CHURCH, PORTLAND, SCHOLAR: Charles George Widdifield 
CHRIST CHURCH, HARTFORD, SCHOLAR: Richard Bennett Spencer, Jr. 
CONNECTICUT SCHOLARS: Charles Raymond Humphreyson, James Frank· 
lyn Rees Jones, Wilfred Farrar Greenwood, Robert Rea Neill, Dudley 
Jewell Clapp, Jr. 
5. Hartford Scholarships 
HARTFORD SCHOLARS: Bernard Gale Borden, Wesley Adolphus Carcaud, 
Boris William Pacelia, Joseph Remi Cormier, Francis Henry Burke, Jr., 
Francis Joseph Paul Donahue, Sumner Barnes Twiss, Roy Francis 
Gilley, Jr., Stephen Michael Riley, Joseph Anthony Clapis, Edward 
Francis Halloran, Francis Aloysius Kelly, Thomas Dempster Heath, 
Richard Drake Lindner, Charles Duncan Yetman, William Howard 
Yates. 
6. Trinity Scholarships 
TRINITY SCHOLARS: Robert Allen Adams, Wallace Ludwig Anderson, 
Gustave William Andrian, Joseph Gustav Astman, Paul Joseph Bilka, 
Richard Tillson Blaisdell, Walter Einar Borin, John Daniel Brennan, 
Jr., Pierce Butler Carlisle Burgwin, Jr., Edward Luther Burnham, 
Arthur Hugh Campbell, Warren Emery Clough, Harold Bradford 
Colton, Jr., Timothy Robert Connelly, Charles Robert Crabbe, Everett 
Thomas Cross, David Davidson, Harley Thompson Davidson, Prospero 
DeBona, Jr., Peter Flavian DeVaux, Dominic Anthony DiCorleto, 
Gregory Gaboury, Benjamin Globman, George Dana Greenleaf, Ernest 
Sherman Griswold, Henry Ghagan Hale, Herbert Joseph Hall, Robert 
Piper Harris, Raymond Patrick Hickey, Jr., Carl Roydon Hodgdon, Jr., 
Alvin Charles Hopkins, Alden Verner Johnson, Lyman Lucius Johnson, 
William Herbert Johnson, Francis Casimir Kowalczyk, Carl Edward 
Lundin, Jr., William Joseph McCarthy, George Emery Merwin, Norman 
Clinton Miller, Sidney Alvord Mills, Francis William Mulcahy, 
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Richard Alvin Nolf, Arthur Clarence Olson, Leonard Owen O'Neil, 
Herbert Henry Pankratz, Willys Richard Peterson, Neil Henry Pfan-
stiel, Alan Douglas Randall, John Leonard Ritter, Benjamin David 
Rohowsky, Sebastian Joseph Russo, William Joseph Ryan, Jr., Albo 
Secchiaroli, Philip Tracy Sehl, Ralph Rothenberger Shelly, John Edward 
Slowik, James Clark Spencer, George Wallace Bailey Starkey, James 
Gordon Sterling, George Wilbur Stowe, Donald Joseph Tevlin, Ray-
mond Earl Thomsen, Maurice Tulin, Charles Dodsley Walker, Alton 
Joseph Wallace, Keith Ivan Watson, Arthur Charles W ebb, John Ken-
neth Werner, Raymond Walkeley Williamson, Max Sidney Zaretsky. 
Degrees Conferred in 1937 
Tlze follocwing degrees, lzaving been voted by tlze Corporation, cwere duly 
conferred at tlze public Commencement; 
Bachelor of Arts, In Course 
JAMES NOONAN EGAN, Connecticut 
with Honors in Classics 
JOEL IJAMS BROOKE, Pennsylvania 
BERN BUDD, JR., New York 
PETER Dow CAMPBELL, Connecticut 
JAMES MARREN CARROLL, Connecticut 
JAMES JosEPH DONOHUE, Connecticut 
WILLIAM JOSEPH DUNN, Connecticut 
THOMAS HELION FANNING, Connecticut 
JAMES FRANKEL, New York 
JOSEPH GIULIANO, Connecticut 
SYDNEY EDMUND GRANT, New Jersey 
ROBERT MURNANE KELLY, Connecticut 
PAUL CAYAYA LAUS, Philippine Islands 
EDWARD JAMES LEHAN, Connecticut 
WILBUR WALTON LYNCH, New York 
EDWARD CHARLES MAY, JR., New York 
WALLACE CLEMENT MAYORGA, Connecticut 
FRANCIS JOHN McVANE, Connecticut 
WILLIAM FRANCIS MURPHY, Connecticut 
MERLE STEPHEN MYERS, Iowa 
DANIEL LOCKWOOD NEWLANDS, JR., New York 
JosEPH BENF.DICT O'CONNELL, Connecticut 
WILLIAM PENDLETON ORRICK, Maryland 
ROBERT Ross PARKER, Connecticut 
ROBERT HENRY PAYNE, New York 
BRUCE BEACH RANDALL, JR., Connecticut 
HOWARD THOMAS STORMS, JR., New York 
EDWARD LYON THOMPSON, New York 
RICHARD WELD WAMSLEY, New York 
WILLIAM LORING WINSHIP, Connecticut 
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Bachelor of Science, In Course 
DANIEL ALPERT, Connecticut, P aledictorian 
with Honors in General Scholarship, in Mathematics, and 
in Physics 
GEORGE JOSEPH LEPAK, Connecticut, Salutatorian 
with Honors in General Scholarship, and in History 
ROBERT SHEPARDSON BARROWS, Connecticut 
with Honors in Chemistry 
ARON LEON MIRSKY, Connecticut 
with Honors in General Scholarship, and in Mathematics 
EDWIN NORMAN NILSON, Connecticut 
with Honors in General Scholarship, in Mathematics, and 
in Physics · 
ALBERT STEPHEN ANTHONY, Connecticut 
LAWRENCE MASON BALDWIN, Connecticut 
}OHN DUNDAS BANKS, Connecticut 
PAUL HUMPHREY BARBOUR, JR., South Dakota 
JOHN WILBUR BAUER, Connecticut 
}OHN ARTHUR BELLIS, Pennsylvania 
REUEL ALLEN BENSON, JR., New York 
EDWARD WILLIAR BISHOP, Connecticut 
PAUL EDWARD BURDETT, New Jersey 
FREDERICK ANDERSON CALDERWOOD, JR., Massachusetts 
Louis CANTER, Connecticut 
ROWE ARNOLD CASTAGNO, Connecticut 
EDWARD COLTON, Connecticut 
SIDNEY LEO CRAMER, Connecticut 
ANTHONY }AMES D'ANGELO, }R., Connecticut 
}AMES VERNON DAVIS, Connecticut 
RAYMOND HENRY DEXTER, JR., Connecticut 
JOSEPH RICHARD DILLON, Connecticut 
]AMES FRANCIS DONOHUE, Connecticut 
MELVIN RICE DOWNES, New York 
PHILIP FRANCIS DOWNES, Connecticut 
HOWARD AXEL EDSTROM, Connecticut 
FRANCIS ANGELUS FERRUCCI, JR., Connecticut 
IRVING FIEN, Connecticut 
KINGSLEY WILLIAM FRENCH, Connecticut 
ROBERT TOWNSEND GAGNON, Connecticut 
HOWARD ADAMS GALE, Connecticut 
DEGREES CONFERRED IN 1937 
RICHARD HENRY G1LLEPSIE1 JR., Connecticut 
JOSEPH ALFRED GRECO, Connecticut 
WILSON HAIGHT, Massachusetts 
ALBERT EDWIN HASKELL, Connecticut 
ROBERT SHULTIS HAZENBUSH, New York 
]AMES HENDERSON, JR., District of Columbia 
FRANK LAWRENCE HERTEL, Connecticut 
WILLIAM GOODSELL HULL, Connecticut 
MILTON LEONARD KOBROSKY, Massachusetts 
CARL WILLIAM LINDELL, Connecticut 
CHARLES OGDEN LITTLE, Massachusetts 
LOUIS ADAMS LITTLE, Massachusetts 
JOHN THOMAS LLOYD, New Jersey 
GEORGE LUCIUS LUSK, ]R., Connecticut 
WILLIAM JoHN McCARTHY, JR., Connecticut 
THOMAS BERNARD McDERMOTT, Connecticut 
NORMAN GILLETTE MOORE, Connecticut 
THEODORE FREDERICK MUSGRAVE, Connecticut 
CLIFFORD COLMER NELSON, New Jersey 
WILLIAM REED O'BRYON, New York 
ANDREW HERBERT OLDER, Connecticut 
JOHN ]AMES OLSHESKY, Connecticut 
ARTHUR BRUCE ONDERDONK, Canal Zone 
RAYMOND STANTON PATTON, JR., District of Columbia 
WILLIAM KUEN PAYNTER, Pennsylvania 
ROBERT WALSH PENFIELD, Connecticut 
JUDSON STEPHEN RAMAKER, Connecticut 
RAYMOND MERRITT SARLES, JR., Connecticut 
MICHAEL JOHN SCENT!, Connecticut 
PHILIP THOMPSON SCHARF; New Jersey 
FRANCIS LAURENCE SMITH, Connecticut 
WILLIAM COLEMAN TAYLOR, Connecticut 
]OHN STEVENS TYNG, China 
GEORGE HERBERT w ALKER, Connecticut 
LUTHER BARTON WILSON, III, Maryland 
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Master of Arts, In Course 
ANGELO ANTONUCCI, Connecticut 
B.S., 1931 
CLIFFORD BARNES, Connecticut 
B.S., 1931, Connecticut State College 
RALPH DELAPLAINE BRITTON, Connecticut 
B.S., 1931 
JULIA HELEN CARMODY, Connecticut 
B.A ., 1932, Trinity College, Washi11gto11 
HOWARD RUSSELL GOODY, Connecticut 
B.A., 1931, Bates College 
BLANCHE EVELYN HAGERT, Connecticut 
B.S., 1930, University of North Dakota 
RUTH HILTON, Connecticut 
B.A., 1931, Skidmore College 
MARION LEAH HOAR, Connecticut 
B.S.E., 1931, Boston University 
MARTIN STEWART HUEY, Connecticut 
B.A., 1926, Wesleyan University 
ELIZABETH LEE HUNGERFORD, Connecticut 
B.S., 1914, Columbia University 
ROBERT FREDERIC ScH~10LZE, New York 
B.S., 1934 
Master of Science, In Course 
FREDERICK CHARLES DUENNEBIER, Connecticut 
B.S., 1935 
KARL AUGUST HOLST, Connecticut 
B.S., 1934 
Master of Arts, Honoris Causa 
}OHN AUGUSTINE HARTFORD 
of New York, N. Y . 
}AMES HENDERSON 
of W ashi11gto11, D. C. 
DEGREES CONFERRED IN 1937 
JAMES JACKSON 
of W cstwood, M assac/1usetts 
STILLMAN FOOTE WESTBROOK 
of Hartford, Connecticut 
Master of Science, Honoris Causa 
DAVID BALDWIN JEWETT 
of Roclieste1·, New York 
JEROME PIERCE WEBSTER 
of Riverdale, New York 
Master of Letters, Honoris Causa 
WILLIAM WYATT BARBER 
of Southboro, M assachuselts 
Doctor of Science, Honoris Causa 
GEORGE JACKSON MEAD 
of West Hart ford, Connecticut 
Doctor of Laws, Honoris Causa 
HAROLD CLARENCE JAQUITH 
of Jacksonville, Illinois 
Doctor of Letters, Honoris Causa 
WILBUR MARSHALL URBAN 
of New Haven, Connecticut 
Doctor of Divinity, Honoris Causa 
CHARLES NORMAN SHEPARD 
of New York, N. Y. 
SAMUEL HARRINGTON LITTELL 
of Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii 
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Association of the Alumni 
President 
GEORGE C. CAPEN, 1910 
Tl ice-President 
}AMES HENDERSON, 1902 
Secretary 
GLOVER JOHNSON, 1922 
A ssista11t Secretary 
HENRY 0. PHIPPEN, }R., 1932 
Treasurer 
ARTHUR V. R. TILTON, 1921 
Executive Committee 
THE OFFICERS AND 
EDWARD G. ARMSTRONG, 1921 
FRANCIS B. CREAMER, 1923 
KARL H. FENNING, 1903 
GEORGE M. FERRIS, 1916 
G. KEITH FUNSTON, 1932 
FREDERICK T. TANSILL, 1922 
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J. H. Jarvis Hall 
Students 
ABBREVIATIONS 
N. T. Northam Towers 
C. D. Cook Dormitory 
S. H. Seabury Hall 
(a) Course in Arts (s) Course in Science 
In tlze list of Residence, where no State is indicated, Connecticut I! 
understood. 
Graduate Students 
Name 
Joseph Cornelius Clarke 
B.P.E . 1929 Springfield College 
Edward Colton 
B.S. 1937 
Donald Albert Dumont 
B.S. 1934 
Bennett Greenberg 
B.A. 1936 
William John McCarthy, Jr. 
B.S. 1937 
Joseph Grafton Merriam 
B.A. 1934 
Daniel Bond Risdon 
B.A. 1930 Amherst College 
Thomas Smith Wadlow 
B.A. 1933 
Howard Peter Winter 
B.A. 1936 
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Residence 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Marietta, Ohio 
Danby, f/t. 
Berlin 
Hartford 
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Seniors 
Name 
Eric Arthur Anderson (s) 
Lorenzo Moray Armstrong, Jr. (s ) 
Joseph Gustav Astman (a) 
Theodore August Ballien (s) 
Edward Robert Barlow (a) 
Philip Bayer (s) 
Thomas Dillingham Benson (s) 
Carl John Berg (s) 
William Fabens Boles (a) 
John Daniel Brennan, Jr. (s) 
Francis Henry Burke, Jr. (s) 
Wesley Adolphus Carcaud ( s) 
James Francis Carty, Jr. ( s) 
Ludmil Adam Chotkowski (s) 
Dudley Jewell Clapp, Jr. (a) 
Frederick Robert Birch Connar 
(s) 
Ernest Sheagren Corso ( s) 
Roswell McLean Crane ( s) 
Everett Thomas Cross ( s) 
George William Culleney, II (a) 
Harley Thompson Davidson ( s) 
Dominic Anthony DiCorleto (a) 
Timothy O'Neil Fanning (a) 
Henry Melville Fuller (s) 
Robert Allen Gilbert (s) 
Herbert Gladstein (s) 
Benjamin Globman (a) 
Charles Matthew Goddard (s) 
Ernest Sherman Griswold ( s) 
Wilber Roe Griswold (s) 
Stanley Joseph Grudzinski ( s) 
Frank Andrew Hagarty (s) 
Spencer Hall (a) 
Charles Thomas Harris (s) 
Carl Roy don Hodgdon, Jr. (a) 
Erick Ingvar Hoegberg ( s) 
Neal Franklin Holmgren (a) 
Edward Charles Horn ( s) 
Elston James Howe (s) 
Francis Gardner Jackson ( s ) 
William Katz (s) 
Gerald Brown Keller (a) 
Spencer Parry Kennard, Jr. (a) 
James John Kenney ( s) 
Francis Casimir Kowalczyk (a) 
William Joseph Lahey (s) 
Residence 
Hartford 
Rhinebeck, N. Y. 
Hartford 
West Hartford 
Hartford 
Hartford 
N ew York, N. Y . 
West Ha1"tford 
Marblehead, Mau. 
East Hartford 
Hartford 
Hartford 
N ewingto11 
Kensington 
If/ etlzers/ield 
N ew York, N. Y. 
Hartford 
Hartford 
N ew Britain 
W ilmington, Del. 
W est Hartford 
Hartford 
Room 
114 Sou th St. 
98 Vernon St. 
35 Imlay St. 
36 Ardmore Rd. 
51 Imlay St. 
21 Vineland Ter. 
98 Vernon St. 
141 Woodrow St. 
81 Vernon St. 
23 Orchard St. 
22 Hebron St. 
72 Campfield Ave. 
Berlin Turnpike 
19 J. H. 
17 S. H. 
84 Vernon St. 
170 Bond St. 
30 Collins St. 
99 Rhodes St. 
81 Vernon St. 
31 Ware Ave. 
Hartford 
Mane/J ester, N. H. 
Ridley Park, Pa. 
Hartford 
419 Woodland St. 
161 Beacon St. 
A-:¥.! C. D. 
78 Vernon St. 
85 Lenox St. 
261 Pleasant St. 
111 Bushnell St. 
63 Adams St. 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Rocky Hill 
Hartford 
Hartford 
East Hartford 
Bristol 
Hartford 
Parsonage Rd. 
64 Norwich St. 
515 Hillside Ave. 
32 Governor St. 
66 South Elm St. 
214 Laurel St. 
210 So. Quaker Lane 
52 Cumberland Rd. 
190 Raymond Rd. 
10 N. T. 
81 Vernon St. 
27 Glendale Ave. 
27 May St. 
84 Vernon St. 
57 Humphrey St. 
West Hartford 
West Hartford 
West H ai"tford 
Wellsville, N . Y. 
If/ estwood, Mass. 
Hartford 
Hartford 
New York, N. Y. 
Hartford 
Kensington 
East Hartford 
High Rd. 
994 Main St. 
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Namt 
Robert Sterling Layton ( s) 
Charles Henry LeFevre (s) 
John Matthew Leon, Jr. (a) 
Joseph Jacob Levine (a) 
Richard George Linde ( s) 
William Neish Lindsay, Jr. (s) 
Carl Edward Lundin, Jr. (s) 
Thomas Joseph Lynch, Jr. (s) 
Peter Joseph May (s) 
Robert Neil McCafferty (s) 
Gregory Tallman McKee (s) 
John Bard McNulty (s) 
Stanley Francis Montgomery ( s) 
Clement Gile Motten (s) 
Residence Room 
Princeton, N. J. 78 Vernon St. 
Lansdowne, Pa. 70 Vernon St. 
Bronx, N. Y. 81 Vernon St. 
Hartford 102 Adams St. 
West Hart/ ord 78 Vernon St. 
Hart/ ord 78 Vernon St. 
Hartford 169 Euclid St. 
Bloomfield 17 Tyler St. 
Hartford B-31 C. D. 
Hartford 1460 Broad St. 
Utica, N. Y . 84 Vernon St. 
New York, N . Y. 122 Vernon St. 
West Hart/ ord 7 Westfield Rd. 
Wethersfield A-41 C. D. 
New Rochelle, N. Y. A-35 C. D. 
Hartford 65A Webster St. 
Manchester 122 Vernon St. 
Bristol 98 Vernon St. 
Hartford 58 Pliny St. 
Hartford 112 Edgewood St. 
Bloomfield 162 School St. 
Hartford 218 Vine St. 
Arthur Wilson Mountford (a) 
Alvin Raynham Nielsen (s) 
Robert Dodge O'Malley (a) . 
John Martin Parsons (s) 
Raymond Arthur Perry (a) 
Willys Richard Peterson (a) 
Neil Henry Pfanstiel (a) 
Seymour Podorowsky (s) 
William Henry Pomeroy, II 
Cresson Pugh (s) 
(s) Windsor 42 Hayden Ave. 
Yardley, Pa. 84 Vernon St. 
Albert Rundbaken ( s) Hartford 219 Retreat Ave. 
Hartford 191 Temple St. 
West Haven 98 Vernon St. 
Wethersfield 736 Wolcott Hill Rd. 
(a) Cincinnati, Ohio 81 Vernon St. 
Sebastian Joseph Russo (s) 
Donald Arthur Sanders (s) 
Ernest Christian Schmid (s) 
Arthur Mason Sherman, Jr. 
Alvin Walker Smith (s) 
Edward Charles Spring (s) 
Edward Vicars Stevenson, Jr. 
Richard Amos Strong (a) 
Donald Joseph Tevlin (s) 
Stephen Matson Truex (s) 
Maurice Tulin ( s) 
Hartford 21 Bonner St. 
Hartford 182 Affleck St. 
(s) Westfield, N. J. C-23 C. D. 
Herbert Vinick (s) 
Lewis Midgley Walker, Jr. (a) 
Joseph John Byrne Weimert (s) 
James McDiarmid Fraser Weir 
(s) 
Thomas Albert Whaples (s) 
Edwin Townsend Wroth (a) 
New York, N. Y. A-24 C. D. 
Hartford 369 Cornwall St. 
East Hartford 33 High St. 
Hartford 25 Orange St. 
Hart/ ord 58 Belden St. 
Newark, N. J. 78 Vernon St. 
Hartford 220 Farmington Ave. 
West Hartford 60 Sedgewick Rd. 
Newington Junction 70 Vernon St. 
Hagerstown, Md. 11 J. H. 
Juniors 
John Clair Alexander, Jr. (s) 
Richard Franklin Ames (s) 
Wallace Ludwig Anderson (a) 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
West Hartford 
Hartford 
78 Vernon St. 
102 Walden St. 
68 Humphrey St. 
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Name 
Frank Barnes (s) 
John Barnewall (s) 
Charles Joseph John Barolis (a) 
Edward Cornelius Barrett (a) 
Stephen Russell Bartlett, Jr. (s) 
Ethan Frost Bassford (a) 
Lloyd Graham Bates (a) 
Ward Pendleton Bates (a) 
Samuel Nicoll Benjamin (s) 
Benjamin Sewall Blake, Jr. (s) 
Bernard Gale Borden (s) 
Milton Budin (s) 
Joseph Clement Buths (s) 
Robert Bristol Butler (s) 
Arthur Hugh Campbell (s) 
Richard Harold Clow (s) 
Audley William Cole ( s) 
Chester Winthrop Collier (s) 
Harold Bradford Colton, Jr. (a) 
Walter Gilmore Couch, Jr. (s) 
Josias Jenkins Cromwell (s) 
Daniel John Cruson (s) 
David Davidson (s) 
John Ralph DeMonte (s) 
Alfred Waldo Driggs, Jr. (s) 
John Kevin Dunne (s) 
Earl Harper Flynn (s) 
John Griffith Francombe (s) 
Gregory Armand Gaboury (s) 
Leo Gilman ( s) 
Louis Josiah Glaubman (s) 
William Henry Gorman, II (a) 
James Birnie Gray (s) 
George Dana Greenleaf (s) 
Michael Vincent Gualtieri (s) 
Herbert Joseph Hall ( s) 
George Victor Hamilton, Jr. (a) 
Dan Philip Bassette Hanson (a) 
Paul Schuler Harris (s) 
Robert James Harris (s) 
Phillips Hawkins (s) 
Henry Hoyt Hayden (a) 
Thomas Dempster Heath (s) 
James Walter Hellyar (s) 
Raymond Patrick Hickey, Jr. (s) 
Richard Jam es Hill ( s) 
William Francis Hill ( s) 
Francis Joseph Hope (s) 
Residence Room 
Bloomfield 121 Hubbard St. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 19 N. T. 
Hartford 119 Hungerford St. 
West Barrington, R. I. 1 N. T. 
Hingham, Mass. 81 Vernon St. 
Nutley, N. J. 84 Vernon St. 
W nt Hartford 29 Sunset Ter. 
West Hartford 65 Riggs Ave. 
Garrison-on-Hudson, N. Y. 11 J. H. 
Weston, Mass. C-12 C. D. 
Hartford 55 Sargeant St. 
Hartford 106 Fairfield Ave. 
West Hartford 56 Whiting· Lane 
Collinsville High St. 
West Hartford 25 Kingswood Rd. 
Geneva, N. Y. 122 Vernon St. 
Long Beach, N . Y. 16 N. T. 
West Hartford 3 N. T. 
Flushing, N . Y . 
749 Farmington Ave., W. H. 
Hartford 137 Freeman St. 
Baltimore, Md. 12 J. H. 
Bridgeport B-24 C. D. 
Hartford 20 Essex St. 
Hartford 222 Wethersfield Ave. 
East Hartford 78 Vernon St. 
Hartford 330 West Preston St. 
Hartford 41 Madison St. 
Grosse Point, Mich. C-32 C. D. 
Hartford 78 Vernon St. 
Hartford 19 Gray St. 
Hartford 20 Lenox St. 
Baltimore, Md. 12 J. H. 
East Hartford 48 Livingston Rd. 
Hartford 34 South St. 
Waterbury 12 N. T. 
East Hartford 276 South Main St. 
Stamford 9 J. H. 
Newington Junction A-37 C. D. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 78 Vernon St. 
Hartford 24 Darien St. 
West Hartford Sunset Farms 
Tolland 37 J. H. 
Hartford 138 Freeman St. 
West Hartford 105 Ballard Drive 
Hartford 350 South St. 
Hartford 60 Brownell Ave. 
Bristol HZ Judd St 
Wethersfield 24 McMullen Ave. 
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Name 
Elmer Joseph Huber (s) 
Truman Martin Huffman, Jr. (s) 
Paul J aspersohn (a) 
Lyman Lucius Johnson ( s) 
Raymond Harris Johnson (s) 
William Herbert Johnson (s) 
David Keating (s) 
Morris Klein (s) 
Richard Alexander Leggett (s) 
Robert Clinton Madden (s) 
Robert Leonard Madorsky (a) 
William Henry Malliet, Jr. (s) 
.Edward Guild Mann (s) 
Sherwood Vett Martin ( s) 
Newton Henry Mason (s) 
Guy Burnham Maynard, Jr. (s) 
Frank Eugene McCarthy (a) 
Lesle William McWilliams (s) 
John Phillips Merrill, II (s) 
Clarence Burton Morgan, Jr. (s) 
Edward Louis Morris (s) 
Robert Murray Muir, Jr. (s) 
Carlton Gilbert Nelson (s) 
Lawrence Johnson Newhall (a) 
Henry Karop Norian (s) 
William Valentine North (a) 
Rudolph Victor Oblom (a) 
Jam es Eugene O'Brien (a) 
Arthur Clarence Olson (s) 
Leonard Owen O'Neil (s) 
Boris William Pacelia (s) 
George Bradford Patterson (a) 
John Bartel Reinheimer (s) 
Charles George Richman (s) 
Benjamin David Rohowsky (s) 
Albert Adam Sabat (s) 
Benjamin Sackter (a) 
Roger Currie Schmuck (s) 
Keith Henry Schonrock (s) 
George Robert Schreck (s) 
John Davis Scranton (a) 
Thomas Joseph Skelly, Jr. (s) 
John Edward Slowik (s) 
Edward Laurence Smith (s) 
George William Smith, Jr. (a) 
George Wall ace Bailey Starkey 
(s) 
Robert Joseph Sterbens ( s) 
Residence 
New Britain 
Hartford 
New Haven 
Hartford 
Wethersfield 
Hartford 
Room 
300 East St. 
211 Grandview Ter. 
16 N. T. 
127 Otis St. 
41 McMullen Ave. 
291 Grandview Ter. 
37 J. H. 
1158 Albany Ave. 
197 Wolcott Hill Rd. 
Lee, Mass. 
Hartford 
Wethersfield 
Newton, Mass. 
Springfield, Mass. 
C-11 C. D. 
501 Farmington Ave. 
Maplewood Ave. 
214 Prospect St . 
22 Olmsted St. 
98 Vernon St. 
West Hart ford 
Bloomfield 
East Hartford 
Scarsdale, N. Y. 
Lexington, Mass. 
Hartford 
East Hartford 
West Hartford 
Plainville 
Windsor 
66 
C-22 C. D. 
81 Montowese St. 
33 Tower Rd. 
81 Vernon St. 
12 N. T. 
3 N. T. 
81 Vernon St. 
Fairfield Ave. 
5 N. T. 
Grosse Pointe, Mich. 
Hartford 233 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Thompsonville 
New Britain 
Forestville 
Kensington 
West Hartford 
Norwich 
Hartford 
Gwynedd, Pa. 
Rochester, N. Y. 
West Hartford 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Laramie, Wyo. 
East Hartford 
West Hart/ ord 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Hartford 
25 Prospect St. 
9 Sunny Ledge 
27 Pleasant Ave 
63 Percival Ave. 
41 Vera St. 
Dining Hall Ap't 
73 South St. 
122 Vernon St. 
81 Vernon St. 
62 Walden St. 
387 Garden St. 
28 School St. 
127 Irving St. 
70 Vernon St. 
33 Garvan St. 
81 Bonnyview Rd. 
B-11 C. D. 
52 Newton St. 
37 Pequot St. 
118 Vernon St. 
15 N. T. 
136 Cheshire St. 
655 Franklin Ave. 
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Name 
Francis Alexander Stockwell, Jr. 
(s) 
George Edson Shepard Tetlow 
(s) 
John Charles Tiedeman, Jr. (s) 
Bernard Leon Tulin (s) 
Sumner Barnes Twiss (s) 
John Edward Upham, Jr. (a) 
Arnold Waterman (s) 
George Bellinger Weaver (s) 
Arthur Charles Webb (s) 
John Warren Weissheimer (s) 
John Kenneth Werner (s) 
William Bryar White, Jr. ( s) 
Charles George Widdifield (s) 
John Thomas Wilcox (s) 
William Howard Yates (s) 
Residence Room 
Hartford 307 Victoria Rd. 
Hartford B-11 C. D. 
New York, N. Y. 122 Vernon St. 
Hartford 113 Evergreen Ave. 
Hartford 33 Keney Terrace 
W aban, Mass. A-24 C. D. 
Hartford 17 Haynes St. 
Fredonia, N. Y. C-21 C. D. 
Wethersfield 270 Wolcott Hill Rd. 
Eagle Pass, Texas C-13 C. D. 
New Britain 133 Bassett St. 
Saratoga Springs, N. Y. 
Detroit, Mich. 
Wethersfield 
Hartford 
84 Vernon St. 
81 Vernon St. 
319 Wolcott Hill Rd. 
12 Arbor St. 
Sophomores 
Albert Aksomitas (s) 
Robert Ernest Anderson (s) 
Gustave William Andrian (a) 
Frederick Lawrence Batignani (s) 
Ernest Leonard Bengston, Jr. (s) 
Armand Joseph Benoit (a) 
Paul Joseph Bilka (s) 
David Walter Blanchfield (s) 
Herbert Remington Bland (s) 
Walter Einar Borin (s) 
Stephen Augustus Brennan ( s) 
Beekman Budd (s) 
Edward Luther Burnham (a) 
Thomas Elton Canfield ( s) 
John Henry Carey, Jr. (s) 
Edwin Arthur Charles (a) 
Joseph Michael Claffey (a) 
James Francis Collins (s) 
Timothy Robert Connelly ( s) 
Charles Robert Crabbe (a) 
Malcolm Crocker (a) 
John Volz Dimling {s) 
Otto Ernest Duennebier ( s) 
Robert Bolich Ely (s) 
Arvid William Engel ( s) 
Herbert Bernard Feldman (a) 
Raymond James Ferguson, Jr. (s) 
Leo Paul Giardi (s) 
Hartford 15 Capitol Ave. 
New Britain 381 Ellis St. 
Hartford 124 Shultas Place 
Hartford 360 Morgan St. 
Manchester 36 J. H. 
New Britain 242 Whiting St. 
New York, N. Y. 18 N. T. 
Hartford 14 Winchester St. 
West Hartford 78 Washington Circle 
Hartford 299 Wethersfield Ave. 
East Hartford 23 Orchard St. 
Scarsdale, N. Y. 98 Vernon St. 
North Windham 16 J. H. 
West Hartford 40 Maplewood Ave. 
Hartford 20 J. H. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 19 N. T. 
Hart/ ord 29 West St. 
Hartford 157 Ashley St. 
Hartford 38 Arlington St. 
Wethersfield 37 State St. 
New York, N. Y. 10 J. H. 
Baltimore, Md. 8 J. H. 
Hartford 949 West Boulevard 
Albany, N. Y. 7 N. T. 
Hartford 39 Burton St. 
Hartford 29 Andover St. 
Hartford 86 Vernon St. 
Hartford 305 Market St. 
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Name 
Paul Allen Goodwin (s) 
Clarence Bertram Grandahl (s} 
Wilfrid Farrar Greenwood (s) 
Kenneth Lawrence Guthrie, Jr. 
(a) 
Edward Francis Halloran, Jr. 
(a) 
Richard Warren Hamilton (s} 
Ian Murdock Hanna (s) 
William Beij Harrison (s) 
William John Hassley, Jr. (s) 
John Franklin Hazen, Jr. (a) 
August John Reusser, Jr. (s) 
Alvin Charles Hopkins (s) 
Wallace Henry Howe (a) 
Alexander J acy ( s) 
Arthur Verner Johnson ( s) 
Wayne Leonard Johnson (a) 
James Franklyn Rees Jones (a) 
George Kazarian (a) 
Henry Haston Keane (s) 
William Francis Kelly (s} 
Robert Shaw Kerr (a) 
George Mallard Kilgore (a) 
Ogden Knapp (s) 
Edward Francis Lapac (s) 
Carmine Robert Lavieri (s) 
Eugene Jacob Lieder, Jr. (s) 
Richard Drake Lindner (s) 
Anthony Chandler Loscalzo (s) 
William Joseph McCarthy (s) 
Palmer Jenkins McCloskey, Jr. 
(s) 
Philip Brown McCook (s) 
Thomas McLaughlin (s) 
Theodore Edward Metheny (s) 
Norman Clinton Miller (s) 
Harry Remke Nickel (a) 
Richardson Latrobe Onderdonk 
(a) 
Herbert Henry Pankratz (s) 
William Firth Pickles ( s) 
Brayton Atwater Porter, Jr. ( s) 
Thomas Robert Pye, Jr. (s) 
John Robert Randall (s) 
John Francis Reynolds (s) 
Stephen Michael Riley ( s) 
Arthur Middleton Rinehart (s) 
Residence 
Tilton, N. H. 
Hartford 
Windsor 
Yonkers, N. Y. 
Room 
11 N. T. 
42 Yale St. 
21 Capen St. 
4 N. T. 
Hartford 152 Colebrook St. 
Norwalk B-41 C. D. 
Goshen 8 N. T. 
Hartford 61 Crown St. 
Hartford 701 Franklin Ave. 
Newington 42 Ellsworth St. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 7 N. T. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 6 N. T. 
New Britain 121 Dwight St. 
Hartford 5 Rose St. 
Hartford 164 Benton St. 
DeSmet, S. D. 4 N. T. 
Danielson 18 N. T. 
Hartford 1041 Maple Ave. 
Hartford 153 Warrenton Ave. 
Hartford 234 New Britain Ave. 
Newport, R. I. 11 N. T. 
Waltham, Mass. 28 J. H. 
Glen Ridge, N. J. 7 J. H. 
Hartford 342 Park Terrace 
Winsted P. 0. Box 496 
La Romana, Dom. Rep., W. I. 
70 Vernon St. 
Hartford 433 Fairfield Ave. 
Elmhurst, L. I., N. Y. 84 Vernon St. 
Hartford 470 Hillside Ave. 
Charleston, W. P'. 
New York, N. Y. 
Bristol 
122 Vernon St. 
29 J. H. 
19 J. H. 
555 Windsor Ave. 
330 Silas Deane Hwy. 
6 J. H. 
Windsor 
Wethersfield 
Fargo, N. D. 
Washington County, 
Bristol 
Buckland 
West Hartford 
Hartford 
Yonkers, N. Y. 
New Britain 
Hartford 
Baltimore, Md. 
Md. 
122 Vernon St. 
19 J. H. 
159 Adams St. 
116 Grennan Rd. 
8 Goshen St. 
84 Vernon St. 
887 Corbin Ave. 
40 Plainfield St. 
C-41 C. D. 
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Name 
John Leonard Ritter (s) 
George Henry Madagan 
Rountree, Jr. (s) 
Joseph Powell Schunder, Jr. ( s) 
Elliot Seltzer (s) 
Jacob Jay Shapiro (s) 
Ralph Rothenberger Shelly ( s) 
John Robert Siegel ( s) 
Herbert Norman Slate (s) 
Donald John Smith ( s) 
Bernard Cornelius Solyn, Jr. (a) 
William George Speed, III ( s) 
Charles Claude Spink (s) 
Frederick Reynolds Spitzer ( s) 
Paul Sherman Stenbuck (s) 
Theodore Anthony Swiderski ( s ) 
Rudolph Lorbacher Talbot (s) 
Alfred Ayres Taylor (s) 
Lester Tibbals, Jr. (s} 
Albert Wieneke VanDuzer (a} 
Richard Louis Vogel (s) 
Charles Dodsley Walker (s) 
K eith Ivan Watson (s) 
Warren Weeks (s) 
Ernest White (s) 
Jack Smith White (s) 
William John Wolf (a) 
Charles Duncan Yetman (a) 
Max Sidney Zaretsky ( s) 
Donald Robert Zito (s ) 
Residence 
West Hartford 
Room 
1428 Boulevard 
Mahwah, N. J. 16 J. H. 
Hartford 370 New Britain Ave. 
Hartford 69 Allen Place 
Hartford 131 Magnolia St. 
Swarthmore, Pa. 84 Vernon St. 
Erie, Pa. B-22 C. D. 
Hartford 156 Blue Hills Ave. 
Hartford 108 Allen Place 
Hartford 282 Washington St. 
Baltimore, Md. C-41 C. D. 
Clayton, Mo. C-11 C. D. 
Toledo, Ohio C-22 C. D. 
Mount Yernon, N. Y. 4 J. H. 
Hartford 102 Lincoln St. 
Hingham, Mass . 10 J. H. 
W ethersfield 577 Ridge Rd. 
Milford 14 N. T. 
Beachwood, N . J. 15 N. T. 
New Britain 102 Wooster St. 
Glen Ridge, N. J. A-36 C. D. 
Hartford 217 Retreat Ave. 
Chestnut Hill, Mass . 8 J. H. 
Hartford 122 Westbourne Pkwy. 
West Hartford 136 Bainbridge Rd. 
Hartford 44 J. H. 
Hartford 445 Washington St. 
Hartford 452 Wethersfield Ave. 
Hartford 119 Freeman St. 
Freshmen 
Kenneth Adams ( s) 
Robert Allen Adams (s) 
Howard Stanlay Alexander ( s ) 
James Baido ( s) 
Charles Bayer ( s) 
Ivan Frank Bennett (s) 
Richard Tillson Blaisdell ( s} 
William Hill Bleecker, III ( s ) 
Robert Alexander Bodkin, Jr . 
(a} 
Charles Allen Bodwell ( s} 
Jacob Bornstein ( s) 
Morris Louis Borstein (s) 
Kirby Martin Brigham (a) 
Longmeadow, Mass. 
82 Mountain Rd., W. H. 
Hartford 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Baltimore, Md. 
New York, N. Y. 
Hartford 
West Hartford 
Mt. Lebanon, Pa. 
Maplewood, N. J. 
West Hartford 
Hartford 
Hartford 
Bloomfield, N. J. 
48 Fair field Ave. 
6 N. T. 
33 J. H. 
13 J. H. 
241 Zion St. 
164 Walden St. 
13 J. H. 
122 Vernon St. 
24 J. H. 
1301 Broad St. 
162 Clark St. 
16 S. H. 
STUDENTS 
Name 
Robert Ernest Broatch, Jr. (s) 
Edward Bronstein (s) 
Pierce Butler Carlisle Burgwin, 
Jr. (s) 
George Forrest Butterworth III, 
Residence 
Milford 
Hartford 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
(s) Rye, N. Y. 
James Moran Caffrey, Jr. ( s) H a1'tford 
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Room 
14 N. T. 
56 Adams St. 
23 J. H. 
David Ethelbert Callaghan (s) Brooklyn, N. Y. 
A-25 C. D. 
38 Capen St. 
31 J. H. 
27 J. H. 
61 South St. 
84 Forest St. 
Oliver Allen Campbell, Jr. ( s) East N orwiclz, N. Y. 
Philip Anthony Capobianco (s) Hartford 
John Taggard Carpenter (a) Burlington, Vt. 
Russell Lawrence Carter (s) West Hartford 
William Brackett Cary (s) Hartford 
R. F. D. 2 
70 Kenyon St. 
William Barry Cassell, Jr. (a) Brooklandville, Md. C-12 C. D. 
63 Garvan St. 
832 Albany Ave. 
40 Goshen St. 
56 Charles St. 
13 N. T. 
2 N. T. 
5 J. H. 
454 West Preston St. 
Edward Foster Chapman (s) East Hartford 
Herbert Irving Chauser ( s) Hartford 
Theodore McCausland Child (a) Hartford 
Joseph Anthony Clapis (a) Hartford 
Warren Emery Clough ( s) Toil and 
Frank Wilson Clow (s) Geneva, N. Y. 
George Stedman Comstock, III (s) Steelton, Pa. 
Edward Joseph Conway (s) Hartford 
Charles Tracy Cook (a) Kingston, N. J. 
Joseph Remi Cormier (s) Hartford 
John Franklin Crockett (s) New York, N. Y. 
David Harvey Cunningham (s) Hartford 
Donald Jewett Day ( s) Hartford 
Prospero DeBona, Jr. (a) Hartford 
Martin John Desmond (s) Hartford 
Peter Flavian DeVaux (s) Hartford 
William Bryce Dexter (s) Rocky Hill 
William Dick (a) New York, N. Y. 
Ernest Newton Dickinson (a) Mystic 
George Walker Dodge (s) Short Hills, N. J. 
Francis Joseph Donahue (a) Hartford 
Stanley Warner Eno, Jr. (a) Flushing, N. Y. 
John Henry Ewing (a) New York, N. Y. 
David William Fay (s) Hartford 
B-32 C. D. 
42 King St. 
26 J. H. 
210 Beacon St. 
45 Allen Place 
29 Vernon St. 
15 Harwich St. 
138 Campfield Ave. 
38 J. H. 
C-31 C. D. 
17 N. T. 
1 J. H. 
98 Main St. 
19 S. H. 
30 J. H. 
A-31 C, D. 
Walter Phillips Fay, Jr. (s) Hartford 95 Newington Ave. 
1 J. H. 
103 Whitmore St. 
Vincent Daniel Fernandez (s) New York, N. Y. 
John Gerald Fitzgerald (s) Hartford 
Allen Flanagan (s) Harrison, N. Y. 
Robert Macartney Flanders (s) Lawrence, Mass. 
Walter Lou Flanders, Jr. (a) Mayville, N. Y. 
Edward Matthew Foley (a) Hamden 
Alvan Tufts Fuller, Jr. (a) Boston, Mass. 
Zigmund Vincent Gailun as ( s) Hartford 
Quentin Pershing Gallagher (s) Hartford 
Alfred Emanuel Gavert ( s) H a1'tford 
A-32 C. D. 
21 J. H. 
3 J. H. 
18 J. H. 
C-42 C. D. 
561 Zion St. 
51 Sumner St. 
73 Linnmoore St. 
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Name 
Roy Francis Gilley, Jr. (s) 
Alvin Raymond Goebel ( s) 
Lee Goodman (s) 
Charles Bancroft Goodrich (a) 
Richard Blake Gordon (s) 
Albert Gorman, Jr. (s) 
Leslie Dexter Green (s) 
Edward Ewing Hadley (a) 
Henry Ghagan Hale (a) 
Rodney Dennis Hall, Jr. ( s) 
Richard Franklin Hanley (s) 
William Francis Harrigan .(a) 
John William Harris (s) 
Robert Piper Harris (s) 
Stephen David Hart (s) 
William Andrew Haskell (s) 
Henry Wehrman Haslach (s) 
Ralph Henry Hayden, Jr. (a) 
Harold Alston Heap (s) 
Ernest Henry Heath, Jr. (s) 
Seth Pomeroy Holcombe (a) 
William Edward Howard (s) 
Gilbert Howell (a) 
Charles Raymond Humphreyson 
(a) 
Herbert Eugene Hungerford, Jr. 
(s) 
Edward Judah Hurwitz (s) 
Phoenix Ingraham (s) 
Richard Wallace Insley (s) 
Thaddeus Frank Jesionowski (s) 
Alden Verner Johnson (s) 
George Francis Johnson, Jr. (s) 
Harry William Johnson (s) 
Edward Powis Jones (a) 
Henry Morris Kaplan (s) 
John Joseph Karp (s) 
Thomas Arthur Keenan (s) 
Francis Aloysius Kelly ( s) 
Kenneth Joseph Kelly (s) 
Eldred Albert Kerry, Jr. ( s) 
John Coleman Kiley, Jr. (s) 
Ronald Earl Kinney, Jr. (a) 
Evans Kirkby (s) 
John Delafield LaMent (s) 
Adrian Kingsbury Lane (s) 
Joseph Leonard Lavieri (a) 
William Carl Linder (s) 
Ralph William Maddigan (a) 
Residence Room 
Hartford 101 Spring St. 
Elmsford, N. Y. 21 J. H. 
Newton Centre, Mass. 5 J. H. 
West Hartford 144 Maplewood Ave. 
Flushing, N. Y. 40 J. H. 
Baltimore, Md. 24 J. H. 
Tlzompsonville 3 J. H. 
Redding 43 J. H. 
Rocky Hill 62 Elm St. 
Flushing, N. Y. 18 S. H. 
Richmond Hill, N. Y. 16 S. H. 
Bristol Jennings Terrace 
Allston, Boston, Mass. 38 J. H. 
West Hartford 50 Argyle Ave. 
Hartford 500 New Britain Ave. 
Newton Centre, Mass. 15 J. H. 
Richmond Hill, N. Y. 70 Vernon St. 
Pittsfield, Mass. 4 J. H. 
Adams, Mass. 36 J. H. 
Summit, N. J. C-21 C. D. 
Hartford 30 J. H. 
N ew York, N. Y. 34 J. H. 
Forest Hills, N. Y. B-32 C. D. 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 26 J. H. 
Hartford 44 J. H. 
Hartford 17 Pembroke St. 
New York, N . Y . 25 J. H. 
Nortlz East, Md. 40 J. H. 
Hartford 133 Wilson St. 
West Hartford 31 Avalon Rd. 
Jf7eston, Mass. A-21 C. D. 
Pine Plains, N. Y. 23 J. H. 
Annandale, N. Y . 25 J. H. 
Hartford 402 Hillside Ave. 
Suffield Boston Neck Rd. 
East Hartford 95 Chapel St. 
West Hartford 7 Eastview St. 
Hartford 64 Westbourne Pkwy. 
New York, N. Y. B-21 C. D. 
Boston, Mass. 24 J. H. 
U'PPer Darby, Pa. 42 J. H. 
Allentown, Pa. 19 S. H. 
Wayne, Pa. 17 J. H. 
Noank 17 N. T. 
Winsted P. 0. Box 496 
Drexel Hill, Pa. 42 J. H. 
Middleboro, Mass. 24 J. H. 
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Name 
Thomas James Malley (s) 
Irwin Tuch Mancall (s) 
Lawrence Bertram Marshall (s) 
Sumner Warren Matteson (a) 
John Francis McGee (s) 
Alfred Sherman Mehl (s) 
Ronald Raymond Merriman (s) 
George Emery Merwin ( s) 
Sidney Alvord Mills (s) 
Paul Edward Molumphy (s) 
Harry Richardson Moody (s) 
Richard Knowles Morris (a) 
Francis William Mulcahy (a) 
Marshall Nead (a) 
James Stuart Neill, Jr. (s) 
Robert Rea Neill (s) 
Clarke Nickerson (a) 
Richard Alvin Nolf (s) 
Daniel Frederick North (a) 
John Grant O'Brien (s) 
William George Oliver, Jr. (a) 
Stanley Edbrooke Osborn (a) 
Walter James Pedicord, Jr. (s) 
Gustave Edward Peterson (a) 
Richard Charles Phillips (s) 
Philip Joseph Francis Piccola (s) 
Robert Kinsey Pillsbury (a) 
George Joseph Prendergast, II 
(s) 
Mark Rainsford (s) 
Alan Douglas Randall (a) 
Robert Joseph Rebman (a) 
Wilmot Ben Rector (s) 
George Reese (a) 
Israel Milton Resnikoff (s) 
John Herndon Rice ( s) 
Joseph Leroy Rib! ( s) 
Charles Cullin Roberts, Jr. (s) 
Joseph John Roman (s) 
Joseph Nicholas Russo (s) 
William Joseph Ryan (s) 
Theodore Ryder (a) 
Earl Edward Sanborn, Jr. (s) 
Holcomb Casper Sands (s) 
John Branson Scannell (s) 
Ernest William Schirm (s) 
Albo Secchiaroli (a) 
Willard Spencer Seedman (a) 
Philip Tracy Sehl ( s) 
Residence Room 
Thompsonville 50 High St. 
Hartford 81 Sharon St. 
Hartford 78 Branford St. 
St. Paul, Minn. A-34 C. D. 
West Hartford 19 Thomas St. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 18 S. H. 
Hartford 68 Willard St. 
Hartford 18 S. H. 
West Hartford 81 Four Mile Rd. 
Hartford 34 Wethersfield Ave. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 31 J. H. 
Centerbrook 39 J. H. 
Wethersfield 111 State St. 
Norwood, Mass. 39 J. H. 
Manchester 29 J. H. 
Manchester 15 J. H. 
Noroton C-32 C. D. 
Hartford 73 Newbury St. 
New Britain A-31 C. D. 
Kensington 63 Percival Ave. 
Pittsfield, Mass. 43 J. H. 
Utica, N. Y. 17 S. H. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 32 J. H. 
Greenwich 26 J. H. 
Hartford 328 West Preston St. 
Hartford 55 Edgewood St. 
Wayzata, Minn. 41 J. H. 
Hartford 
Rye, N. Y. 
Hartford 
Torrington 
Windsor 
91 Campfield Ave. 
A-32 C. D. 
43 Arnold St. 
25 J. H. 
71 Hillcrest Rd. 
Detroit, Mich. 
New London 
Portsmouth, N. H. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Hartford 
34 J. H. 
35 J. H. 
18 J. H. 
9 N. T. 
34 Girard Ave. 
32 Eagle St. Terryville 
Hartford 
Hartford 
581 
West Hartford 
II nnisquam, Mass. 
Shelby, Mont. 
Broadview Terrace 
68 Bushnell St. 
17 S. H. 
25 J. H. 
44 Curtis St. 
1 N. T. 
1908 Broad St. 
35 J. H. 
12 Village St. 
180 Brimfield Rd. 
East Andover, N. H. 
Hartford 
New London 
East Hartford 
Wethersfield 
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Name 
Lewis Burleigh Sheen (a) 
William Sipperly (a) 
Edwin Selden Smith (s) 
Frank Kingston Smith (a) 
Sandford Cortelyou Smith ( s) 
John Luther Spangler, Jr. (s) 
James Clark Spencer (s) 
Richard Bennett Spencer, Jr. (s) 
Charles Edwards Starr (s) 
William Keller Stayer (a) 
John Franklin Steers ( s) 
Nelson Philip Steitz (s) 
James Gordon Sterling (s) 
George Kent Stoddard, Jr. (s) 
George Wilbur Stowe (a) 
Frederick Theodore Strang ( s) 
George Remington Stubbs (a) 
James MacArthur Sutherland 
(s) 
Joseph Anthony Tedesco (s) 
Raymond Earl Thomsen (s) 
Adrian Joseph Tyler, Jr. ( s) 
Courtlandt Van Voorhis (a) 
William Brewster Van Wyck (a) 
Willard Clark Waldo, Jr. ( s) 
Richard Beach Wales (s) 
Alton Joseph Wallace (s) 
Edward Donald Walsh (a) 
William Childs Wiley (s) 
John McCulloch Wilkins (s) 
George Montague Williams, Jr. 
(s) 
Raymond Walkley Williamson 
(a) 
Thurston Wright, Jr. (s) 
Residence Room 
Springfield Gardens, L. 
Kew Gardens, N. Y. 
Yalesville 
I. 19 S. H. 
16 S. H. 
2 N. T. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
New York, N. Y. 
Devon, Pa. 
Wethersfield 
Baltimore, Md. 
South Windsor 
B-31 C. D. 
7 J. H. 
A-21 C. D. 
39 Lindbergh Drive 
17 J. H. 
20 J. H. 
Fort Riley, Kansas 
Brooklyn, N . Y. 
Warehouse Point 
West HartfBrd 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Hartford 
Westwood, N. J. 
Danbury 
A-25 C. D. 
6 J. H. 
Bridge St. 
56 Argyle Ave. 
41 J. H. 
747 Asylum St. 
32 J. H. 
33 J. H. 
Stamford 
East Hartford 
Hartford 
Rocky Hill 
Boston, Mass. 
Hartford 
West Hartford 
Stratford 
Southington 
Waterbury 
Hartford 
Bristol 
Farmington 
Forestville 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
13 N. T. 
31 Garvan St. 
34 Sterling St. 
99 Main St. 
C-31 C. D. 
131 Kent St. 
57 No. Quaker Lane 
B-22 C. D. 
20 J. H. 
8 N. T. 
41 Oxford St. 
20 High St. 
27 J. H. 
28 Garden St. 
9 J. H. 
Non-Matriculated Students 
Name 
Robert Noble Abild 
Guido Frank Cammisa 
Ralph Lester Tetlow 
Ralph Scott Grover 
Residence 
East Hartford 
Waterbury 
Hartford 
Special Students 
Brooklyn, N . Y. 
Room 
32 Moore Ave. 
A-33 C. D. 
15 May St. 
10 N. T. 
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Summary 
Graduate Students 9 
Seniors 88 
Juniors 113 
Sophomores 101 
Freshmen 187 
Non-Matriculated Students 3 
Speicial Student 1 
502 

Index 
A 
Admission, requirements for, 21 
ff. ; by plan A examination, 24; 
by plan B examination, 25; on 
certificate, 23; by certification 
and examinations, 25 ; by Re-
gents' examinations, 25; to ad-
vanced standing, 29. 
Admission Examinations, times and 
places of, 26 ff. 
Advanced Standing, admission to, 
29. 
Advisers, 41. 
Advisory Council, 8. 
Alumni, Association of, 9; officers 
of, 118. 
Alumni prizes- in English composi-
tion, 97. 
Anticipation of college studies, 29. 
Arts, requirements for admission to 
course in, 21 ff.; course of study 
in, 32; degree in, 38 f. 
Astronomy, course in, 49. 
Athletic facilities, 86. 
B 
Bachelor's Degree, requirements 
for, 38 ff. 
Backus Scholarship, 104. 
Bills, 89. 
Biology, courses in, 49; honors in, 
92; laboratories, 84; see also p. 
42. 
Board, 88 f. 
Boardman Hall, 10, 84 f. 
Botany, course in, 49. 
Bronson Scholarship, 102. 
Brown Prize, 98. 
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Burhans Scholarship, 104. 
c 
Calendar, 4, 5, 6. 
Case Memorial Library, 81. 
Certification, admission on, 23 f. 
Certification and examinations, ad-
mission on, 25. 
Chapel, 10, 75. 
Chemical laboratory, 10, 83. 
Chemistry, courses in, 51; honors 
in, 92; see also p. 43. 
Christ Church, Hartford, Scholar-
ship, 107. 
Civil Engineering, courses in, 53; 
honors in, 92; see also p. 44. 
Classics, honors in, 92. 
Classical languages, 54 ff. 
Classification of students, 36. 
Codman Scholarship, 105. 
College, history of, 9 f. 
College Entrance Examination 
Board, examinations of, accepted 
for admission, 24 f. 
Collegiate Scholarship Fund, 101 f. 
Conditions, 37 f. 
Connecticut Historical Society, Li-
brary of, 80 f . 
Connecticut State Library, 81. 
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Converse Scholarship Fund, 102. 
Corporation, see Trustees. 
Course of Study, 31 ff.; required 
work of, 32 ff.; planning a, 41 ff. 
Courses of Instruction, 49 ff. 
Curtis Scholarship, 103. 
D 
Daniels Scholarship, 103. 
Day Scholarship, 104. 
Degrees, requirements for, 38 ff.; 
conferred, 113 ff. 
Diocese of Connecticut Scholar-
ships, 105 f. 
Douglas Scholarship, 103. 
Drawing, courses in, 54. 
E 
Economics and Social Science, 
courses in, 56 f. 
Economics, honors in, 92. 
Elective Studies, 35; choice of, 35 
f.; changes in, 36. 
Electrical Engineering, courses 
preparatory to, 45 f. 
Elocution, see Public Speaking. 
Elton Scholarships, 103. 
Employment, student, 90. 
Engineering, Civil, courses in, 53 
f.; Chemical, 43 f.; Electrical, 
45 f.; Mechanical, 44 f.; Sani-
tary, 44 f. 
English, requirements for admis-
sion in, 22, 26; courses in, 57 ff.; 
honors in, 92. 
English composition, prizes in, 97. 
Ethics, see Philosophy. 
Examinations for admission, times 
and places of, 26 ff.; fees, 26 ff. 
Expenses, 88 ff. 
Extension Courses, 31. 
F 
Faculty, list of, 11 ff.; standing 
committees of, 19 f. 
Fees, 89; for single courses, 89; 
for extra courses, 36, 89. 
Fellows, Board of, 8. 
Fellowships, 96, 100; holders of, 
109. 
Ferguson Prizes, 97. 
Ferguson Scholarship, 104. 
Fine Arts, courses in, 59. 
Flagg Scholarship, 103. 
Founders' Day, 5, 6, 30. 
French, courses in, 72. 
Freshman year, studies of, 32. 
Freshmen, Scholarships for, 107. 
G 
Gary, the Elbert H., scholarships, 
103. 
General scholarship, honors in, 92. 
Geology, courses in, 60; labora-
tories, 84. 
German, courses in, 61. 
Goodman Scholarship, 104. 
Goodwin Greek Prizes, 96. 
Goodwin-Hoadley Scholarships, 
102. 
Government, courses in, see Politi-
cal Science. 
Graduate Study, 40 f. 
Greek, requirements for admission 
in, 26; courses in, 54; prizes in, 
96. 
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Gregor Scholarships, 107. 
Groups of Studies, 33 ff. 
Gymnasium, 9, 86 f. 
H 
Halsey Scholarships, 103. 
Hartford Bar Library Association, 
81. 
Hartford Public Library, 80. 
Hartford Scholarships, 107. 
History, requirements for admis-
sion in, 22; hon11rs in, 92. 
History and Political Science, 
courses in, 62 ; prizes in, 97. 
History of the College, 9. 
Hitchings Scholarship, 104. 
Holland Prize Scholarships, 101. 
Honors at graduation, 92; for the 
year, 1936-1937, 108. 
Honors courses, 74. 
Hours of classes, tabular view, 74. 
Hygiene, courses in, 71. 
I 
Incompleteness, 37. 
Italian, courses in, 73 . 
J 
Jacocks Library Fund, 78 f. 
J a rvis Hall, 9. 
Jarvis Laboratory, 9, 83. 
K 
Kirby Scholarship, 104. 
Kneeland Scholarship, 103. 
L 
Laboratories, 83 ff. 
Lake, Horatio N., Scholarships, 104. 
Latin, requirements for admission 
in, 21; courses in, 54 f. 
Library, 76; funds of, 77 ff. 
Library facilities in Hartford, 80 f. 
Library Foundation on Sanitary 
Science, 78. 
M 
McCook Scholarship, 103. 
McCook Trophy, 94. 
Master's Degrees, requirements for, 
40 f.; fees for, 89. 
Mathematics, requirements for ad-
mission in, 22; courses in 64 f.; 
honors in, 92; see also p. 46. 
Mather Scholarship, 103. 
Matriculation, 30. 
Mears Foundation on Sanitary Sci-
ence, 78. 
Mears Prizes in Physical Educa-
tion, 98. 
Mears Scholarship, 102. 
Medical care, 90 f. 
Medicine, preparation for study of, 
47. 
Metaphysics, see Philosophy. 
Microbiology, course in, 71. 
Modern languages, honors in, 92. 
Music, courses in, 65. 
N 
Natural History, Museum of, 85; 
see also Biology and Geology. 
Non-matriculated students, 30. 
Northam Towers, 9. 
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0 
Optimus, title of, 92. 
p 
Pardee Scholarship, 103. 
Perkins Scholarships, 105. 
Phi Beta Kappa, 93 f. 
Phi Gamma Delta Prizes in 
Mathematics, 99. 
Philosophy and Psychology, courses 
in, 66 f.; honors in, 92. 
Physical laboratory, 83. 
Physical Education, 68, 86, 87; re-
quired for degrees, 38. 
Physics, courses in, 69 f.; honors 
in, 92; see also p. 48. 
Physiology and Hygiene, courses 
in, 71. 
Planning a course of study, 41. 
Political Science, courses in, 62. 
Prize Graduate Scholarships, 101. 
Prizes, 96 ff.; winners of, 108. 
Probation, 38. 
Promotion, requirements for, 36. 
Psychological laboratory, 84. 
Psychology and Philosophy, courses 
in, 66; honors in, 92. 
Public Health, preparation for 
study of, 47. 
Public speaking, prizes in, 97, 98. 
Publications, 10. 
R 
Reading course, 71. 
Recitations, tabular view of periods 
for, 74. 
Regents' examinations, 25. 
Registration, 30; fee for, 30; in 
courses, 35 f. 
Religion, course in history of, 71. 
Religious services, 75. 
Required studies, 32, 49. 
Requirements for admission, 21 ff. 
Requirements for degrees, 38 ff. 
Ripley Scholarship, 103. 
Romance Languages, courses in, 72, 
73. 
Rooms, 90. 
Russell Fellowships, 100, 101. 
s 
St. John's Church Scholarships, 106. 
St. Paul's Church Scholarships, 107. 
Salutatorian, 92. 
Sanskrit, 56. 
Scholarship Cup, 94 f. 
Scholarships, 99; classified list of, 
100 ff.; for undergraduates, 101; 
holders of, 109 ff.; prize gradu-
ate scholarships, 101. 
Science, course in, 32; degree in, 
39, 40. 
Seabury Hall, 9. 
Social Science, see Economics. 
Sophomore, Junior and Senior 
Years, 33. 
Spanish, courses in, 73. 
Special students, 29, 30. 
Squash racquets courts, 10. 
Standing, 37 f. 
Student employment, 90. 
Students, classification of, 36; list 
of, 119 ff.; summary of, 131. 
Summer Schools, work in, 32. 
Swimming pool, 10. 
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T 
Terry Fellowship, 100. 
Testimonials, 21. 
Theological Seminary, Hartford, 
Case Memorial Library, 81. 
Toucey Scholarships, 104. 
Trinity Church Scholarships, 105, 
106. 
Trowbridge Memorial, 10. 
Trowbridge Memorial Prize, 99. 
Trustees, list of, 7. 
Tuition, 88. 
Tuttle Prize, 96. 
Tuttle Scholarship, 104. 
u 
Undergraduates, Scholarships for, 
101. 
Union, The, 82. 
v 
Vaccination, certificate of, 21. 
Valedictorian, 92. 
Van Zile Poetry Prize, 99. 
Voluntary studies, 49. 
w 
Washington College, early name 
for Trinity College, 9. 
Waterman Scholarship, 104. 
Watkinson Library of Reference, 
80. 
Whitlock Prizes, 97. 
Williams Memorial, 10, 76. 
Williams Scholarship, 103. 
z 
Zoology, courses in, 49 f. 
